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Introduction
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Risk management
Trade setup, stop loss and invalidation of a trade

I

Candlesticks
Line charts, bar charts, candlestick charts, anatomy of a candlestick

II

Trade size
How to calculate correct position sizes

III

Margin trading
Pros and cons on trading with leverage

IV



A trade setup is a thought through plan where you 

have decided to enter a trade based off technical 

analysis

An entry point is where you will place your orders to 

enter a trade

A stop loss is where your position will be totally closed 

for a loss if hit

A take profit is where your position will be totally 

closed for a win if hit
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A poor entry would be just buying when price is 

going up, out of Fear Of Missing Out (FOMO) / 

emotional trading

Stop loss is not placed in an arbitrary place (e.g. 2% 

away) but where we are wrong on our trade idea

Take profit is essential in order to not get greedy and 

wait for some movement to occurs and loose profits

Trade Setup

I. RISK MANAGEMENT



• Trading is a probabilities game, in which it is impossible to expect 100%-win rate over time

• Know where your invalidation is before you enter a trade. Knowing where you are wrong is just as 
important as where you are correct

• Always place a stop loss as it is there to protect you. Always place a take profit as it is there to stop you 
getting greedy and eventually seeing wins turn to losses

• Have a full plan for every trade before you enter, it is very important

Summary

Do not be afraid of taking a loss, it is normal in trading.

You just have to get into a point in your trading career where you take more wins than losses, and that will come with time.

I. RISK MANAGEMENT
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Is an old western type of charts, its among the simplest 

one

Simple represents the progression of price in time

Its very easy to read how price has moved in the past
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Line chart

II. CANDLESTICKS



It gives more information:

● Green and red colors gives insights where the price 

has moved up or down between a given time frame

● You can see the relation between when the price 

has open and closes in a given time frame
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Bar chart

II. CANDLESTICKS



Similar to the bar chart

Easier to read

Gives clues on what might be happen next as you can 

distill patterns
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Japanese candlestick chart

II. CANDLESTICKS



Candles refers always to a given time frame

Every interval of the time frame a new candle is 

created

The difference between the opening price and the 

closing price is called body of the candle

The highest price and lowest price, in relation to the 

candle body, forms a shadow or a wick of the candle
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How to read a candlestick

II. CANDLESTICKS

Highest price of the 

timeframe

Closing price

Opening price

Lowest price of the 

timeframe



• Candlesticks consist of 4 elements: OHLC (Open, High, Low, Close)

• They give insights in how price has behaved within a given timeframe

• The body of the candle represents where has been the most interest during the candle time

• The wicks are visualization of where price attempted to go, but failed to remain

Summary
II. CANDLESTICKS
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Always know the risk before you enter a trade (you must have your setup in play before entering the trade)

Example
III. TRADE SIZE

We have a $5400 account – we will risk 1% loss of the portfolio with each trade (1% of $5400 = $54)

𝑻𝒓𝒂𝒅𝒆 𝒂𝒎𝒐𝒖𝒏𝒕 =
𝑹𝒊𝒔𝒌 𝑨𝒎𝒐𝒖𝒏𝒕 (𝒊𝒏 𝒅𝒐𝒍𝒍𝒂𝒓)

𝑺𝒕𝒐𝒑 𝑳𝒐𝒔𝒔 𝑷𝒆𝒓𝒄𝒆𝒏𝒕𝒂𝒈𝒆 (𝒈𝒊𝒗𝒆𝒏 𝒃𝒚 𝒕𝒓𝒂𝒅𝒆 𝒔𝒆𝒕𝒖𝒑)
· 𝟏𝟎𝟎

𝑻𝒓𝒂𝒅𝒆 𝒂𝒎𝒐𝒖𝒏𝒕 =
𝟓𝟒

𝟒
· 𝟏𝟎𝟎 = 𝟏𝟑𝟓𝟎

For a trade with a given stop loss at a 4% from the entry point, we have:

We are risking 1% of total portfolio with a 4% stop loss trade

13



Leverage trading allows you to trade with a larger position size than what you have available, 
borrowing the amount from the exchange

Leverage
IV. MARGIN TRADING

• Trade more contracts than you have
• Reap larger rewards
• Grow your account quicker
• Less exposure (if used correctly)

Pros:

• Larger losses if price turns against you
• Loose money quicker
• The more leverage, the closer your liquidation 

price will be

Cons:

Trading on high leverage is extremely risky and is not recommended (not more of 5x for the beginners)

14



1000$ Exposure Example
IV. MARGIN TRADING

1000$ position size

If prices increases by 1%, you will have 10$ in profit

1x leverage 3x leverage

If prices drops by 1% you will lose 10$

3000$ position size (2000$ borrowed from the 
exchange)

If prices increases by 1%, you will have 30$ in profit

If prices drops by 1% you will lose 30$
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In this example a trader exposes 1000$ from his account to open a position, on the left the 
example without leverage, on the right the example with 3x leverage



• Going all in into one trade indicates poor risk management
• Use leverage sensibly
• Use adequate risk management

Use leverage sensibly
IV. MARGIN TRADING

Your portfolio diversified across different Exchanges and you are using multiple trading accounts

Favorable example situation

You have a portfolio worth 50.000$ but only 1.000$ are allocated on an exchange (the rest is in another exchange or 
stored in a hardware wallet)

You can use leverage to meet the desired position size even though you don’t have the required money on the 
exchange you want to take the trade

With the appropriate risk management, you can use leverage to take the trade with the desired position size 
without moving funds around

16



1. Basics

17

Key theory (#1)
Risk management, trading edge, trade planning

1

Supports and resistances (#2)
How to map support, resistances and horizontal levels

2

S/R and R/S flips (#9)
When resistance is broken it become support and when support is broken it 

becomes resistance

3

Market structure (B#6)
How markets move

4

Daily routines (#58)
Preparation for a day of trading
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KEY NOTES:

• Always protect your capital

• Risk management is the key

• Never enter a trade without a plan (know your 
invalidation and targets)

• Horizontals are very strong and important 
levels therefore they should be marked 
correctly on the chart

• ALWAYS use two consecutive candle closes to 
mark a level

• Support becomes resistance when broken and 
resistance turns into support when broken

• Market structure is the king!

• Develop a daily routine, always do your TA and 
make a plan before trading



KEY THEORY

Risk management, trading edge, 
trade planning

BASICS

1.1



• Never stop. Nobody got to where they are now by only working at 50%
• Do not expect to be a professional trader and only chart 8 hours a week
• Losses are normal in trading. Keep going, you need to put in the time and accept losses to learn from them
• 3-5 years is the average amount of time is required for a trader to become profitable

Trading takes time

One key aspect that distinguish professional traders from amateurs is consistency in taking profitable trades

1.1 KEY THEORY

Find a strategy that works best for you and just repeat it (process-oriented trading)

Trading is not easy-money, it is very difficult and time-consuming to become profitable
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• Don’t focus on the small-term picture, but rather on the long-term vision
• Trading is about longevity with top-risk management

Not a get-rich-quick scheme

The long-term vision must be of staying in a consistent gains over time (e.g. compound interest)

1.1 KEY THEORY

Example

One trader risks 2% of his account on each trade, 

while the second one risks 10% of his account on 

each trade. If each trader has 10 losing trades in a 

row, the first one will have $16,675 left, while the 

second will remain with only $7,748

Binance has the feature of scaling the trade size to 

25%, 50%, 75% of your account to basically take 

your money

Trade # Total account 2% risk / trade Trade # Total account 10% risk / trade

1 $20,000.00 $400.00 1 $20,000.00 $2,000.00

2 $19,600.00 $392.00 2 $18,000.00 $1,800.00

3 $19,208.00 $384.00 3 $16,200.00 $1,620.00

4 $18,824.00 $376.00 4 $14,580.00 $1,458.00

5 $18,447.00 $369.00 5 $13,122.00 $1,312.00

6 $18,078.00 $362.00 6 $11,810.00 $1,181.00

7 $17,171.00 $354.00 7 $10,629.00 $1,063.00

8 $17,363.00 $347.00 8 $9,566.00 $957.00

9 $17,015.00 $340.00 9 $8,609.00 $861.00

10 $16,675.00 $333.00 10 $7,748.00 $775.00

20



• Always know the risk before you enter a trade (you must have your setup in play before entering the trade)
• 1% is not the trade amount, but the risk should we lose the trade (the biggest loss we will ever take is at 

maximum 1% of the portfolio)

1% Risk per trade
1.1 KEY THEORY – RISK MANAGEMENT (METHOD 1)

This method is good for low balance accounts ($100,000 or less)

If you are consistent you can scale up to 2%, if you are a beginner start even with 0.5%

You should never take a trade with less than 2 to 1 risk-reward ratio, better more or equal than 3 to 1

Risk management is important as, if not more, than the Technical Analysis itself

Longevity is key. If your risk on any given position is small relative to total capital, then you can take a losing streak

21



Example

1% Risk per trade
1.1 KEY THEORY – RISK MANAGEMENT (METHOD 1)

We have a $5400 account – we will risk 1% loss of the portfolio with each trade (1% of $5400 = $54)

𝑻𝒓𝒂𝒅𝒆 𝒂𝒎𝒐𝒖𝒏𝒕 =
𝑹𝒊𝒔𝒌 𝑨𝒎𝒐𝒖𝒏𝒕 (𝒊𝒏 𝒅𝒐𝒍𝒍𝒂𝒓)

𝑺𝒕𝒐𝒑 𝑳𝒐𝒔𝒔 𝑷𝒆𝒓𝒄𝒆𝒏𝒕𝒂𝒈𝒆 (𝒈𝒊𝒗𝒆𝒏 𝒃𝒚 𝒕𝒉𝒆 𝒕𝒓𝒂𝒅𝒆 𝒔𝒆𝒕𝒖𝒑)
· 𝟏𝟎𝟎

𝑻𝒓𝒂𝒅𝒆 𝒂𝒎𝒐𝒖𝒏𝒕 =
𝟓𝟒

𝟒
· 𝟏𝟎𝟎 = 𝟏𝟑𝟓𝟎

For a trade with a given stop loss at a 4% from the entry point, we have:

We are risking 1% of total portfolio ($54) with a 4% stop loss trade

For a 3.86% Stop Loss the trade amount for the example above will be: 𝑻𝒓𝒂𝒅𝒆 𝒂𝒎𝒐𝒖𝒏𝒕 =
𝟓𝟒

𝟑.𝟖𝟔
· 𝟏𝟎𝟎 = 𝟏𝟑𝟗𝟖.𝟗𝟔
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• Never risk more than 5% of total portfolio equity per trade
• Every trade taken is between 1% and 5%, normally at the lower end

1-5% of Equity Risk Management
1.1 KEY THEORY – RISK MANAGEMENT (METHOD 2)

This method works for bigger accounts (few millions), not viable for small balance account (1% of a $100 account is not enough)

With a $5,000,000 trading account the max trade size is $250,000 and the average trade is $50,000

Longevity is key. If your risk on any given position is small relative to total capital, then you can take a losing streak

Example

23



• There is no right or wrong ways to trade, only the way that works for you
• Pick an area and master it: swing, scalp, crypto, stocks (don’t practice on crypto and then start investing in 

gold)

• A strategy does not have to be complicated: the simpler it is the better the majority of time

There is no best way to trade

Don’t trade with information overload, you don’t need a hundred of indicators

1.1 KEY THEORY

If you are adding into a strategy or removing from a strategy, always ask: is this increasing profitability or reducing risk?

If the answer is yes, then add it to the strategy
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• Without a strategy you are gambling
• You have to know where your trading edge is

• As a trader you should have no opinion, just trade the charts, the charts never lies to you
• If you have opinion you will continue to take losses

What is your edge / strategy?

You need to workout your strategy / edge to become consistent, profitable over time

1.1 KEY THEORY

Stay humble, there is always something to learn to improve and become a better trader

Your trading edge needs to adjust continuously, what works now does not necessarily works in a year

Whoever says that he never takes a loss is a liar
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• Know when you are going to get out of the trade before you get in
• Stick to you plan always!

• Treat your trading methodology like a business: simple, effective and rememberable

Have a plan

If you have a profitable plan but then you take a losing streak you can adjust it, just don’t think that the plan is totally a failure

1.1 KEY THEORY

Plans does not need to be complicated

Always ask “is this increasing profitability or reducing risk?” before adjusting your plan

If you go in a losing streak, don’t keep trading!

Take a break, don’t revenge-trade increasing the amount of money traded, instead reduce it (e.g. reduce the risk to 0.5%)
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SUPPORTS AND 
RESISTANCES

How to map support, resistances 
and horizontal levels

BASICS

1.2



• You want to see multiple touches onto the support or resistance on a high term time frame (monthly, 
weekly, daily)

• You must master horizontal levels before proceeding to more advanced tools

Identifying supports and resistances

Many traders overlook horizontal support and resistances. But basics are more pivotal in trading than advanced theories!

1.2. SUPPORTS AND RESISTANCES

Some levels requires more experience as they might seem washed out and not important anymore, but they could become 

important in some cases.

If you mark out an incorrect horizontal level, you will likely loose money

Never trade of horizontals alone, always seek for confluence (e.g. Fibonacci retracement which is also horizontals)
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• Start on higher time frames (HTF) and work your way down (monthly ⮕ weekly ⮕ daily ⮕ 4h)

• The higher the timeframe the bigger the support/resistance is

How to map horizontals

If you are day trading, you can also map horizontals on 1hr timeframe

1.2. SUPPORTS AND RESISTANCES

Example: color system used by Daniel

Monthly purple #9800ff

Weekly yellow #ffff00

Daily teal / cyan #00bcd4

4hr orange #ff9800

• Quickly identify levels directly on the chart
• Add templates on TradingView for each color (use 

horizontal ray or horizontal line)

If you are day trading, you can also map horizontals on 1hr timeframe

29
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We are looking for levels which has got several 

touches (at least 2 touches on the monthly)

For a touch is intended when the candle body does 

not close above the level

Support and resistance levels are levels where price 

doesn’t stay there for an extended amount of time

Three weeks in a row on the same level: massive 

support

On massive monthly levels, identified by multiple 

touches, price can also come close and make a 

retracement without even touching them
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How to map horizontals -

Example

1.2. SUPPORTS AND RESISTANCES

LTCUSD Monthly

support Note: Daniel changed his style from wicks to 

bodies of the candles

Monthly

TV
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How to map horizontals -

Example

1.2. SUPPORTS AND RESISTANCES

LTCUSD Monthly

support

resistance

support Note: Daniel changed his style from wicks to 

bodies of the candles

Monthly

TV



Some of the monthly levels can be redefined by looking 

at the weekly timeframe, if they don’t look quite right
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How to map horizontals -

Example

1.2. SUPPORTS AND RESISTANCES

LTCUSD Monthly

support

resistance

resistance

support

Note: Daniel changed his style from wicks to 

bodies of the candles

Monthly

Monthly

Monthly

TV



Always look to the left before going to the right (most 

relevant levels are the recent ones on the right of the 

chart, but sometimes levels can be adjusted by looking 

at previous important levels on the left of the chart)

Levels are chart specific, each asset handle levels 

differently
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How to map horizontals -

Example

1.2. SUPPORTS AND RESISTANCES

LTCUSD Weekly

Support
(no candle body close below the level)

Bounce on the 
weekly support

No clear 
levels here

Tweezer top, not 

something to likely 
label

Note: Daniel changed his style from wicks to 

bodies of the candles

Monthly

Weekly

Weekly

Weekly

Weekly

Weekly

TV



When a daily level is right next to a weekly level there’s 

no point in adding the daily as well
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How to map horizontals -

Example

1.2. SUPPORTS AND RESISTANCES

LTCUSD Daily

No points in adding this daily 
level as it is near a weekly level

resistance

Note: Daniel changed his style from wicks to 

bodies of the candles

TV

Weekly

Weekly

Weekly

Weekly

Daily

Daily



Price reaction on horizontal levels
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How to map horizontals -

Example

1.2. SUPPORTS AND RESISTANCES

LTCUSD Daily

Note: Daniel changed his style from wicks to 

bodies of the candles

TV

Weekly

Daily

Weekly

Weekly

Daily

Weekly

Weekly



Trend lines use the same theory of horizontals:
you need to see at least two touches to create the trend line

Trendlines

1.2. SUPPORTS AND RESISTANCES

2 touches can be viewed as a strong speculative buy, 

3 touches is an already confirmed trendline
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Many traders do not trade the 3rd touch, but Daniel 

does. And often the 4th touch goes through.

1st touch

2nd touch

3rd touch

Breakthrough of 

the trendline

TV



S/R AND R/S FLIPS

When resistance is broken it 
become support and when 
support is broken it becomes 
resistance

BASICS

1.3



If there are signals of a level being broken its better to 

go out of the trade

Bounces on the support are getting smaller and smaller 

until its broken (like a ball)

There’s no much time that you can hold up a level until 

its buyers exhausts

It’s all about supply and demand:

if you have an area that people are interested in 

buying, but the bounces are getting smaller and 

smaller, it means there’s less sellers then less people 

are holding up that level and you need to come back 

down in search for value at a lower price. You then see 

if at that lower level there are people interested in 

buying or it is still over valued

You can reach a value where there is an “agreement” 

between buyers and sellers and that is when you stay 

range bound (accumulation range)

Finding a fair value for an asset is all about trading

38

Support when broken 

becomes resistance

1.3. S/R AND R/S FLIPS

BATUSD 4h

1. Support levels

2. Once broken, supports 

flips into resistances going 
forward

Good entries for short 
positions

TV

Weekly

Monthly



Same of S/R flips, just reversed.

If you are looking for long or short positions you want 

to wait for a breakthrough, a back-test and a 

confirmation of the S/R or R/S flip
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Resistance when broken 

becomes support

1.3. S/R AND R/S FLIPS

EOSUSD 1h

1. Resistance level

2. Once broken, 

resistances flips into 
support going forward

Good entries for long 
positions

Consolidation under resistance is bullish, 

especially in an uptrend

TV

Weekly



Trendlines flips strategy is the same as horizontals in 

uptrend or downtrend lines

40

Trendline support when 

broken becomes resistance

1.3. S/R AND R/S FLIPS

BTCUSD 1h

1. Trendline is 
acting as support

2. Once trendline support 

is broken it flips into 
resistance going forward

TV



MARKET STRUCTURE

How markets move, market 
structure as confluence

BASICS

1.4



• Reading the market structure (MS) gives you the ability to identify a trend at any given timeframe

• Market structure helps you build a case for a potential trade (bullish or bearish)

• With market structure you can identify when a trend has ended and is about to reverse

The fundamentals
1.4. MARKET STRUCTURE

Find other form of confluence before enter a trade to determine entry and invalidation point

Enter a trade only based on a change in Market Structure might be difficult because the ranges can be very wide, especially on 

swing trading on high time frames
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Directions of the market
1.4. MARKET STRUCTURE
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Upwards

Trending
(uptrend)

Downwards

Trending
(downtrend)

Sideways

Consolidation



When price breaches the previous price high (it makes a 

higher high) and does not close below the previous 

low (it makes a higher low), establishes an uptrend

The uptrend is confirmed when the next high is higher 

than the previous higher high

After the confirmation long positions are favorable as 

the uptrend il likely to continue
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Uptrend

1.4. MARKET STRUCTURE

Higher High

Higher Low

High

Low

Breaking the newly made high 

confirms the uptrend



The same as the uptrend, but reversed

The downtrend is confirmed when the new lower high 

is lower than the previous high

45

Downtrend

1.4. MARKET STRUCTURE

High

Lower Low

Low

Lower high

Breaking the newly made low 

confirms the downtrend

Lower high



After a higher high and a higher low (coming from an 

uptrend) or a lower high and a lower low (coming from 

a downtrend) no new higher or lower highs/lows are 

made

The result is indecision in price, forming a sideway 

range

A breakout on either sides might occur

You can trade inside the range (from low to high or 

high to low)

You can trade the breakout of the channel as well, 

after confirmation
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Sideways

1.4. MARKET STRUCTURE

Higher High

High

Higher Low

No new higher highs 

are being made

No new lower lows 

are being madePrice was forming a 

potential uptrend



Coming from an established downtrend:

The price will place a Lower Low, followed by a Higher 

High and a Higher Low.

After breaching the new Higher High the trend change 

from downtrend to uptrend is confirmed.

After the confirmation you might start looking for a 

long position.

Coming from an established uptrend:

The price will place a Higher High, followed by a Lower 

High and a Lower Low.

After breaching the new Lower Low the trend change 

from uptrend to downtrend is confirmed.

After the confirmation you might start looking for a 

short position.
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Trend change

1.4. MARKET STRUCTURE

High

Low

Lower high

Lower low

Higher high

Higher low

After breaking the previous high and 

making a Higher Low price continues 

past the newly made high



Trend change – Complex Scenario
1.4. MARKET STRUCTURE
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Lower low

Lower low

Low

Lower High

High

Lower High Still lower high

Still lower low

Higher High

Higher Low

Downward trendline is being broken.

Early indication that the trend might change

Only after breaching the start of the down 

trend we can confirm new higher highs

Higher High

Start of the 

downtrend

Change of trend 

confirmed



In order for a trend change to occur old highs or old 

lows has to be breached, it does make sense to pull 

horizontal lines from older highs and lows

Where price couldn’t breach previous highs, means that 

in that particular level there’s not enough demand: as a 

result, the price goes down and the high becomes a 

resistance

Once the price breaks through a resistance or support 

level it is common to back-test it in order to see if there 

is buying/selling interest now: if there’s still no interest 

the level flip from resistance to support or vice versa

Market structure is the source of these basic concepts, 

determining where are demand and supply
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Support and resistance

1.4. MARKET STRUCTURE

Resistance

Resistance

Support

Support

Low

High

Back-test in order to see if there 

is interest in buying at this level, 

otherwise price continues down

Back-test in order to see if there 

is enough interest to buy for price 

to continues up

The higher the time frame the more resistant is 

the level

Levels are taken from candle closes



DAILY ROUTINES

Preparation for a day of trading

BASICS

1.5



• Routine to be prepared for the day ahead
• Knowing and predicting the best potential setup before the setup is even there
• Be prepared for a bullish or a bearish scenario
• You must be already ready before the majority of the competition are still working out the plan
• Only take the trade when the setup has been met

Routine
1.5. DAILY ROUTINES
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Mark out KEY levels PLAN all possible setups TAKE trades that ‘comes to me’

1 1 2 3

Not making a trade, is a trade in itself

If you don’t have a plan, your plan is to fail



All Key reference levels and planned setups to take, 

to be prepared for them before they are visible

• Recognize if there is a bullish or bearish daily open

• Recognize if the initial balance is strong or not

• Aware of where the big reference levels are
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Daily sheet

1.5. DAILY ROUTINES



You really need to working the context out in the morning, it gives you the base understanding and instructions for the day

Keep context as simple as possible, avoid analysis paralysis: use the setup and tools that you feel more comfortable with

Determine your daily bias: bullish or bearish?

Context
1.5. DAILY ROUTINES
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TREND DIRECTION
Sideways or trending

Higher Time Frame 
ELLIOTT WAVE count CVD DIVERGENCES

Watch TD on LTF (15min / 1h) and on HTF (1day) 
and get the context of the direction

Trending: buy the dips and put a trailing Stop 
Loss, do not take profit often

Sideways: does not add to position, buys at the 
low and sell at the high of the range

If price is trending in Wave #3: 
aggressively long the dips, 

compound and trail Stop Loss

If price is in a Wave #4 triangle, 
expect ranges, take profits, long 

lows and short highs

When in sideways range, look for CVD 
divergences to get the context of what 

the biggest traders are doing



Important Levels
1.5. DAILY ROUTINES
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CC FIBONACCI
Global and Local

4 Hour EMAs
55 and 200

POCs
Daily, Weekly, Monthly

The Global CC is taken from very HTF and not 
interacted with it so much, but when it does 

expect big moves

The local CC is derived from LTF, mostly useful 
for day traders

Represents support and resistance 
levels on 4 hours

55 and 200 are the 2 most respected 
levels of EMA

Levels where to take trades from

Look for confluence with other tools to 
determine probability of the trade



Biggest trading levels

Key support and resistance of the day, determined by looking for several layers of confluence

Manually determined, there’s no indicators for that

Key Horizontal Levels
1.5. DAILY ROUTINES

If there is a strong resistance level, but during the day we break through it when it is retest you can expect to flip as support
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After identifying the context and the key horizontal levels you can patiently wait for the trade setup comes toward your plan



Volume Information
1.5. DAILY ROUTINES
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Look at your statistics and journaling

Keeping your statistics is one of the major way to become a successful trader

OPEN INTEREST Daily VOLUME and DELTA FUNDING
Bullish or Bearish

What’s the Open Interest doing on the 
previous day?

Check if Open Interest is increasing or not

Check if Volume and Delta are 
increasing in comparison to previous 

days

Check discrepancies with Open 
Interest

Current funding



Opens and Notes
1.5. DAILY ROUTINES
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Prepare for Daily, weekly, monthly opens strategies

Daniel will give on the daily sheet his key notes for the day ahead

Identify levels and setup before price reach that levels is extremely useful to become successful

A daily sheet requires ~25 minutes, place alerts and when they hit look for a trade in ~5 minutes, the rest of the time is free!

Watching a chart 10h a day will not make you a better trader, start formulate your plans and then trade them



2. Trading Psychology
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Trading Mindset (#82)
Introduction into trading psychology

1

Psychology introduction (#60)
Trading emotions, risk management and trading steps before each trade

2

Psychology in trading (#8)
Focus on charts and trades, do not be greedy

3

Trading emotions (#72)
How to handle trading emotions

4

KEY NOTES:

• Trading without emotions is the key

• Stick to your plan

• Truly understand and accept the (calculated) 
risk on your trade

• Greed makes you lose money

• When you focus on trading, money comes 
naturally

IMPORTANT:

If you want to take trading seriously, do the 25 
trades with one dollar challenge (as described in a 
stream)



TRADING MINDSET

Introduction into trading 
psychology

PSYCHOLOGY

2.1



Second guess yourself when entering trades?

Have fear during the trade?

Not stick to your original plan of the trade?

Have a plan at all before entering a trade or do you enter the trade in FOMO?

Working out a trading strategy

A lot of key points are taken from Mark Douglas

2.1. TRADING MINDSET
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DO YOU?

95% of traders lose money because they don’t have a plan at all



People accept they can lose, but they do NOT accept the risk of loosing it

Understanding and accepting the risk
2.1. TRADING MINDSET
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Use your invalidation point to get out of the trade, don’t stick with a bad trade after it hits your first invalidation point just 

with the idea that maybe the things are going to change

No emotions, just trade the chart

After our TA (or due to FOMO), we take a long trade, with Stop Loss and Take Profit set.
Each downwards move causes fear and each upwards move causes hope/greed.

After an initial uptrend the market structure starts to clearly change, with a series of lower low and lower high.
After the first confirmation of the MS change we say to our self: “if it goes below the lower low and/or my 

invalidation point we’ll close” but at every lower high we start to feel that the market might goes up again, but 
punctually it goes down. We continue like this until we are liquidated or with a high loss.

Example: Bad Trade



We must accept the risk before entering any trade, and we must accept that we can lose any trade we take, therefore 
it’s crucial to put a Stop Loss and a Take Profit on each trade we take

We are trading probabilities, using a probabilistic edge
We must be the casino, owning the slot machines, not only the players

We can lose any trade we take
2.1. TRADING MINDSET
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All it takes is 1 other person to invalidate any trade and TA we take; we still can loose any trade given by our best setup

We are betting on a weighted coin, that has 70% odds of head.

Are we going to put all our life saving on heads? No, because there is a 30% change that we can loose.

But we are more willing to take the risk over a course of 50 coins flips, because more often than not heads will be the result.

But you can’t never ever know with a 100% certainty if the next coin flip is head or not.

Example: weighted coin

It does not matter how the next trade goes; we are trading in a way that on the long term our probabilities to win are higher

As a casino owner, we know that sometimes players can win and take money from us. But, on the long term, at the end of the 

day we are walking away with money



Challenge: work out a setup you are going to take for the next 25 trades and take that setup every time, does not matter 
what others are saying, block anything else

On each trade use only $1 and record each trade result, what went wrong and what could be improved
At the end see your win % and if any adjustments need to be made

If your win rate is higher than the lose rate, you can scale up the same setup for bigger trades.
But if, on bigger trades, you find yourself exiting the trade sooner or changing the strategy along the way then go back to 

smaller trades, until you find your personal risk tolerance

Trading Strategy
2.1. TRADING MINDSET
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If you are taking trading seriously you need to do this challenge

Make only $1 dollar trades, as you need to find this disciplines first and then you can scale up

If you can do the challenge with $1, there’s no reason that you can’t do it with a $100.000

You need to find a systematic and robotic strategy to trade, with no emotions



“No man ever reached to excellence in any one art or profession without having passed through the slow 
and painful process of study and preparation”

Trade without fear or overconfidence

When you get a trade setup stop over thinking and think in a percentage over a series of trades perspective

The secret to trading
2.1. TRADING MINDSET
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Instead of try to find the best indicators, the best strategy in the hope that the next trade will not be lose, acknowledge the 

fact that is impossible to avoid losses in trading and that we need to trade with a probabilistic edge

If you are not willing to accept the risk, probably you are trading with too much money



We are the casino; we have the edges in our favur

Loses are expected

But over 100 trades we walk away with more money
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Daniel’s Post and Summary

2.1. TRADING MINDSET

1. Winning at trading is easy. It takes care of itself. But learning how to lose is the most important part as a trader. 

How I deal with losing, mentally, is extremely important in trading. Do I let it bother me? Do I hang on to it? Or 

do I release it and let it go? When I lose I have to experience the loss, feel it, learn from it and then spit it out and 

let it go, and focus on the next trade. If I hang on to a loss for too long, it will pollute me. It will affect my next 

trade and I ALWAYS have to focus on the next trade. The next trade is the most important trade in the world. 

Focus on the now. 

2. I need to know myself. The sooner I figure out who and what I am as a trader and play to my strengths the 

sooner I can work out how to remove my weaknesses. 

3. When I can completely divorce myself from the money made/lost aspect of trading and just focus on the market 

and making good trades, I’ll be a much better trader.

4. Biggest lessons learned: Self-belief. Believe in myself. Don’t quit and never lose all my money! Overall, it’s stay 

in the game and really believe in myself. It’s a balancing act between having an ego compared to having too big 

of an ego. Know what my strengths and weaknesses are. It’s a game of inner exploration, mentally. 

5. Traders all now trade from screens a few feet away. I shouldn’t be doing that. I should be internalizing the 

screens and making them a part of me e.g what I see on the screens should be a part of my psyche. It’s not me 

against the machine, the machine (data on screens) should be part of me. Sometimes have these zen-moments 

where clears mind of all thoughts and will be looking at the screen but not actually looking at it, but know you 

subconscious is looking at it. Then he comes out of this zen-like moment, looks at the screen and is like “Right, I 

know what to do.”

6. Observational skills: In order to be a good trader, I really need to work on my observational skills. I need to 

notice what the market is telling me. Don't sit there and say “based on the charts the 1 month chart BTC is going 

to XYZ level.” No, lets the market tell you what to do. Don't won’t buy BTC unless the market is yelling at you 

“BUY THE BLOODY BITCOIN YOU IDIOT!” Divorce yourself from the opinion and lets the market tell you what 

to do. Watch the markets closely. But not too closely as sometimes one can look at the screen, look away from 

the screen, look back and one’s subconscious mind then tells one what’s there and what to do. Use the power 

of observation, intuition and subconscious mind as these are very powerful tools when it comes to trading. 

7. I must have an open-mind and be non-judgmental. Open myself up to everything. Utilize the fact that my spirit 

inside wants to be open and free to everything. Don’t let anything stand in my way. Don’t let any dogmas/beliefs 

stop me from achieving what I want to achieve.

8. Don’t just watch the market. Listen to it. 

9. The markets are always changing. So, I must adapt my trading to the market changes.

10. Grow my account organically. Don’t try to grow it too fast. If you start with 10k and take it up to 15k, take a 

couple of grand out and start again. Build, build BUILD. I must stand the test of time.

11. There’s a self-sabotage in a lot of traders. They love the challenge of trading and the climb up the hill (e.g taking 

a 10k account to 100k) as that’s where the thrill is, the climbing up the hill. They make a bunch of money and 

then their subconscious mind says I don’t like this, I like the challenge of climbing up the hill. So, they make silly 

bets, don’t manage risk and eventually blow up, just so they can have the thrill of climbing that hill again. I must 

know myself really well to ensure this self-sabotage doesn’t happen to me. Have an honest chat with myself as 

this will help me decide what to do and what not to do.

12. It’s really important that I don’t beat myself up when I lose money or miss a trade. It’s going to happen. Just get 

on with things. 

13. Challenge your brain all the time. The brain likes order and to file things away, but it’s good to throw a challenge 

in there to keep things fresh. Whether that’s learning something new about trading (Options, Futures, T/A & F/A) 

or a new language or taking up Sudoku. Also, change things up across my life instead of doing the same old 

same old. Even minor things like the way I drive to place I visit a lot. Take a different route. Solve problems.

14. Know its hard to do when starting out, but eventually after you evolve into a successful trader you will only focus 

on the now of trading. I won’t care about big wins or big losses or how much money I’m making. I’ll just be 

focused on the next trade and making good trades overall.



A trading strategy/plan is needed

Accept you can lose every trade taken

Stick to the plan till the very end of the data set

Summary
2.1. TRADING MINDSET
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PSYCHOLOGY 
INTRODUCTION

Trading emotions, risk 
management and trading steps 
before each trade

PSYCHOLOGY

2.2



I have no TRUST in my setups
I lost my CONFIDENCE after a string of losses

I’m SCARED to enter a trade
I feel the PRESSURE, when I start to understand how market works or when I see other people succeeding

I feel the TENSION of having money on the line, not have enough sleep

How to manage emotions
2.2. PSYCHOLOGY INTRODUCTION
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Example: missed move due to lack of confidence

A setup with great confluence presents itself but you DOUBT your analysis and do not take the trade.
Maybe you overthink a few recent losses (or you have analysis paralysis) and decide to skip the trade.

The result is devastating as the trade went exactly as you PLANNED it would go.
This plant in your emotions for every future trade.

You can overcome this emotions with a PLAN and by FOCUSING, approaching trading as a business with the proper risk 

management, putting just the required amount of effort



PSYCHOLOGY IN 
TRADING

Focus on charts and trades, do not 
be greedy

PSYCHOLOGY

2.3



• The greatest and most successful traders find their main reward in the activity of trading itself
• If you suffer from fear and greed it’s because you don’t understand yourself. Most traders win or lose to the 

same degree that they understand themselves
• Seeing the market as support mechanism and not as threatening is the critical difference in achieving success

Trading mindset
2.3. PSYCHOLOGY IN TRADING
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So many people are good at charting, but not at trading: when you have money on the line it changes

Focus on the chart and trades, and the money will come naturally!

Scared money does not make money, you cannot win every trade

When you over analyze, you’ll become scared of taking trades based on your setup, you will always find something that will not 

make you do the trade

Focus on yourself when you are entering a market



• Emotions and feelings in trading are something that professional traders do not get or block out when 
entering trades

• Professional traders feel a connection with the market and have a knack of knowing what is going to happen 
next (information, knowledge and edges seem to come out of nowhere)

• Trading is effortless “knowing without knowing how I know”

Trading mindset
2.3. PSYCHOLOGY IN TRADING
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Professionals know that they don’t have any control over the market, but they start to “know without knowing”

Even after a positive winning streak, if you feel too powerful and unstoppable, take a break and come back with a new mindset. 

Don’t be too greedy!



Don’t put blame on everybody else than you:

“My broker told me to go long, and I knew it was wrong”
“The RSI said to buy and it was wrong”

“I knew I should have sold, but the wave count was wrong”

A key principle in becoming a consistent trader is acting responsibly for your trades

Take responsibility for your trades
2.3. PSYCHOLOGY IN TRADING
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A trade journal is a good way to keep accountability and monitoring wins and losses

You need to learn from losses, analyze what went wrong



You want some form of analysis for the trade you take 

in order to come back later on

This is a key metric for moving forward and becoming a 

better trader
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Trade journal

2.3. PSYCHOLOGY IN TRADING



TRADING EMOTIONS

How to handle trading emotions

PSYCHOLOGY

2.4



Negative emotions
2.4. TRADING EMOTIONS
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FEAR

Usually directly correlated to the size of 
positions we are using and what kind of 

leverage we are using

Fear is a key emotion to control

DEPRESSION

After a series of negative trading, you 
start to take trades you shouldn’t take, 

not using setups or revenge trading

This ends in a downward spiral of 
emotions into depression with idea of 

quitting from trading



Positive emotions
2.4. TRADING EMOTIONS
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GREED

After a positive streak of trades you start 
to believe that the trades will go always 
better, and you leave the position open 

after hitting the take profits

You should be careful when you start to 
feeling greed

EUPHORIA

Believing you are unstoppable and that 
you are the best trader in the world

You should not have this type of emotion

When you feel euphoric take a break or 
reduce your position size



Manage emotions
2.4. TRADING EMOTIONS
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FIND YOUR CENTER

Find your center

Be calm, not greedy
Try to manage your feelings and emotions

GET IN THE ZONE

Try to get in the zone

If you had a bad day or other external 
feelings they are definitely going to affect 

your trading

Be aware of that

Trading on a mobile phone means probably that you where doing something else, trading requires focus and no distractions



Protect your capital

Stick to your plan

No trade is also a trade

Leverage is a hell of a drug, treat it like it, don’t use it often and carefully

Risk Management
2.4. TRADING EMOTIONS
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Pretend you have a 20 million account; would you also manage trades in the same way, or you will be more careful?

Do your TA and your plan, you know where your risk is and your maximum pain point in order to stop

No trading is also recognizing that there’s no trade that have enough probabilities or that the edge is not there

Don’t let leverage ruin your risk management



Find the confluence

Pick a position size that fits your account

Execute

Trading steps before each trade
2.4. TRADING EMOTIONS
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Position size must take in consideration leverage as well

Picking the right position size will eliminate the fear, as you know exactly how you’re going to lose

Execute. You need to take risk, without risk you can’t make money



Focus!
Focus mentally and physically

Eat food that keep your mind sharp

Do regular exercises

Do the same activities you will do to master 
any type of profession
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2.4. TRADING EMOTIONS



3. Entering Trades
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Consolidation (#10)
Consolidation above support and consolidation below resistance

1

Compounding + Averaging down + Laddering (#13)
Different ways how to enter and manage trades

2

Swing Failure Pattern and Liquidity (#53)
Places where there is a lot of buying/selling activity

3

Trade entry strategy (#77)
Different options how to enter a trade (pre-set, market, alarm)

4

(OLD) Swing Failure Pattern and Liquidity (#53 OLD)
Places where there is a lot of buying/selling activity

5

KEY NOTES:

• Recognize high liquidity areas

• Use wide stop loss (adjust position size 
accordingly)

• Find high liquidity places, price is drawn 
towards them

• ALWAYS look for CONFLUENCE and what is the 
most probable to happen

• Laddering into a trade and compounding is very 
useful

• Work out what is your preferred strategy of 
entering a trade

• Consider a checklist before entering a trade



CONSOLIDATION

Consolidation above support and 
consolidation below resistance

ENTERING TRADES

3.1



Consolidation basically consists of a sideway range and an 
extended one (not just a small price correction)

When price is moving up impulsively you will get little to 
none sideway consolidation

Consolidation is just the asset working out to find a fair price 
(supply and demand): if the price is expanding upwards is due 
to the fact that less people wants to sell and more people 
wants to buy. Once price reach a level where people is 
comfortable selling but people fill that the price is still high 
you have a drop in price.

Consolidation could also be downward sloping (more bullish) 
or upward sloping (unhealthy and over-extended)

Back-test is not necessary but most of the time it happens 
and is really nice
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What is consolidation

3.1. CONSOLIDATION

XBTUSD Hourly

1. Price 

expanding 
impulsively

2. Price moving in a sideway 

range (consolidation)

Usually a neutral pattern (it can 

break on the upside or 

downside), but one could 

slightly favor continuation of 
the trend

3. Price breaks consolidation 

range, back-test it, and then 

move up again impulsively for 
the continuation of the trend

Textbook trading is so different than real trading.

If you straight jump from textbook advice to real 

trading you will definitely lose money

Not real 
consolidation



Forms of consolidation
3.1. CONSOLIDATION
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Sideways

Favor continuation to the upside, 
but it is general neutral

Downward slope

Bullish, best form of 
consolidation (bull flag)

Upward slope

Still up-trending, but does not 
guarantee a strong consolidation and 

future corrections might be bigger

The price is more over-extended



If you have a level of resistance and you keep 
hitting that resistance, there’s only so much 
time people can sell before it goes through to 
find a new fair level (there is real demand, and 
you must go higher to find a new level of 
supply).
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Consolidation under resistance 

is bullish

3.1. CONSOLIDATION

XBTUSD Hourly

There are not so many times sellers can hold up a level before they become exhausted.
Other factors must be considered for the pros and cons of each position (market bullish 

or bearish), as it could also be a low risk short.
Generally, in an uptrend, this should break through resistance.

Resistance is broken, and 
then flipped into support for 

a long trade



Textbooks classifies consolidation above 
support is bearish for the same reason of the 
consolidation under resistance
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Consolidation above support is 

bearish

3.1. CONSOLIDATION

BTCUSD Weekly

There are not so many times buyers can hold up a level before they become exhausted.
The end of consolidation and the break down of the support level represent the fact that 

at this price no other buyers can be found and then a new lower fair value is needed



Consolidation above support offers a low risk long

Consolidation below resistance offers a low risk short

Always look for a higher time frame bias, or another technical tool for confluence before entering a trade

Longing below resistance or shorting above support is like buying into resistances and selling into support, not 
a wise trading strategy!

Consolidation - Counter Argument
3.1. CONSOLIDATION
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Do not blindly short when you are consolidating above support nor long when you are consolidating below 
resistance, always look for confluence

Trends are really strong, don’t try to fight them



Look at the trends

Look at the coinciding variables, don’t look at one thing in its own

Look at the bigger time frames, to figure out the bigger picture

Look at the resistances and supports and think what’s most likely given the other variables

Tips for trading consolidations
3.1. CONSOLIDATION
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COMPOUNDING + 
AVERAGING DOWN + 
LADDERING

Different ways how to enter and 
manage trades

ENTERING TRADES

3.2



Compounding a trade is when you are already in one 
trade, and then another setup presents itself in the 
trade with a good risk to reward ratio, and a trade 
you would take if you were not already in the trade.

The second trade you take is a trade in itself that you 
would likely take on its own. With compounding you 
are adding a second position to the setup, that is 
compounding your gains.

Only take the second compound trade only if it is a 
setup in itself.
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Compounding trades

3.2. COMPOUNDING + AVERAGING 
DOWN + LADDERING

BTCUSD 5 min

Laddering adds more complexity to a setup, but 

another level of risk as well, practice first!

Once you added the compound trade you can 

move the first Stop Loss on the second Stop Loss, 

in order to end always in profits

Nice confluence and 
second trade setup



Averaging down adds another trade to a currently 
loosing position

You are essentially averaging down you long price, 
as you are expecting further moves upside

The same technic is appliable to shorts as well
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Averaging down trades

3.2. COMPOUNDING + AVERAGING 
DOWN + LADDERING

BTCUSD 5 min

If you are a beginner do not average down. At the 

beginning its better to cut out of the trade and 

take the loss, without further risks
Second support

BTCUSD 5 min

If, after the second entry, the conditions of the 

market change you might try to close the first 

position at break even.

The second position might also be bigger in order 

to close at break even sooner.

First level of support

Only average down if there is a second level of 

strong support that makes it worth to averaging



Laddering into a trade is when you don’t want to 
place all your orders in one place.

It’s almost impossible to buy the exact bottom or 
short the exact top, thus laddering into a position 
makes sense.

Useful where the entry price could be in a range (e.g. 
in a Fib retracement from 0.618 and .786) it allows 
nor to lose the move if the bounce happens early, 
nor to lose a better entry price, by averaging the 
entry price in a defined range.
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Laddering into trades

3.2. COMPOUNDING + AVERAGING 
DOWN + LADDERING

BTCUSD Hourly

Laddering adds more complexity to a setup

It’s different than averaging down as it is a 

planned setup in order to enter between 2 given 

levels



SWING FAILURE 
PATTERN AND 
LIQUIDITY

Places where there is a lot of 
buying/selling activity

ENTERING TRADES

3.3



Liquidity zones
3.3. SWING FAILURE PATTERN AND LIQUIDITY
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People usually feel safe to place their stop losses in levels backed up by TA, by the structure of the price (usually below/above 

a significant low/high point in price), above/belove a consolidation area.

These are good spot for placing stop losses, but also good spot for bigger orders to get filled.

You’re a big trader and you’re trading with multiple million dollars, while the price is currently in a low volume range.

There are 2 options to enter: with a limit order or with a market order.

A big entry size could cause issues if the average volume in the range is, on average, much smaller than your entry volume: if 

you place a limit order it might never get filled as there are not enough sellers/buyers in that range, while if you place a market 

order it could become a double-edged sword and your entries will gets filled while price is moving on a longer period.

Is not easy for a big trader to enter at a desired position.

The best strategy will be to find the place where most of the market orders are sitting, for your limit order to gets filled (as 

market orders solely moves the price), in other terms grabbing liquidity.

The largest amount of market orders transactions are going to take place where all stop losses are placed, cause most of the 

people have their stop losses set as a limit order.

Example: bigger traders liquidity problem

Market orders are the orders that actually move the price, while limit orders don’t.

In other terms, market orders take liquidity out of the market, while limit orders provide it.



liquidity

support level

• Swing Failure Patterns (SFP) are attempts to swing 
below/above a significant low/high, but failing to 
do so (not closing above or below the level with a 
candle close, but doing so only with a wick)

• After an SFP the price can resume a previous 
trend, start a reversal or make a bounce

• SFPs happens on all time frames, the higher the 
time frame, the more significant its effect

Swing Failure Pattern
3.3. SWING FAILURE PATTERN AND LIQUIDITY
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SFPs can either trade into a short-term retracement or a complete reversal

Long positions have most 
likely put their Stop Losses 
below the support level, 
creating liquidity

Swing Failure Pattern are also called Stop Hunts or Liquidity Grabs

Breaching a high or a low doesn’t necessary means that a SFP will occurs



Visually, a SFP candle takes out the high and close 
back above the previous low

The higher the close of a SFP candle is, the strongest 
it is
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How does a SFP looks like

3.3. SWING FAILURE PATTERN 
AND LIQUIDITY

SFP happens all the time, especially in BTC, 

depending on the trend

ICXBTC 1h

previous low

SFP takes out the 
high and close back 
above previous low

significant and global 
support level, everyone 

is waiting for a trend 
change or a bounce



SFP happens all the time, especially in BTC, 
depending on the trend
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SFPs on Bitcoin

3.3. SWING FAILURE PATTERN 
AND LIQUIDITY

BTCUSD 4h

Notice how not all SFP result in a change of the 

local or global trend, context is important!

When Bitmex was widely used, SFPs were more 

frequent and on a larger scale. But now they 

remain important and quite frequent

BTC likes to do a lot of SFPs in part because the 

market is highly leveraged

SFP on the lows for a 
local trend reversal

SFP at a high before 
a major drop
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From scalp to swing trade

using SFPs

3.3. SWING FAILURE PATTERN 
AND LIQUIDITY

BTCUSD 5min

Swing Failure Patterns provide clear invalidation 
points: if price goes back to the level of the SFP 
then the SFP is no longer valid and the trade 
setup invalidated

If the SFP closes inside the range you can TP1 at POC 
(if range is big enough) and TP2 at the low of the 
range, allowing you to let the trade run if the range 
is broken transforming the scalp trade into a swing 
trade with the best setup, due to the SFP 
invalidation point

Price ranging at a 
resistance level

A SFP closed inside the 
range giving a clear 
invalidation point

SFP high provides an 
invalidation point



1. Wait for the price to take the high/low

2. Wait for a candle close below the previous high/low and back within the local range

3. TP at the bottom/top of the range

4. Compound or let the trade run as MS changes

How to trade SFPs – Beginner Setup
3.3. SWING FAILURE PATTERN AND LIQUIDITY
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Note: this is a trade setup for beginners, without the need to use volume or footprint data, but only the price chart



1. Look for trapped traders

2. Look for demand to show up

3. Look for a change in market structure

How to trade SFPs – Advanced Setup
3.3. SWING FAILURE PATTERN AND LIQUIDITY
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Do not try to catch the knife: wait for at least step 2 or, for a higher probability trade, for step 3

If you wait for step 3 you will have a clear invalidation area: stop loss below/above the low/high of the SFP as, most probably,

liquidity has already been taken with the SFP
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SFP – Advanced Setup

Trapped Traders

3.3. SWING FAILURE PATTERN 
AND LIQUIDITY

Decline of Open Interest 
(longs closing)

For a SFP on a low:

● High activity at the lows of the candle (lots of 
selling imbalances: red squares on Exocharts)

● Longs getting stopped out (decline of Open 
Interest)

● New shorts opening (people turning very 
bearish)

Selling imbalances (orange 
squares) opening on the 
lower part of the candle

high volume on the lower 
part of the candle

Lower volume and Delta 
less negative

Higher volume and higher 
negative Delta on the last 

low

Extra confluence:

The selling must not be as aggressive as it was on 

the previous low, by looking at volume and negative 

delta (ideally on SFP volume and negative delta 

must be smaller)
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SFP – Advanced Setup

Demand

3.3. SWING FAILURE PATTERN 
AND LIQUIDITY

Increase in Open Interest 
(new longs opening up)

For a SFP on a low:

● Look for big buying imbalances (green squares 
on Exocharts)

● Increase in Open Interest (new longs opening)

Demand shows up: buying 
imbalances (green squares)

Extra confluence:

Volume becomes positive and the delta increases

Be extra-careful as imbalances could also 

represent shorts getting stopped out, so always 

check confluence with Open Interest

Shorts are trapped at the lows as new longs are 

open, since the new longs will likely defend their 

position
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SFP – Advanced Setup

Demand (Zoomed)

3.3. SWING FAILURE PATTERN 
AND LIQUIDITY

Longs opening while shorts are closing at the same 
time, generate a lot of buying imbalances.

Longs opening while shorts 
are being stopped out

sales are bought up by 
imbalances (black boxes with 

green text),  this indicates 
that traders are now more 

interested in buying rather 
than selling

If a trader with long gets stopped out by the new 

low below the stop loss, when he see the price 

retrace in the desired direction force him to enter 

a new trade with a market order, generating new 

imbalances (in this case due to FOMO)



TRADE ENTRY 
STRATEGY

Different options how to enter a 
trade (pre-set, market, alarm)

ENTERING TRADES

3.4



Commonly used by swing traders

Removes a lot of ‘in the action’ emotions and changing of plan when price reaches level

Can cause unnecessary losses

Pre-set order
3.4. TRADE ENTRY STRATEGY
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Removes emotions when price is approaching a previously identified level

Without the possibility of monitoring the action at the moment, pre-set orders can cause unnecessary losses as they get 

executed without any confirmation



Commonly used by swing traders and day traders

Adds an emotional aspect in trading

Losses should be less common as you are buying from confirmation

Market entries
3.4. TRADE ENTRY STRATEGY
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You can see price action, therefore you are not “hoping” anymore that a move occurs.

With market entries you see that move is occurring and then you get involved.

Can you deal with “not changing your plan” when price is approaching your level?

You need to conquer that to use market entries



Commonly used by swing traders and day traders

Allows you to review action

Make an informed trade

Alerts
3.4. TRADE ENTRY STRATEGY
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Once the alert goes off you can review the price action prior to place the order: you can check CVD divergences, if it is blowing 

through, if it is making a nice bounce, etc. 

Can you deal with “not changing your plan” when price is approaching your level?

You need to conquer that to use market entries



Daniel uses alerts at level interesting for trades

When alert goes off he can review Price action, Volume, delta, open interest, GC (Gold 
Correlation), Stock Market action, Ethereum and altcoins action, etc.

Make an informed trade with no ‘hope’

Daniel’s choice
3.4. TRADE ENTRY STRATEGY
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With all the information you can review before entering the trade the margin of error is reduced and the risk to reward ratio is

increased as the trade is taken on an informed decision 

With alerts you can always make informed trades, and stop making hopes trades. In any case there is always the risk of losing.

Alerts allow Daniel to enter only trades with the best setup possible and discard all the others
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Would you put a pre-set order 

on the CC?

3.4. TRADE ENTRY STRATEGY

In an uptrend will you put a pre-set order on a well 
defined CC level and walk away?

Price retraced, due to a liquidation run, strike 
through the CC level and the low in a few hours

If you had any pre-set order you probably ended 
stopped out

BTCUSD 5 min

If you had placed an alert instead, you would have 

been able to see that the price went strike 

through the CC, without any reaction, therefore 

avoiding you to place a trade

Preset order above CC

Tight SL
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Trade Entry Checklist (from #7)

3.4. TRADE ENTRY STRATEGY

When entering a trade, it is extremely important to 
pre-plan the trade. When entering a swing trade, 
there is enough time to think through a specific plan 
/ trade before taking a position.

Make sure to tick all 4 checks before entering a 

trade, if you want to be consistent.

Trade Entry Checklist

Trade Entry is placed where I have the probabilities of winning 
the trade in my favor, after a though through trade setup plan.

1.

Stop Loss is placed at an area where my setup idea is 
invalidated, after a though through trade setup plan.

2.

Take Profit is placed at an area of high resistance, where 
price likely reverse, after a though through trade setup plan.

3.

Risk – Reward ratio is at least 2 to 1
4.

I didn’t pick a random point, but used TA tools such as Fibonacci, Elliot Waves, etc. to 
specifically identify an edge.

I accepted that losses are part of trading, therefore I need a form of protection with a though 
through Stop Loss placed where my trade idea is invalidated.

This checklist will help avoid panic selling or 

FOMO

I can also have multiple Take Profit. I recognize that Take Profit is key to become consistent.
I recognize that nothing can continue to go up or down forever.

I should prefer 3 to 1 as risk reward ratio.
I recognize that, to be profitable, I don’t need to win every single trade. Risk to Reward ratio calculation must be used in 

confluence with a though through plan, made with 

the available TA tools and the favorite strategy to 

build an edge



(OLD) 
SWING FAILURE 
PATTERN AND 
LIQUIDITY

Places where there is a lot of 
buying/selling activity

ENTERING TRADES

3.5
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I was only twenty when I first accumulated ten thousand dollars in cash. And you ought to have heard

my mother. You’d have thought that ten thousand dollars in cash was more than anybody carried around

except old John D., and she used to tell me to be satisfied and go into some regular business. I had a hard

time convincing her that I was not gambling, but making money by figuring. But all she could see was that

ten thousand dollars was a lot of money and all I could see was more margin.

I had put out my 3500 shares of Sugar at 105 ¼ ($12,000 of today). There was another fellow in the

room, Henry Williams, who was short 2500 shares. I used to sit by the ticker and call out the quotations for

the board boy. The price behaved as I thought it would. It promptly went down a couple of points and

paused a little to get its breath before taking another dip. The general market was pretty soft and

everything looked promising. Then all of a sudden, I didn’t like the way Sugar was doing its hesitating. I

began to feel uncomfortable. I thought I ought to get out of the market. Then it sold at 103 - that was low

for the day - but instead of feeling more confident I felt more uncertain. I knew something was wrong

somewhere, but I couldn’t spot it exactly. But if something was coming and I didn’t know where from, I

couldn’t be on my guard against it. That being the case I’d better be out of the market.

You know, I don’t do things blindly. I don’t like to. I never did. Even as a kid I had to know why I should

do certain things. But this time I had no definite reason to give to myself, and yet I was so uncomfortable

that I couldn’t stand it. I called to a fellow I knew, Dave Wyman, and said to him: “Dave, you take my place

here. I want you to do something for me. Wait a little before you call out the next price of Sugar, will you?”.

He said he would, and I got up and gave him my place by the ticker so he could call out the prices for

the boy. I took my seven Sugar tickets out of my pocket and walked over to the counter, to where the clerk

was who marked the tickets when you closed your trades. But I didn’t really know why I should get out of

the market, so I just stood there, leaning against the counter, my tickets in my hand so that the clerk

couldn’t see them. Pretty soon I heard the clicking of a telegraph instrument and I saw Tom Burnham, the

clerk, turn his head quickly and listen. Then I felt that something crooked was hatching, and I decided not

to wait any longer. Just then Dave Wyman by the ticker, began: “Su…” and quick as a flash I slapped my

tickets on the counter in front of the clerk and yelled, “Close Sugar!” before Dave had finished calling the

price. So, of course, the house had to close my Sugar at the last quotation. What Dave called turned out to

be 103 again.

According to my dope sheet Sugar should have broken 103 by now. The engine wasn’t hitting right. I

had the feeling that there was a trap in the neighborhoods. At all events, the telegraph instrument was now

going like mad and I noticed that Tom Burnham, the clerk, had left my tickets unmarked where I laid them,

and was listening to the clicking as if he were waiting for something. So, I yelled at him: “Hey, Tom, what

in hell are you waiting for? Mark the price on these tickets - 103! Get a gait on!”.

Everybody in the room heard me and began to look toward us and ask what was the trouble, for, you

see, while the Cosmopolitan had never laid down, there was no telling, and a run on a bucket shop can

start like a run on a bank. If one customer gets suspicious the others follow suit. So Tom looked sulky, but

came over and marked my tickets “Closed at 103” and shoved the seven of them over toward me. He

sure had a sour face.

Say, the distance from Tom’s place to the cashier’s cage wasn’t over eight feet. But I hadn’t got to the

cashier to get my money when Dave Wyman by the ticker yelled excitedly: “Gosh! Sugar, 108!” But it was

too late; so I just laughed and called over to Tom, “It didn’t work that time, did it, old boy?”.

Of course, it was a put-up job. Henry Williams and I together were short six thousand shares of Sugar.

That bucket shop had my margin and Henry’s, and there may have been a lot of other Sugar shorts in the

office; possibly eight or ten thousand shares in all. Suppose they had $20,000 ($500,000 of today) in

Sugar margins.

That was enough to pay the shop to thimblerig the market on the New York Stock Exchange and wipe us

out. In the old days whenever a bucket shop found itself loaded with too many bulls on a certain stock it

was a common practice to get some broker to wash down the price of that particular stock far enough to

wipe out all the customers that were long of it. This seldom cost the bucket shop more than a couple of

points on a few hundred shares, and they made thousands of dollars.

That was what the Cosmopolitan did to get me and Henry Williams and the other Sugar shorts. Their

brokers in New York ran up the price to 108. Of course it fell right back, but Henry and a lot of others were

wiped out. Whenever there was an unexplained sharp drop which was followed by instant recovery, the

newspapers in those days used to call it a bucket-shop drive.

And the funniest thing was that not later than ten days after the Cosmopolitan people tried to double-

cross me a New York operator did them out of over seventy thousand dollars. This man, who was quite a

market factor in his day and a member of the New York Stock Exchange, made a great name for himself

as a bear during the Bryan panic of ’96. He was forever running up against Stock Exchange rules that kept

him from carrying out some of his plans at the expense of his fellow members. One day he figured that

there would be no complaints from either the Exchange or the police authorities if he took from the bucket

shops of the land some of their ill-gotten gains. In the instance I speak of he sent thirty-five men to act as

customers. They went to the main office and to the bigger branches. On a certain day at a fixed hour the

agents all bought as much of a certain stock as the managers would let them. They had instructions to

sneak out at a certain profit. Of course what he did was to distribute bull tips on that stock among his

cronies and then he went in to the floor of the Stock Exchange and bid up the price, helped by the room

traders, who thought he was a good sport. Being careful to pick out the right stock for that work, there was

no trouble in putting up the price three or four points. His agents at the bucket shops cashed in as

prearranged.

A fellow told me the originator cleaned up seventy thousand dollars net, and his agents made their

expenses and their pay besides. He played that game several times all over the country, punishing the

bigger bucket shops of New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Chicago, Cincinnati and St. Louis. One of his

favorite stocks was Western Union, because it was so easy to move a semiactive stock like that a few

points up or down. His agents bought it at a certain figure, sold at two points profit, went short and took

three points more.

The bucket-shop drive story
3.5. (OLD) SWING FAILURE PATTERN AND LIQUIDITY



• Liquidity areas are areas or zones where a lot of trades have taken place or can take place without having a 
significant effect on its price

• Liquidity is created on a place where people enter and exit trades (where a lot of activity has taken place), 
usually near a point of interest combined of different technical factors (Fib levels, naked POCs, Market 
Structure)

• In these places it is likely that many people are having their stops placed slightly below as they are backed 

up by TA

Liquidity
3.5. (OLD) SWING FAILURE PATTERN AND LIQUIDITY
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With the knowledge of liquidity, we should be able to determine where many traders have most likely placed their stops

Liquidity run main reasons:

● To fill large position sizes (to run liquidity you need a large capital)

● To collect margin for brokers/exchanges (usually for leveraged positions)

● To force as many people out of the market (and create FOMO)



• Many traders does not take profit and waits for dips to occur to either compound or move up 
their stop loss. As they compound their trades, they move their stop losses to the more 
recent price action, and just ride the price until they get stopped out

• Lower time frames traders use the most recent dips to trade shorter swings or day-trade

Where would they place their stop losses?
They place stop losses slightly below areas of confluence for their TA

Recognizing liquidity areas
3.5. (OLD) SWING FAILURE PATTERN AND LIQUIDITY
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There are different type of traders, therefore there are multiple liquidity pools

As trend progresses you start building different liquidity pools, some bigger than others (depending on confluence of TA)

Liquidity runs does not always happen on a trend, it’s not a magic formula!



In a clear uptrend most of the liquidity can be found 
on the long-side, as most of the shorts opened 
during the uptrend has being most probably already 
stopped out

No lower low has been made, though most of the 
people are in their long positions for a while, 
representing a liquidity pool
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Recognizing liquidity areas

3.5. (OLD) SWING FAILURE PATTERN 
AND LIQUIDITY

If the uptrend (or downtrend) is clear and straight, 

without any noticeable corrections, there is a 

good reason to think that liquidity pools has been 

created during the trend

BTCUSD 4h



Liquidity pools could also be recognized by looking 
at the Open Interest and the comparison between 
Net Longs and Net Shorts, giving the sense of 
which side investors are more willing to buy
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Recognizing liquidity areas

3.5. (OLD) SWING FAILURE PATTERN 
AND LIQUIDITY

If the trend reverse to the down-side it has the 

potential to take out a lot of stop losses



liquidity

support level

• In a possible local or global trend-reversal 
scenario (e.g. a downtrend bouncing on a 

support level), Swing Failure Patterns (SFP) are 
attempts to swing below or above the significant 
level, but failing to do so with a candle close 
(but doing so only with the candle wick), before 
continuing the reversal

• SFPs happens on all time frames, the higher the 
time frame, the more significant its effect

• SFP give an opportunity to trade a bounce

Swing Failure Pattern
3.5. (OLD) SWING FAILURE PATTERN AND LIQUIDITY
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Not every SFP reverses a trend entirely, context and confluence are very important

Long positions have most likely 
put their Stop Losses below the 
support level, creating liquidity

Swing Failure Pattern are also called Stop Hunts or Liquidity Grabs (or even Bucket-Shop Drives from 1800s story)



Visually, a SFP candle takes out the high and close 
back above the previous low

The higher the close of a SFP candle is, the strongest 
it is
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How does a SFP looks like

3.5. (OLD) SWING FAILURE PATTERN 
AND LIQUIDITY

SFP happens all the time, especially in BTC, 

depending on the trend

ICXBTC 1h

previous low

SFP take out the 
high and close back 
above previous low

significant and global 
support level, everyone 

is waiting for a trend 
change or a bounce



SFP happens all the time, especially in BTC, 
depending on the trend
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SFPs on Bitcoin

3.5. (OLD) SWING FAILURE PATTERN 
AND LIQUIDITY

BTCUSD 1h

Notice how not all SFP result in a change of the 

local or global trend, context is important!
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SFP on Bitcoin

3.5. (OLD) SWING FAILURE PATTERN 
AND LIQUIDITY

BTCUSD 2h

BTC likes to do a lot of SFPs in part because the 

market is highly leveraged



A successful Swing Failure Pattern relies on the following ingredients:

1. Price breaching past a significant high or low and not closing past that high

2. Highest volume near the high/low of the candle (trapped trades)

3. Market Structure for confirmation

How to trade SFPs
3.5. (OLD) SWING FAILURE PATTERN AND LIQUIDITY
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SFPs are best to trade at the moment, as price can move really fast

You can discover an SFP forming by looking at the volume statistics: Open Interest, Delta Volume, Value Areas
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Spot SFPs with Volume 

Statistics

3.5. (OLD) SWING FAILURE PATTERN 
AND LIQUIDITY

decline of Open Interest

Decline of Open Interest gets an indication that 
Longs are getting stopped out

Shorts are opening on the lower part of the candle

Most of the volume of the candle is in the lower part 
of the candle

shorts (orange bars) 
opening on the lower part 

of the candle

high volume on the lower 
part of the candle

VOLUME

DELTA

CVD

H-L
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Spot SFPs with Volume 

Statistics – Zoomed view

3.5. (OLD) SWING FAILURE PATTERN 
AND LIQUIDITY

As the lows are being challenged, it does so on 
lesser negative delta: this shows the move is losing 
steam

Heavy selling into the lows, which gets bought up 
by larger buys indicating buying interest (shown as 
buying imbalances) are starting to show up

Sales are bought up by imbalances indicating more 
interest in buying

heavy selling 
continues till the 
very bottom of 

the low

high volume and 
high negative 

delta
on the second attempt of taking the 

low, volume decrease and delta 
increase: the move is losing steam

sales are bought up by 
imbalances (black boxes 

with green text),  this 
indicates that traders 

are now more 
interested in buying

rather than selling

VOLUME

DELTA

CVD

H-L

At the lows we have traders stopped out on their 

longs, and who shorted on the low is now 

“trapped” in a loosing position. This provides fuel 

to bounce up.
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Spot SFPs with Volume 

Statistics – Enter the trade

3.5. (OLD) SWING FAILURE PATTERN 
AND LIQUIDITY

A safer way to trade SFP is to check on statistics and 
wait for change in Market Structure for 
confirmation

Longs that were stopped out are required to bought 
back in at a higher price and late shorts are required 
to close their positions: this represents more fuel for 
the bounce up

VOLUME

DELTA

CVD

H-L

New Higher Low. Confirmation
of the MS change, we have heavy 

volume and negative delta, but 
the low is never taken

Heavy shorts here, 
once the price goes 
up they are trapped 
in a losing position

New Higher High

Healthy high volume 
on top of the candles



Key points for a successful SFP and a continuation of the trend (for this 

example, up-trending)

1. Traders being trapped in losing positions or being stopped out

2. Increase in volume and positive delta

3. Increase in Open Interest

4. Volume at the top of the candle

Summary
3.5. (OLD) SWING FAILURE PATTERN AND LIQUIDITY
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4. Indicators
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Indicators (#22)
Main indicators explained

1

Divergences (#21)
Divergence types you need to know

2

Open Interest and Funding (#39)
How to determine if a move is healthy

3

VWAP (#61)
Useful indicator that incorporates price and volume

4

KEY NOTES:

• There are lagging indicators (no too useful) and 
leading indicators

• Daniel only uses indicators at last, to add 
confluence

• OI is extremely helpful (health of the 
move/trend)

• Funding can provide useful information but is 
dependent on context

• VWAP is brilliant indicator, it incorporates price 
and volume (a strong S/R line)



INDICATORS

Main indicators explained

INDICATORS

4.1



• A lot of indicator are just lagging indicators (e.g. Moving Average or RSI)

• Lagging indicators are calculated from the last close price

• You cannot predict what can happen next only reacting from what was already happened; thus, entries are 
given once the move has already started

• Lagging indicators are used for confirming a trend and its strength

Indicators notes
4.1. INDICATORS
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You can use lagging indicators (e.g. Moving Averages) as leading indicators, by predicting that price may reject 
from a MA in the future, but all calculations for this type of indicators needs past data before it is plotted and 

are only based on past data.

No lagging indicator must be used solely as a leading indicator in the sense of predicting future price, they are 
just a representation of what happened in the past

Every indicator might give false signals, use them with caution!



Quite diffuse bad strategy: buying where MACD (blue line) is 
crossing over the Signal line (red line) and selling when Signal 

line is crossing over MACD.

Usually when the cross happens the move has already 
started

Sometimes the price move back after a crossover
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Bad strategy example –

MACD Crossover

4.1. INDICATORS

XBTUSD Hourly

MACD crossover can be useful to confirm and 

add strength to a bias of a move

move already 
started price retrace right 

after MACD crossover

When a crossover happens you already missed the 

lion’s share (the largest part) of the move

The same applies to Moving Averages death-

crosses strategy, also lagging indicators

move already 
started



● Average Directional Index with DI+ and DI-

● Awesome Oscillator

● BTC Bitfinex Long Short Ratio

● BullTrading Elliott Wave Oscillator

● CM_Ultimate RSI Multi Time Frame

● Ichimoku + Moving Average + Bollinger Bands

● Indicator: CCI coded OBV

● Market Faciliation Index – MFI (made by himself)

● XD_Trading_levels (not available anymore)
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Daniel’s TradingView favorites

4.1. INDICATORS

Note: the image is only an example, don’t trade 

with all these indicators!



• Average True Range gives the average move from a lookback period (usually 14)

• ATR will be higher when there is more volatility in a market

• Specifically useful for stocks or forex

• Can be used for stop loss orders or price targets (e.g. if you place your SL inside of the ATR value you are 
more likely to be stopped out, as the price could move averagely of a ATR value)

Average True Range (ATR)
4.1. INDICATORS
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You can never go wrong by referring to the Average True Range at the start of the day

There are so many ways and strategies that the ATR could be used for

In crypto market is less useful

Daniel doesn’t use ATR for stop losses or targets anymore



The average moving on the 4hr chart is ~$1500

The ATR in the example is $1500 so one could trade 
with $1500 targets from the daily open, or trade 
with a SL larger than the average true range (for a 
4h chart and a swing trade perspective)
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Average True Range –

Example

4.1. INDICATORS

BTCUSD 4h

You might want to change the ATR range from 14 

to 30 days, for example to get the average move 

on the last 30 days

Daniel doesn’t use ATR for stop losses or targets 

anymore

Just be aware of the ATR when you are defining 

Stop Losses and Targets, but don’t use it alone

volatility is 
decreasing

high volatility



ADX can help determine how strong a trend is and in which 
direction it is going.

ADX indicator comes with 3 lines:

• The ADX line (white) indicates the trend strength
• The DI+ line (green) is the difference between two 

consecutive highs
• The DI- line (red) is the difference between two consecutive 

lows

Average Directional Index (ADX)
4.1. INDICATORS
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Great for swing traders, not scalp trader

Useful for beginner traders to identify trends

0-25 No strong trend

25-50 Average trend

50-75 Very strong trend

75-100 Strongest trend

ADX Values

DI+ > DI- Uptrend, bulls in control

DI- > DI+ Downtrend, bears in control

DI+ / DI-

Search for ‘Average Directional Index with DI+ and DI-’ in TradingView
(https://www.tradingview.com/script/FG6aHUuF-Average-Directional-Index-with-DI-and-DI/)

https://www.tradingview.com/script/FG6aHUuF-Average-Directional-Index-with-DI-and-DI/
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Average Directional Index –

Example

4.1. INDICATORS

BTCUSD 4h

In TradingView the ADX indicator is under the name 

‘Average Directional Index with DI+ and DI-’

medium uptrend
medium-strong 

downtrend

sideway action, 
no strong trend

Check for trend confirmations

study("Average Directional Index with DI+ and DI-", shorttitle="ADX/DI+/DI-")
adxlen = input(14, title="ADX Smoothing")
dilen = input(14, title="DI Length")
dirmov(len) =>

up = change(high)
down = -change(low)
truerange = rma(tr, len)
plus = fixnan(100 * rma(up > down and up > 0 ? up : 0, len) / truerange)
minus = fixnan(100 * rma(down > up and down > 0 ? down : 0, len) / truerange)
[plus, minus]

adx(dilen, adxlen) =>
[plus, minus] = dirmov(dilen)
sum = plus + minus
adx = 100 * rma(abs(plus - minus) / (sum == 0 ? 1 : sum), adxlen)

adxHigh(dilen, adxlen) =>
[plus, minus] = dirmov(dilen)
plus

adxLow(dilen, adxlen) =>
[plus, minus] = dirmov(dilen)
minus

sig = adx(dilen, adxlen)
sigHigh = adxHigh(dilen, adxlen)
sigLow = adxLow(dilen, adxlen)

plot(sig, color=blue, title="ADX")
plot(sigHigh, color=green, title="DI+")
plot(sigLow, color=red, title="DI-")



Awesome Oscillator indicates the strength of a move

• Useful for spotting divergences, especially on the Elliott Waves (where you look for confirmation of 
strength on the 3rd wave and bearish divergences on the 5th wave)

• Reliable for spotting tops and bottoms

• It can be used for buying and sell signals (e.g. just look for a red candle followed by 2 greens on the 
bottom side for a buy signal, but Daniel doesn’t use it for signals)

Awesome Oscillator
4.1. INDICATORS
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Awesome Oscillator can be used on all time frames, from 5 minutes to weekly

Very similar to MACD

Don’t use it alone to find divergences or top/bottoms

Daniel doesn’t use it for buy/sell signals, but only to determine the strength of a move
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Awesome Oscillator –

Example

4.1. INDICATORS

BTCUSD 15 min

Awesome oscillator is useful to spot divergences or 
confirmations about up-trending or down-trending 
moves

Awesome Oscillator is useful if used alongside 
divergences, Daniel think it’s better than RSI for 
that

In comparison with MACD, readings and points will 
be very similar but Daniel think Awesome Oscillator 
is better (also it doesn’t come with MACD lines, 
which are pointless)

possible local 
bullish divergence

down-trend is 
gaining momentum, 

confirmation

bearish 
divergence in an 

uptrend



• Better than standard RSI, you can add a second RSI on another time frame (e.g. to have HTF vision even 
on 5 min chart)

• It has visual indication of oversold and overbought

Advanced RSI
4.1. INDICATORS
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Search for ‘CM_Ultimate RSI Multi Time Frame’ in TradingView

Daniel doesn’t use this indicator

Useful for newer traders, as they forget to zoom out, and having a second RSI on a higher time frame gives you the 

context of the bigger picture (Daniel suggests to put the second RSI time frame to the daily)

Recommended over the standard RSI

Daniel likes to use 80-20 as levels for extreme overbought/oversold, but he also consider 70-30
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Advanced RSI – Example

4.1. INDICATORS

BTCUSD 5 min

Look for divergences and overbought/oversold signals

study(title="CM_Ultimate RSI MTF", shorttitle="CM_Ult_RSI_MTF", precision=0)
src = close
len = input(14, minval=1, title="Length")
upLine = input(70, minval=50, maxval=90, title="Upper Line Value?")
lowLine = input(30, minval=10, maxval=50, title="Lower Line Value?")
sml = input(true, title="Show Mid Line?")
sbh = input(true, title="Show Back Ground Highlights When RSI is Above/Below High/Low Lines?")
sch = input(true, title="Show Back Ground Highlights When RSI Cross?")
sl = input(true, title="Show 'B' and 'S' Letters When RSI Crosses High/Low Line?")
useCurrentRes = input(true, title="Use Current Chart Resolution?")
resCustom = input(title="Use Different Timeframe? Uncheck Box Above", type=resolution, defval="60")
ssRSI = input(false, title="Show 2nd RSI?")
resCustom2 = input(title="Use 2nd RSI? Check Box Above", type=resolution, defval="D")
useCurrentRes2 = input(false, title="Use 2nd RSI Plot On Samet Timeframe?")
len2 = input(14, minval=1, title="2nd RSI Length")

res = useCurrentRes ? period : resCustom
res2 = useCurrentRes2 ? period : resCustom2

up = rma(max(change(src), 0), len)
down = rma(-min(change(src), 0), len)
rsi = down == 0 ? 100 : up == 0 ? 0 : 100 - (100 / (1 + up / down))
outRSI = security(tickerid, res, rsi)

up2 = rma(max(change(src), 0), len2)
down2 = rma(-min(change(src), 0), len2)
rsi2 = down2 == 0 ? 100 : up2 == 0 ? 0 : 100 - (100 / (1 + up2 / down2))
outRSI2 = security(tickerid, res2, rsi2)

aboveLine = outRSI > upLine ? 1 : 0
belowLine = outRSI < lowLine ? 1 : 0
crossUp = outRSI[1] < lowLine and outRSI > lowLine ? 1 : 0
crossDn = outRSI[1] > upLine and outRSI < upLine ? 1 : 0

bgcolor(sbh and aboveLine ? red : na, transp=70)
bgcolor(sbh and belowLine ? green : na, transp=70)
bgcolor(sch and crossUp ? lime : na, transp=40)
bgcolor(sch and crossDn ? red : na, transp=40)

plot(outRSI, title="RSI", style=line, linewidth=3, color=aqua)
plot(ssRSI and outRSI2 ? outRSI2 : na, title="2nd RSI -
Different Time Frame?", style=linebr, linewidth=4, color=orange)
p1 = plot(upLine, title= "Upper Line", style=solid, linewidth=3, color=red)
p2 = plot(lowLine, title= "Lower Line", style=solid, linewidth=3, color=lime)
plot(sml and 50 ? 50 : na, title="Mid Line", style=linebr, linewidth=2, color=gray)
plotchar(sl and crossUp ? crossUp : na, title="Buy Signal", char='B', location=location.bottom,

color=lime, transp=0, offset=0)
plotchar(sl and crossDn ? crossDn : na, title="Sell Signal", char='S', location=location.top, color=red,

transp=0, offset=0)
fill(p1, p2, color=silver, transp=70)

Local RSI indicates oversold, but 
the daily is still in overbought, 
so the uptrend might not start 
or persist less than expected

Overbought both in local 
(5 min) RSI and in daily 
RSI, confirmation of a 
possible downtrend



• OBV is used to look for divergences compared to the price and for trend confirmation
• OBV can be bound with CCI indicator
• CCI gives the relationship between the price, moving average and deviations from that average
• CCI above +100 means the stock is overbought

On Balance Volume (OBV) + Commodity Channel Index (CCI)

4.1. INDICATORS

139

Never use this indicator alone, always look for confluence

Can be used as a leading indicator, as volume can precede price actions

Daniel recommends to check OBV on a daily basis

Divergences on OBV are usually stronger than the ones on MACD / Awesome Oscillator, as they represent volume 

(money) coming in and out of the market

Search for ‘CCI coded OBV’ in TradingView (by Lazy Bear)
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OBV + CCI – Example

4.1. INDICATORS

BTCUSD 5 min

Look for divergences and patterns.

The indicator changes color depending on the CCI: 
when the line is green it means that the binded CCI 
value is over 0, when it is red that is below 0 (these 
are the default value, but you can change the 
‘coding’ of CCI to use 100 as a threshold)

The orange line is a 13 points moving average 
attached to the indicator (you can remove it if you 
want).

bearish 
divergence in an 

uptrend
You can draw patterns on 

the OBV and trade the 
breakouts (e.g. wedges)

You can also draw patterns on the OBV and 

trade break outs as well

study("CCI coded OBV", shorttitle="CCIOBV_LB")
src = close
length = input(20, minval=1, title="CCI Length")
threshold=input(0, title="CCI threshold for OBV coding")
lengthema=input(13, title="EMA length")
obv(src) => cum(change(src) > 0 ? volume : change(src) < 0 ? -volume : 0*volume)
o=obv(src)
c=cci(src, length)
plot(o, color=c>=threshold?green:red, title="OBV_CCI coded", linewidth=2)
plot(ema(o,lengthema), color=orange, linewidth=2)



• Zig Zag indicator mark out price swing highs and lows

• Help seeing market structure

• Help you out marking levels from which pulling Fibs

Zig Zag indicator
4.1. INDICATORS
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Useful for newer traders

Search for ‘Zig Zag’ in TradingView

Useful if you’re struggling to identify swing highs and swing lows
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Zig Zag – Example

4.1. INDICATORS

BTCUSD 1h

Use it as a visual helper to find market structure, 
highs and lows

Useful for newer traders



• Similar to standard RSI as it gives overbought and oversold signals

• K(blue) crossing the D%(orange) when oversold: possible buy signal

• K(blue) crossing the D%(orange) when overbought: possible sell signal

Stochastic RSI
4.1. INDICATORS
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Search for ‘RSI + Stoch RSI TOGETHER’ in TradingView (https://www.tradingview.com/script/N2UAkiLq-RSI-Stoch-RSI-TOGETHER/)

Never use this indicator alone, always look for confluence

Similar to standard RSI, but with K, D and crossovers highlighted

Stochastic RSI is good if you speed up your trading strategy from standard or do scalping, as it moves quicker from 

overbought to oversold and vice versa

https://www.tradingview.com/script/N2UAkiLq-RSI-Stoch-RSI-TOGETHER/
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Stochastic RSI – Example

4.1. INDICATORS

BTCUSD 4h

Stochastic RSI is good if you speed up your trading 
strategy from standard, as it moves quicker from 
overbought to oversold and vice versa

Bearish cross, 
possible sell signal

Bullish cross, 
possible buy signal

Daniel uses a custom indicator with Stochastic 

and standard RSI togheter

Sell signals, but price 
keeps going up for a 

while before dropping

The goal must be to come to a stage where 

you don’t need this indicator on

study(title="RSI + Stoch RSI TOGETHER", shorttitle="RSI+STOCH RSI")
src = close, len = input(14, minval=1, title="Length")
up = rma(max(change(src), 0), len)
down = rma(-min(change(src), 0), len)
rsi = down == 0 ? 100 : up == 0 ? 0 : 100 - (100 / (1 + up / down))
plot(rsi, color=#4985E7, transp=10, linewidth=2, title="RSI")
band1 = hline(70, linestyle=solid, title="RSI UpperLimit")
band0 = hline(30, linestyle=solid, title="RSI LowerLimit")
fill(band1, band0, color=#4985E7, transp=80, title="RSI Hlines Background")
smoothK = input(3, minval=1)
smoothD = input(3, minval=1)
lengthRSI = input(14, minval=1)
lengthStoch = input(14, minval=1)
src1 = input(close, title="RSI Source")
rsi1 = rsi(src, lengthRSI)
k = sma(stoch(rsi1, rsi1, rsi1, lengthStoch), smoothK)
d = sma(k, smoothD)
plot(k, color=#F1C232, transp=10, linewidth=2, title="%K")
plot(d, color=#CC0000, transp=10, linewidth=2, title="%D")
h0 = hline(80, title="Stoch RSI UpperLimit")
h1 = hline(20, title="Stoch RSI LowerLimit")
fill(h0, h1, color=black, transp=100, title="Stoch RSI Hlines Background")



• The indicator has bars of four colors. Each color has a specific meaning and shows how market responds to a change in volume

• Green: both MFI and volume are up. It means that more and more traders join the market in the current direction. In other 

words, it points to a strong trend (ideal scenario: 2 green bars in a row on 4hr chart)

• Brown: both MFI and volume decline. Also called “fade”. It signals that traders are hesitating and don’t want to continue the 

trend anymore. As a result, it’s not recommended to join the trend. Several brown bars are a sign of a potential reversal.

• Blue: MFI increases, but the volume declines. A spike in price may be short-lived and precede a change in the trend. Blue bars 

appear at the times when newbies enter the trend, but professional traders know that it’s already too dangerous.

• Pink: MFI is diminishing, but the volume is growing. Also called “squat”. It reflects an increase of trading interest and an active 

fight between buyers and sellers. After one of the sides wins, price will likely make a big move breaking support or resistance 

levels. The MFI, however, can’t be used to determine the direction of the breakout.

Market Facilitation Index (MFI)
4.1. INDICATORS
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Search for ‘Market Facilitation Index - MFI’ in TradingView (https://www.tradingview.com/script/Aa3xED17-Market-Facilitation-Index-MFI/)

𝑴𝑭𝑰 = 𝑯𝒊𝒈𝒉 − 𝑳𝒐𝒘 × 𝑽𝒐𝒍𝒖𝒎𝒆

https://www.tradingview.com/script/Aa3xED17-Market-Facilitation-Index-MFI/
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MFI – Example

4.1. INDICATORS

BTCUSD 4h

Look in particular for two consecutive green bars in 
the 4hr time frame for a trend confirmation

study("Market Facilitation Index - MFI")
MFI = (high - low) / volume
PreMFI = (high[1] - low [1]) / volume[1]
greenbar = (MFI > PreMFI) and (volume > volume[1])
fadebar = (MFI < PreMFI) and (volume < volume[1])
fakebar = (MFI > PreMFI) and (volume < volume[1])
squatbar = (MFI < PreMFI) and (volume > volume[1])
bar_color = greenbar ? green : fadebar ? maroon : fakebar ? blue : squatbar ? fuchsia : na
plot(MFI, color=bar_color, style=columns)

two green bars in a row: probable 
continuation of the uptrendblue bars in uptrend: possible 

local trend reversal



• The main Pivot Point is the central one (P).
• Price is expected to range around the Pivot Point most of 

the time and is used to calculate other levels.

• R levels are resistances and should be used to take profits
• S levels are supports and should be used as entry points (or 

take profit in a short)

• Some traders will not buy into a bullish position until the R1 
is taken and held as support

• Use Pivot Points always in confluence

Pivot Points
4.1. INDICATORS
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Search for ‘Pivot Points Standard’ in TradingView

Change Type into ‘Fibonacci’ and uncheck ‘Show historical pivots’

𝑷𝒊𝒗𝒐𝒕 𝑷𝒐𝒊𝒏𝒕 𝑷𝑷 =
𝒑𝒅𝑯𝒊𝒈𝒉+ 𝒑𝒅𝑳𝒐𝒘+ 𝒑𝒅𝑪𝒍𝒐𝒔𝒆

𝟑

High, Low and Close value are taken from the previous day.

𝑺𝒖𝒑𝒑𝒐𝒓𝒕 𝟏 𝑺𝟏 = 𝑷𝑷× 𝟐 − 𝒑𝒅𝑯𝒊𝒈𝒉
𝑺𝒖𝒑𝒑𝒐𝒓𝒕 𝟐 𝑺𝟐 = 𝑷𝑷− (𝒑𝒅𝑯𝒊𝒈𝒉 − 𝒑𝒅𝑳𝒐𝒘)
𝑹𝒆𝒔𝒊𝒔𝒕𝒂𝒏𝒄𝒆 𝟏 𝑹𝟏 = 𝑷𝑷× 𝟐 − 𝒑𝒅𝑳𝒐𝒘
𝑹𝒆𝒔𝒊𝒔𝒕𝒂𝒏𝒄𝒆 𝟐 𝑹𝟐 = 𝑷𝑷+ (𝒑𝒅𝑯𝒊𝒈𝒉 − 𝒑𝒅𝑳𝒐𝒘)

Sometimes the opening price of current day is used in the formula:

𝑷𝒊𝒗𝒐𝒕 𝑷𝒐𝒊𝒏𝒕 𝑷𝑷 =
𝒅𝑶𝒑𝒆𝒏+ 𝒑𝒅𝑯𝒊𝒈𝒉+ 𝒑𝒅𝑳𝒐𝒘+ 𝒑𝒅𝑪𝒍𝒐𝒔𝒆

𝟒
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Pivot Points – Example

4.1. INDICATORS

BTCUSD 4h

Look for possible supports and resistances, always in 
confluence with other tools/indicators

Pivot Point acted as support



• Alligator is used to see a trend direction and look for buy / sells opportunities

• It is based on 3 different Moving Averages: the alligator jaw is the blue line, the teeth is the red and the 
lips is the green

• Where the three lines are together (alligator is sleeping) there is no clear trend which represent a no-
trade zone. You might wait for the lines to widen up (alligator opens his mouth) before entering a long 
or short trade.

• The market is bullish when the green line gets on top, and bearish when the blue line is on top

Alligator
4.1. INDICATORS
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Search for ‘Williams Alligator’ in TradingView

Nice indicator if you like Moving Averages
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Alligator – Example

4.1. INDICATORS

BTCUSD 4h

Look for trend direction confirmation and buy/sell 
signals when lines cross each other or the triplet 
change side (green/blue on top)

Blue line on top: bearish

Three lines together: no clear trend

Green line on top: bullish

The more wide are the lines the more 

strength has the trend



• Very useful when used in confluence with horizontal levels

• If a horizontal level is on a low volume node it will likely not hold as well

• If a horizontal level is on a high volume node it has a higher probability to hold

Volume Profile
4.1. INDICATORS
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Volume Profile – Example

4.1. INDICATORS

BTCUSD 4h

Look for confluence and confirmation of horizontal 
levels, if they are also on a high-volume node there is 
a higher probability that the level holds as 
support/resistance

Daily level on a low volume node, 
probability of holding it is lower

No rejection

Daily on high volume node

You can just look at the price movement to 

find where the volume is: if the price goes up 

or down quick without consolidation the 

volume profile will be lower



DIVERGENCES

How to determine if a move is 
healthy

INDICATORS

4.2



• Specific divergences are seen across indicators (oscillators) such as MACD, RSI, Stochastic RSI, OBV, etc.

• This chapter is about divergences in general without focusing on a specific indicator

• Use divergences as extra confluence, they are the last thing Daniel watch before taking a trade

• People that trades only using divergences lose money

Divergences notes
4.2. DIVERGENCES
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Never trade from divergences alone. Use them to confirm a bias that you might have, for extra confluence.

After a sideway period (consolidation), if you get a sudden pump/dump the following move will always have 
bearish/bullish divergences, as the following wave will have less momentum (this does not mean short!)

Don’t get obsessed and don’t focus only on indicators!



• On bullish divergences price makes a lower low 
while oscillator makes a higher low

• Bullish divergences are used only to confirm a 
possible trend reversal on an important support

• Bullish divergence might signify that selling 
pressure is lessening

Bullish Divergences (Reversal)
4.2. DIVERGENCES
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Bullish divergences are not the same as hidden bullish divergences that instead are used for confirmation of 
the continuation of a trend

Bullish divergences are only for reversal of a trend (e.g. when after an extended downtrend you come into 
support and you see bullish divergences that is confluence for a possible trend reversal)

Price

Oscillator

LL

HL
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Bullish Divergence– Example

4.2. DIVERGENCES

BTCUSD 15 min

With bullish divergences are on a chart, after an 
extended downtrend and coming to an important 
support level it is sign the selling pressure is 
lessening and there may be a reversal in the current 
downtrend

Divergences on price are usually tracked by the 
candle bodies

support

bullish divergence on RSI, 
possible trend reversal

new local higher high is 
forming on LTF, possible 

trend reversal

Daniel checks for price divergences also 

using candle wicks (the theory and books say 

they must be taken from candle bodies) and 

they also works fine, but is suggested to use 

candle bodies anyhow



• On bearish divergences price makes a higher high 
while oscillator makes a lower high

• Bearish divergences are used only to confirm a 
possible trend reversal on an important resistance

• Bearish divergence might signify that buying is 
drying up

Bearish Divergences (Reversal)
4.2. DIVERGENCES
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Bearish divergences are not the same as hidden bearish divergences that instead are used for confirmation of 
the continuation of a trend

Bearish divergences are only for reversal of a trend (e.g. when after an extended uptrend you come into 
resistance and you see bearish divergences that is confluence for a possible trend reversal)

Price

Oscillator

HH

LH
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Bearish Divergence– Example

4.2. DIVERGENCES

BTCUSD 15 min

With bearish divergences are on a chart, after an 
extended uptrend and coming to an important 
resistance level it is sign the buying is drying up and 
there may be a reversal in the current uptrend

Divergences on price are usually tracked by the 
candle bodies

bearish divergence on RSI, 
possible trend reversal

resistance

Daniel checks for price divergences also 

using candle wicks (the theory and books say 

they must be taken from candle bodies) and 

they also works fine, but is suggested to use 

candle bodies anyhow



• On hidden bullish divergences price makes a 

higher low while oscillator makes a lower low

• Hidden bullish divergences are used only to 
confirm a possible trend continuation when 
price retrace onto an important support

Hidden Bullish Divergences (continuation)
4.2. DIVERGENCES
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Hidden bullish divergences are useful to buy the dip in an established uptrend

Hidden Bullish Divergences are only for trend continuation (e.g. in an established uptrend, after a correction, you 
come into support and you see hidden bullish divergences that is confluence for a possible uptrend continuation)

Price

Oscillator

HL

LL
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Hidden Bullish Divergence –

Example

4.2. DIVERGENCES

BTCUSD 15 min

If hidden bullish divergences are on a chart, in an 
established uptrend and coming down to an 
important support level it provides a good 
opportunity to buy the dip, as there may be a 
reversal in the current downtrend

Divergences on price are usually tracked by the 
candle bodies

support

Hidden bullish divergence on 
RSI, possible trend continuation

Daniel checks for price divergences also 

using candle wicks (the theory and books say 

they must be taken from candle bodies) and 

they also works fine, but is suggested to use 

candle bodies anyhow



Price

Oscillator

• On hidden bearish divergences price makes a 
lower high while oscillator makes a higher high

• Hidden bearish divergences are used only to 
confirm a possible trend continuation when price 
retrace onto an important resistance

Hidden Bearish Divergences (continuation)
4.2. DIVERGENCES
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Hidden bearish divergences are useful to short the rally in an established downtrend

Hidden Bearish Divergences are only for trend continuation (e.g. in an established downtrend, you come into 
resistance and you see hidden bearish divergences that is confluence for a possible downtrend continuation)

LH

HH
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Hidden Bearish Divergence –

Example

4.2. DIVERGENCES

BTCUSD daily

With hidden bearish divergences are on a chart, in an 
established downtrend going onto a strong 
resistance level it provides a good opportunity to 
short the rally

Divergences on price are usually tracked by the 
candle bodies

Daniel checks for price divergences also 

using candle wicks (the theory and books say 

they must be taken from candle bodies) and 

they also works fine, but is suggested to use 

candle bodies anyhow

hidden bearish divergence

resistance

another hidden bearish 
divergence before coming into 

trendline resistance



Divergences classes
4.2. DIVERGENCES
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A class

Standard divergences as 
shown earlier (e.g. Price HH, 

Oscillator LH)

B class

Price makes a double top 
and oscillator makes a 

lower high

C class

Price makes a new high but the 
oscillator stays at the same level 

as the previous high

No trader should be trade based on B-class or C-class divergences (divergences gets weaker going 
down the class, therefore bringing less confluence to the setup)
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B-class and C-class divergences -

Example

4.2. DIVERGENCES

BTCUSD daily

Look for double tops on price and oscillator

Class B
Double top on price, but Lower High on oscillator 
(bearish)

Class C
Price makes a new higher high, but oscillator stays at 
the same high (bearish)

Daniel checks for price divergences also 

using candle wicks (the theory and books say 

they must be taken from candle bodies) and 

they also works fine, but is suggested to use 

candle bodies anyhow

C-class bearish 
divergence

B-class bearish 
divergence

Weak B and C class 
bearish divergences 
didn’t play out well 
this time, no drop!
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Summary

4.2. DIVERGENCES

Never trade of divergences alone

Be careful on the application type and context 
(reversal or continuation of a trend)

Use weak divergences only for confirmation

C-class bearish 
divergence
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OPEN INTEREST AND 
FUNDING

Divergence types you need to 
know

INDICATORS

4.3



Open Interest and Funding notes
4.3. OPEN INTEREST AND FUNDING
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Open Interest is really helpful in crypto, as lot of traders 

doesn’t have that knowledge (instead in stock market 

more or less all traders have the same knowledge)

Open Interest

Can be used to identify how “healthy” a trend or a move is

Extremely useful when trading a macro trend

Can be used to identify sideway patterns or try to find how 

a sideway range is going to break

Funding

Is an important fee to be aware of

It can influence price

Less important than Open Interest but still helpful

BTC 1 Billion Open Interest was a level of resistance for 

some time

Example

Funding majorly effected breakdown of the 10k 

descending triangle in BTC

Example

A high funding now is different than a high funding from 

some time ago, you always need to be aware of the 

context



Open Interest
4.3. OPEN INTEREST AND FUNDING
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PRICE VOLUME
OPEN 

INTEREST
MARKET MEANING

Rising Increasing Increasing
Bullish

Strong Uptrend

High buy interest
New long contracts are opening

Rising Decreasing Decreasing
Bearish

Weak Uptrend

Buy interest drying up
Existing shorts closing or being stopped out

Declining Increasing Increasing
Bearish

Strong Downtrend

High sell pressure
New short positions are opening

Declining Increasing Decreasing
Bullish

Weak Downtrend

Sell pressure fading out
Existing longs are closing or being stopped out

If volume and open interest are both increasing, then the current price trend will probably 
continue in its present direction.

If, however, the volume and open interest are declining the action can be viewed as exhausted and 
that the current price trend may be nearing an end.



• With prices moving up in an uptrend and total open interest increasing, this shows that new money is 
coming into the market (new longs) which is considered bullish

• If prices are rising and open interest declines the movement up is only likely to be caused by shorts 
covering, therefore money is leaving rather than entering the market. Once shorts stop covering, the 

trend is likely to reverse back down

• If price is in a downtrend and open interest is rising, this shows that new money is coming into the 
market with aggressive short selling which is considered bearish

• If total open interest is declining along with declining prices, this is considered bullish

Open interest
4.3. OPEN INTEREST AND FUNDING
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Websites to check for Open Interest: exocharts, coinalyze, tensorcharts

https://exocharts.com/
https://coinalyze.net/
https://www.tensorcharts.com/


• In crypto, funding has an effect on price

• Perpetual swaps do not have an expiry date and they need to keep the exchange price near the spot 
price, so when it start to reach extreme differences funding is used to make traders want to close or 
open positions

• If funding is positive people is attracted to close their short to receive the funding (longs pay shorts)

• If funding is negative people is attracted to close their long to receive the funding (shorts pay longs)

Funding
4.3. OPEN INTEREST AND FUNDING

170

With large amount of volume and higher volatility in the recent bull market (2021) Funding has less impact



VWAP

Useful indicator that incorporates 
price and volume

INDICATORS

4.4



• VWAP is a support and resistance line (below the level expect resistance, above the level expect support)

• VWAP is very impactful because calculated by incorporating price and volume statistics

• At VWAP level there is a lot of transacted volume and it does benefit scalper that trade with bigger sizes (e.g. 
institutions, whales, etc.)

• Really useful for scalp trades in general

• Can be used on all time frames, from a very high time frame for swing traders, to a very low time frame (1 min) 
for scalp traders

Volume Weighted Average Price (VWAP)
4.4. VWAP

172

Big sizes scalps are difficult to trade when there is small volume (e.g. in a sideway move), therefore big traders 
prefer to trade them into a level with a lot of converging volume where the order gets most probably filled

VWAP can be yearly, monthly, weekly, daily, session (the most used one) and also ‘anchored’
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HTF VWAP

4.4. VWAP

BTCUSD 4h – Yearly VWAP

High Time Frame VWAP is a very strong 
support/resistance line

When price is above VWAP it is “above value” and 
when it is below it is “below value”

Weekly VWAP is more impactful on 

frequent traders, it is touched more times

support

resistance

Daniel doesn’t use VWAP on a really high time 

frame like the yearly, but you can use it also 

for this scenario

Position traders (that are trading rarely) they 

are not likely buy when price is above value
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Session VWAP

4.4. VWAP

BTCUSD 5 min – Session VWAP

More impactful when it is aligned with another 
confluence level (such as Fibonacci or POC)

support

resistance

When you have VWAP in confluence with 

Fibonacci levels in a trending market it 

becomes a very strong S/R

As VWAP is based on Volume statistics, 

trading in confluence with volume levels 

(POCs, VAH, VAL) is extremely powerful
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Anchored VWAP

4.4. VWAP

BTCUSD 15 min

Anchored VWAP could begin from a particular and 
specific point in time

Anchored VWAP allows to see the average price 
and volume statistics from a pivotal point in time
(e.g. the coronavirus drop, or the last impulse 
up/down)

Anchored VWAP (yellow) 

taken from the start of 
an impulse up

Useful tool especially for scalp traders

Volume is also spiking 
during the impulse up

support

resistance Anchored VWAP (cyan) 

taken from the start of 
an impulse down

Volume spiking

resistance

A strategy for the Anchored VWAP can be to select 

a point in time when the volume suddenly and 

significantly increased (and maybe translating in 

an impulse in price as well)

TV

start of the move we want to monitor

(1st mouse click)



5. Fibonacci
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Fibonacci Retracements (#24)
Basics of Fib Retracements + Champions 
Channel

1

Fibonacci Negative (#25)
Fibonacci levels for moves external to a 
retracement

2

Fibonacci Expansion (#26)
Fibonacci levels for moves external to a 
retracement

3

Fibonacci Extension (#29)
A three-pivot tool that gives targets for external 
moves

4

.5 Fibonacci (#30)
Bot algorithms levels for smaller cap coins

5

Gann Retracement levels (#31)
Retracement levels of the Gann theory
(thirds and eights)

6

Fibonacci Time (#37)
Timing entry correctly

7

Fibonacci Fan (#38)
Fibonacci Fan tool

8

KEY NOTES:

• All fibs should always be pulled from left to 
right

• Use negative fibs, fib extensions and fib 
expansions to find potential targets

• Fibs work extremely well in EW

• Harmonic patterns are drawn solely off fibs

• Pull fibs from not so obvious places also

• Doing your TA right but not time it right can 
result in a losing trade

• Fib fan + Fib time + Fib retracement = God 
mode



FIBONACCI 
RETRACEMENTS

Basics of Fib Retracements + 
Champions Channel

FIBONACCI

5.1



• Fibonacci Retracement is a leading indicator, that can predict the future level that price is likely to go in a 
correction or retracement

• Do not place Stop Losses using Fibonacci alone, that requires Market Structure as well (as simple as HH – HL)

• Never use Fibonacci alone, always look for confluence

Fibonacci Retracement Notes
5.1. FIBONACCI RETRACEMENT
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Fibonacci retracement tool is a must on every trade setup (but is not mandatory)

Never use Fibonacci alone for price predictions or Stop Losses, it’s like a gambling.
Always look for confluence (e.g. a horizontal, a pitchfork, an Elliott Wave, an EMA or another TA tool in general)

Fibonacci Retracement are pulled from the wicks of the candles, not from the bodies

Fibonacci Retracement can be used in any time frame (Daniel prefer the 4h TF as a mid-term indicator)



Fibonacci Retracement Levels and Colors
5.1. FIBONACCI RETRACEMENT
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Level Meaning Color

0
Start of the retracement

(end of the reference move)
#f2f2f2

0.236
0.6183 = 0.236

Inverse ratio between numbers of Fib sequence 3 positions apart (34/144)
#f44336

0.382
1 – 0.618 = 0.382
0.6182 = 0.382

Inverse ratio between alternate numbers of Fib sequence (34/89)

#fff59d

0.5
50% retracement.

high influence even if not part of Fib sequence.
#81c784

0.618

1

1.618
= 0.618

Inverse of Golden Ratio, highest influence.
Inverse ratio between consecutive numbers of Fib sequence (34/55).

#ffeb3b

0.66
Champion Channel lower level.

Value adjusted by Daniel
#ffeb3b

0.786 0.618
1
2 =

2
0.618 = 0.786 #00bcd4

0.886
0.618

1
4 =

4
0.618 = 0.886

0.618
1
2
×
1
2 = 0.786

1
2 = 0.786 = 0.886

Useful for harmonics.

#b71c1c

1
Start of the reference move.

100% retracement.
#f2f2f2

Fib retracement levels values represent just 

percentages of the price retracement (e.g. 0.5 

represent a retracement of 50%)

Fib Sequence is created by adding the last two number 

to create every next number:

1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, 55, 89, 144, 233, 377, 610, 987, …

Most important levels are 0.382, 0.5 and 0.618



Always pull Fibonacci Retracements from left to right

How to pull Fibonacci Retracement Tool
5.1. FIBONACCI RETRACEMENT
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1. Start pulling 
from here

2. Stop pulling here

0

1

.236

.5

.618

.66

.786

3. Expect 

support on 
these level 
during the 

retracement

2. Stop pulling here

1. Start pulling 
from here

0

1

.236

.5

.618

.66

.786

3. Expect 
resistance on 

these level 
during the 

retracement

pull pivot 1

(1st mouse click)
pull pivot 2

(2nd mouse click)

.382

.382

TV



If you are looking for support on a retracement (after a 
swing/impulse up) pull the Fib Retracement from the low 

(left) to the high (right) of the move up.
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Fibonacci Retracement –

Support Example

5.1. FIBONACCI RETRACEMENT

BTCUSD Hourly

Always take Fib Retracement from left to right

Fibonacci taken from the 

low of the swing up we 

want to look for support 
on the retracement

High of the swing up we 

want to look for support 
on the retracement

Retracement of the 

move found support at 
0.618-0.66 Fib levels

In a strong uptrend on the macro time frame 

the .382 Fibonacci level is generally not lost 

as support. If is lost expect a retracement to the 

.618 (losing the .618 is a possible early indication 

that the uptrend is over

pull pivot 1

(1st mouse click)
pull pivot 2

(2nd mouse click)



If you are looking for resistance on a bounce (after a 
swing/impulse down) pull the Fib Retracement from the high 

(left) to the low (right) of the move down.
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Fibonacci Retracement –

Resistance Example

5.1. FIBONACCI RETRACEMENT

BTCUSD Hourly

Always take Fib Retracement from left to right

Fibonacci taken from the 

high of the swing down we 

want to look for resistances 
on the retracement

Low of the swing down we 

want to look for resistances 
on the retracement

Retracement of the move found 
resistance at 0.618-0.66 Fib levels

Always look for confluence!

After a strong downtrend you can only start to 

have confidence that a potential bottom is in, 

once the .236 Fibonacci level has been claimed

pull pivot 1

(1st mouse click)
pull pivot 2

(2nd mouse click)



Fib Retracements can be used as strength indicator (that’s why you don’t need a lot of indicators)

Fibonacci Retracement pro tips
5.1. FIBONACCI RETRACEMENT
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In a strong uptrend on the macro time frame the .382 

Fibonacci level is generally not lost as support. If is 

lost expect a retracement to the .618 (losing the .618 

is a possible early indication that the uptrend is over

After a strong downtrend you can only start to have 

confidence that a potential bottom is in, once the 

.236 Fibonacci level has been claimed

“Arbitrary Fibs” are Fib levels without any other confluence (cit. Daniel)

Again, do not place Stop Losses based only on Fib Levels, use Market Structure instead

It’s almost impossible to buy the low and sell the high, wait for the retracements (on .382 on uptrend, .236 on downtrend)



The Champions Channel is the space between the .618 and the .66 
on the Fibonacci Retracement Tool

Champions Channel (CC)
5.1. FIBONACCI RETRACEMENT
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Never place the Stop Loss exactly below the .66 (always use Market Structure for a Stop Loss placement)

Daniel choose .66 instead of the canonical .65 after collecting his own statistical data (and partially due to 
Gann theory as well)

For Take Profits or Entries is always better to front run the .618 value by a few dollars ( a good laddered 
entry setup will consist of three entries: a front run of the .618, the middle of CC and then the .66)



Look for Fibonacci confluence by taking different pulls 

from different levels, if there is an area with several 

fibs lining up, this creates a stronger level of 

support

To find Fibonacci confluence you need to take at least 2 

different Fibonacci pulls and then search for Fib levels 

that match up close together, thus creating a stronger 

Fib level
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Fibonacci Confluence

5.1. FIBONACCI RETRACEMENT

Don’t mix fibs for resistances and support, when 

looking for Fib confluence only use fibs taken 

from low to high or from high to low only

BTCUSD 4h

Region with several Fib levels 

lining up offers a strong support 
in an uptrend

Pull from the overall low, from where the move 

got impulsive and from the local Fibonacci pull

Example

Look for levels very close together, if they are 

spread out that’s not confluence!

pull pivot 1

(1st mouse click)
pull pivot 2

(2nd mouse click)

TV



If only pulling from the overall high to low for resistance, or the overall low to high for 
support, the trade will be very crowded, and you will likely not do a good trade

A better strategy will be to consider also pulls from not so obvious pivots that many 
would miss

Selecting Pivots to pull from
5.1. FIBONACCI RETRACEMENT
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Non-canonical pulls are useful for day trading and scalp trading

You can move up/down to pivots high/low if the price breaks resistances on the nearest pull

Look for pulls from impulsive moves or where breakdowns happen

You can never go wrong by pulling from the overall high and low, but other pulls can help with confluence



FIBONACCI NEGATIVE

Fibonacci levels for moves 
external to a retracement

FIBONACCI

5.2



• Negative Fibonacci levels are useful to add another level of confluence for Entries and Targets

• Negative levels are used to find supports and resistances for moves which go external from the 
Fibonacci pull range you are trading

Negative Fibonacci levels notes
5.2. FIBONACCI NEGATIVE
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Negative Fibonacci levels are an extra layer to help with confluence for entries and targets

Is not a good idea to use this method alone

Negative Fibonacci levels are also used for Entries and Targets, so they are considered a leading indicator.
Always use horizontals primarily for targets, and negative fib levels for confluence



Fibonacci Negative Levels and Colors
5.2. FIBONACCI NEGATIVE
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Level Meaning Color

-0.236 Negative of 0.236 level #f44336

-0.272
1 − 1.618

Preferrable for the Stock Market
#b71c1c

-0.618 Negative of 0.618 (negative of the inverse of golden ratio) #ffeb3b

-1 1:1 negative move of the reference move #f44336

-1.618 Negative golden ratio #ffeb3b

-0.272 is preferable over -0.236 on the Stock Market. You can set both visible but is preferable to maintain a cleaner look.

Negative levels are obtained simply by considering negative versions of standard Fib Levels 



Always pull Fibonacci Retracements from left to right (in upward moves, from low to high)

How to use Fibonacci Negative values (upward move)
5.2. FIBONACCI NEGATIVE
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1. Start pulling 
from here

2. End pulling here

0

1

.236

.5

.618

.66

.786

3. Expect support on 
these level during 
the retracement

-.236

-.618

-1

-1.618

4. Expect resistances 
on these levels if the 
move goes external 

from the initial range

Original Fib 
Pull range

External Fib 
Pull range

pull pivot 1

(1st mouse click)
pull pivot 2

(2nd mouse click)

TV

.382



Always pull Fibonacci Retracements from left to right (in downward moves, from high to low)

How to use Fibonacci Negative values (downward move)
5.2. FIBONACCI NEGATIVE
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1. Start pulling 
from here

2. End pulling here

0

1

.236

.5

.618
.66

.786

3. Expect resistances 
on these level during 

the retracement

-.236

-.618

-1

-1.618

4. Expect support on 
these levels if the 

move goes external 
from the initial range

Original Fib 
Pull range

External Fib 
Pull range

pull pivot 1

(1st mouse click)
pull pivot 2

(2nd mouse click)

TV

.382



0

1

.382

.5

.618

.66

.786

-.236

-.618

Inside a bigger retracement, several other internal retracements can occur (like fractals)

Internal vs External Retracements
5.2. FIBONACCI NEGATIVE
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0

1

.618

-.236

-.618

.66

.5

Primary (External) 
Retracement Fib Pull 

Range

Primary (External) 
Retracement Fib Pull 

Negative Range

Internal retracement

Fib Pull Range

Internal retracement 

Fib Pull Negative Range

pull pivot 1

(1st mouse click)
pull pivot 2

(2nd mouse click)

TV

.382

#fibception



Negative Fibonacci pulls are used to find entries and/or 

targets from an internal retracement

The negative levels need to be used in confluence 

with another technical tool to verify the 

target/entry.
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Fibonacci Negative –

Upward Move Example

5.2. FIBONACCI NEGATIVE

BTCUSD daily

Reactions on -0.236 and -0.618 Negative Fib Levels.

These levels can be used as Take Profit if already in 
a long, or as a short entry (in confluence)

Fib pulled to the 
high of the move

Fib pulled from the 
low of the move

Once this level is held as support, we can use the 

Negative levels for Take Profit targets on a long 
and entries to open a short (with confluence)

pull pivot 1

(1st mouse click)
pull pivot 2

(2nd mouse click)

TV



Negative Fibonacci pulls are used to find entries and/or 

targets from an internal retracement

The negative levels need to be used in confluence 

with another technical tool to verify the 

target/entry.
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Fibonacci Negative –

Downward Move Example

5.2. FIBONACCI NEGATIVE

BTCUSD 4h

Reactions on and -0.618 

Negative Fib Levels.

These levels can be used as Take 

Profit if already in a short, or as 
a long entry (in confluence)

Fib pulled to the 
low of the move

Fib pulled from the 
high of the move

Once this level is held as resistance, we 

can use the Negative levels for Take 

Profit targets on a short and entries to 
open a long (with confluence)

pull pivot 1

(1st mouse click)
pull pivot 2

(2nd mouse click)

TV



FIBONACCI EXPANSION

Fibonacci levels for moves 
external to a retracement

FIBONACCI

5.3



• Fibonacci Expansion levels are useful to add another level of confluence for Entries and Targets

• Fibonacci Expansion levels are used to find supports and resistances for moves which go external
from the Fibonacci pull range you are trading

Fibonacci Expansion levels notes
5.3. FIBONACCI EXPANSION
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Fibonacci Expansions levels are an extra layer to help with confluence for entries and targets

Not the same as Fibonacci Extension tool (that requires 3 pivots, instead of 2 and is a different tool)

Fibonacci Expansions levels are useful for stock/crypto that go to all time highs/lows



Fibonacci Expansion Levels and Colors
5.3. FIBONACCI EXPANSION
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Level Meaning Color

1.133 2 −
4
0.618 = 1.133 #4caf50

1.272 1.618
1
2 =

2
1.618 = 1.272 #b71c1c

1.414 2
1
2 =

2
2 = 1.414 #fff59d

1.618
Golden Ratio

Ratio between consecutive number of Fib sequence (144/89)
#ffeb3b

2 Twice the expansion from the reference pull #009688

2.618
1 + 1.618 = 2.618
1.6182 = 2.618

Ratio between alternate number of Fib sequence (144/55)

#ffeb3b

3
Three times expansion from the reference pull

(Optional)
#009688

3.618 2+1.618 = 3.618 #ffeb3b

4.236
1.6183 = 4.236

(Optional)
#b71c1c

Fibonacci Expansion Levels are obtained 

considering different aspects of the Golden 
Ratio from Fibonacci Sequence in numbers 

greater than 1

Most important levels are 1.133, 1.272, 1.414, 1.618 

and 0.618 (especially useful for harmonics)

In the Fibonacci Retracement Tool you can leave all 

the inner range values visible as well



If price goes external to the original Fib Pull range, Fibonacci Expansion levels can be looked for entries or targets 

How to use Fibonacci Expansion values (lows)
5.3. FIBONACCI EXPANSION
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Original Fib
Pull range

Expansion Fib 
Pull range

0

1

1.133

1.272

1.414

1.618

pull pivot 1

(1st mouse click)
pull pivot 2

(2nd mouse click)

Once a move go from low to high, and the price 
breaks the low to the downside, you can start 

looking at expansion levels for targets (based on 
low to high pivots of the last move up)

In a downtrend, extension levels can be used as 

targets for Take Profit if already in a short, or as 
long entries if in confluence with other tools 
(horizontals, RSI oversold, divergences, etc)

TV



If price goes external to the original Fib Pull range, Fibonacci Expansion levels can be looked for entries or targets 

How to use Fibonacci Expansion values (highs)
5.3. FIBONACCI EXPANSION
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Original Fib
Pull range

Expansion Fib 
Pull range

0

1

1.133

1.272

1.414

pull pivot 1

(1st mouse click)
pull pivot 2

(2nd mouse click)

For example, on the same move you looked for 
lows, once the bounce occurs, just flip the Fibonacci 

Retracement Tool with expansion levels from the 
last high to low to find higher targets

TV



Fibonacci Expansion levels is another way of getting 

confluence at a level and also for targets/entries on a 

trade

Take the Fibonacci tool from pivot 1 (      ) and pivot 2

(      ), the tool becomes useful once the high at pivot 1 

is taken out
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Fibonacci Expansion –

External Highs Example

5.3. FIBONACCI EXPANSION

BTCUSD 1h

Fib pulled to the 
low of the move

Fib pulled from the 
high of the move

Resistances found on 1.133, 1.414, 
1.618 and 2

pull pivot 1

(1st mouse click)
pull pivot 2

(2nd mouse click)

Previous high taken out, look for 
confluence with expansion levels

TV



Fibonacci Expansion levels is another way of getting 

confluence at a level and also for targets/entries on a 

trade

Take the Fibonacci tool from pivot 1 (      ) and pivot 2

(      ), the tool becomes useful once the low at pivot 1 is 

taken out
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Fibonacci Expansion –

External Lows Example

5.3. FIBONACCI EXPANSION

BTCUSD 1h

Fib pulled to the 
high of the move

Fib pulled from the 
low of the move

Resistances found on 1.133, 1.272, 1.414

pull pivot 1

(1st mouse click)
pull pivot 2

(2nd mouse click)

Previous low taken out, look for 
confluence with expansion levels

TV



• When a stock hits all time low the Fibonacci Expansion from the last swing low to high is a good 
way of generating targets for where the move down can find support

• When a stock hits all time high the Fibonacci Expansion from the last swing high to low is a good 
way of generating targets for where the move up can find resistance

Fibonacci Expansion in All Time High/Low
5.3. FIBONACCI EXPANSION
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It’s less risky to long All Time Low (ATL) than short All Time High (ATH)

Don’t look to short stocks/coins at ATH (unless you have a lot confluence with tight invalidation)

Fibonacci Expansions levels are useful for “knife catching” at the lows (e.g. for alt coins)



FIBONACCI EXTENSION

A three-pivot tool that gives 
targets for external moves

FIBONACCI

5.4



Fibonacci Extension Tool is only used for targets on external moves

Fibonacci Extension Tool is the primary tool for Elliott Waves

The Fibonacci Extension Tool transposes levels from an initial move to the end of the inner correction of 
that move, allowing to forecast future targets on the same direction of the original move (extensions)

Fibonacci Extension notes
5.4. FIBONACCI EXTENSION
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Slightly different than Fibonacci Retracement tool and Expansion levels

Having knowledge of Elliott Waves is not a requirement to use Fibonacci Extension tool



In an uptrend, looking for extensions up, Fibonacci 
Extension Tool requires a 3-pivot pull:

1. the first on the low of the last move
2. the second on the high of the last move
3. the third on the higher low on the retracement

How to use Fibonacci Extension tool (uptrend)
5.4. FIBONACCI EXTENSION
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In Trading View the Tool is called

“Trend-based Fib Extension”

1

2

3

Fib 

Extension 

Range

1

1.133

1.414

1 2
pivot low

(1st mouse click)

pivot high

(2nd mouse click)
pivot higher-low

(3rd mouse click)3

1
:1

 e
x

te
n

si
o

n

Fib levels of 
initial move 
(pivot 1-2) are 
transposed to 
the pivot 3

1
:1

 e
x

te
n

si
o

n

TV



How to use Fibonacci Extension tool (downtrend) 
5.4. FIBONACCI EXTENSION
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1

2

3

Fib 

Extension 

Range

1

1.133

1.414

1 2
pivot high

(1st mouse click)

pivot low

(2nd mouse click)
pivot lower-high

(3rd mouse click)3

1
:1

 e
x

te
n

si
o

n

Fib levels of 
initial move 
(pivot 1-2) are 
transposed to 
the pivot 3

1
:1

 e
x

te
n

si
o

n

In a downtrend, looking for extensions down, 
Fibonacci Extension Tool requires a 3-pivot pull:

1. the first on the high of the last move
2. the second on the low of the last move
3. the third on the lower high on the retracement

In Trading View the Tool it’s called

“Trend-based Fib Extension”

TV



Fibonacci Extension Levels and Colors
5.4. FIBONACCI EXTENSION
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Level Meaning Color

0.618
1

1.618
= 0.618

Inversion of the Golden Ratio (used for Elliott Waves)
#ffeb3b

1 1 to 1 extension #9598a1

1.133
2 −

4
0.618 = 1.133

(Optional, used only for one harmonics)
#64b5f6

1.414 2
1
2 =

2
2 = 1.414

(Optional, used only for harmonics)
#f44336

1.618
Golden Ratio

Ratio between consecutive number of Fib sequence (144/89)
#ffeb3b

2 1 to 2 extension #009688

2.618
1 + 1.618 = 2.618
1.6182 = 2.618

Ratio between alternate number of Fib sequence (144/55)

#ffeb3b

3.618 2+1.618 = 3.618 #9c27b0

4.236
1.6183 = 4.236

(Optional)
#c2185b

Fibonacci Expansion Levels are obtained by 
considering different aspects of the Golden 
Ratio from Fibonacci Sequence, related to the 

move from Pivot 1 to Pivot 2, transposed to 
Pivot 3 of the Fibonacci Extension pull

Most important (and common) levels are 1 and 1.618

0.618 is primarily used for Elliott Waves theory

1.133 is used for one specific harmonic

1:1 retracements are more common in corrective price 

action (sideways, range-bound, choppy price action)



On impulsive waves, especially in crypto, you have
wicks of the candles in 1.618 extension that 
represent the top of the move

Impulsive waves with Fibonacci Extension
5.4. FIBONACCI EXTENSION
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1

2

3

1

1.618

1 2
pivot low

(1st mouse click)

pivot high

(2nd mouse click)
pivot higher-low

(3rd mouse click)3

common rejection 

from 1:1 extension

The 1-1 extension is really useful as an Entry Level or a 

Take Profit Level as, even if the move is very impulsive, 

you can expect some reaction at the 1:1 extension

If an asset doesn’t hit the 1-1 extension, it’s a big sign of 

weakness

If the move is very impulsive and goes beyond the 1.618 

level, the next target will be 2.618

TV



When the price on HTF is sideways and choppy is more 

likely that the price retrace on the 1:1 extension level

209

Fibonacci Extension –

Sideway Price Action

5.4. FIBONACCI EXTENSION

BTCUSD 4h

when the price action is sideways 

and choppy, price commonly hits 

the 1:1 extension and turns 
around for a retracement

1

2

3

1 2
pivot low

(1st mouse click)

pivot high

(2nd mouse click)
pivot higher-low

(3rd mouse click)3

Always look for confluence on the 1:1 extension, as 

sometimes the 1:1 level is not enough

low of the move

high of the move

higher low / end of the 
retracement

TV



When a move is impulsive you look for 1.618 target
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Fibonacci Extension –

Upwards Impulse Move

5.4. FIBONACCI EXTENSION

BTCUSD 4h

When moving impulsively, it’s most 

likely that the 1.618 extension level 
gets hit before a retracement

1

2

3

1 2
pivot low

(1st mouse click)

pivot high

(2nd mouse click)
pivot higher-low

(3rd mouse click)3

1:1 extension is a good level for Take Profit also in 

impulsive moves

low of the move

high of the move

higher low / end of the 
retracement

1:1 extension offers always 

some resistance, so it is a 
good Take Profit anyhow

TV



When a move is impulsive you look for 1.618 target and 

2.618 if the move is very impulsive
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Fibonacci Extension –

Extreme Upwards 

Impulse Move

5.4. FIBONACCI EXTENSION

1

2

3

1 2
pivot low

(1st mouse click)

pivot high

(2nd mouse click)
pivot higher-low

(3rd mouse click)3

1:1 extension is a good level for Take Profit also in 

impulsive moves

low of the move

high of the move

higher low / end of the 
retracement

Every extension level was a 

resistance and flipped into 
support, until 4.236

ADAUSD 4h

TV



When a move is impulsive you look for 1.618 target and 

2.618 if the move is very impulsive
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Fibonacci Extension –

Downward Impulse Move

5.4. FIBONACCI EXTENSION

BTCUSD 1h

2.618 level hit, very impulsive move!

1

2

3

1 2
pivot high

(1st mouse click)

pivot low

(2nd mouse click)
pivot lower-high

(3rd mouse click)3

1:1 extension is a good level for Take Profit also in 

impulsive moves

low of the move

high of the move

lower high / end of the 
retracement

1.618 extension 
flipped into resistance

TV



Fib 
Extension 

Range

With Fibonacci Extension, in a series of 5 waves 
that constitute an impulse (up or down), you can 
relate the first wave with the last wave to find 
possible targets

Fibonacci Extension on 5-wave impulses
5.4. FIBONACCI EXTENSION
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1

2

3

1

1.618

1 2
pivot low

(1st mouse click)

pivot high

(2nd mouse click)
pivot higher-low

(3rd mouse click)3

Note: this concept is mostly related to Elliott 
Waves theory

1
:1

 e
x

te
n

si
o

n

1
:1

 e
x
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n
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o

n

wave 1

wave 2

wave 3

wave 4

wave 5

TV



.5 FIBONACCI

Bot algorithms levels for smaller 
cap coins

FIBONACCI

5.5



• Most bot algorithms work off Fibonacci as it can have a programmed entry, exit and stop loss (they use 
also a filter with moving averages and % changes in speed)

• Using the same levels of bot algorithms allows us to trade alongside them

• Works well on smaller market caps coins, primarily traded by bots on lower time frames

• .5 Fibonacci levels works well for alt coins with low BTC values and low market caps

Fibonacci bot algorithms notes
5.5. .5 FIBONACCI

215

This works on small cap coins, because they are not traded so often by real traders



Fibonacci .5 Levels
5.4. .5 FIBONACCI
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Level Color

-4 #ffffff

-3.5 #ffffff

-3 #ffffff

-2.5 #ffffff

-2 #ffffff

-1.5 #ffffff

-1 #ffffff

-0.5 #ffffff

0 #ffffff

0.5 #ffffff

1 #ffffff

To apply the .5 levels, you need to find the historical trend, seeing the 
pivots that’s used and forecasting future trends using the .5 levels.

You can also add expansion levels such as 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, etc.

In the retracement (low to high or high to low) you need to see 

reaction around 0.5 to confirm that bots are working on the price 

movements.
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.5 Fibonacci – Example

5.5. .5 FIBONACCI

WAVESBTC 4h

In the retracement (low to high or high to low) you 

need to see reaction around 0.5 to confirm that 

bots are working on the price movements.

The retracement must not react to higher or 
lower levels than 0.5

reaction at 0.5

The definitive confirmation that bots are working 

is when price react also to the other levels as well

pull pivot 1

(1st mouse click)
pull pivot 2

(2nd mouse click)

Multiple touches (usually 3) of a level usually 

depletes the selling/buying capacity of bots 
generating a break upside/downside

TV



GANN RETRACEMENT 
LEVELS

Retracement levels of the Gann 
theory (thirds and eights)

FIBONACCI

5.6



Gann theory is not only based on price action, but also on trend angles and time

Gann retracement levels are in eights ( 
1

8
, 
2

8
, 
3

8
, 
4

8
, 
5

8
, 
6

8
, 
7

8
, 
8

8
) and thirds ( 

1

3
, 
2

3
, 
3

3
)

50% was the most important level for Gann (less important today, buy during Gann period it was important)

The angles used by Gann theory are: 15, 18.75, 26.25, 45, 63.75, 71.25, 75, 82.5

Gann Theory Notes
5.6. GANN RETRACEMENT LEVELS

219

E.g. Gann Squares helps with time as well, giving possible points in time for price movements

Gann is more useful in stock market (as it uses “old” rules)

0.66 of the Champions Channel is derived by the 
2

3
of the Gann theory



Gann Retracement Levels and Colors
5.6. GANN RETRACEMENT LEVELS
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Level Percentage Fraction Color

0 0 0 #ffffff

0.125 12,5%
1

8
#ffffff

0.25 25%
2

8
#ffffff

0.375 37,5%
3

8
#ffffff

0.5 50%
4

8
#ffffff

0.625 62,5%
5

8
#ffffff

0.75 75%
6

8
#ffffff

0.875 87,5%
7

8
#ffffff

0.33 33%
1

3
#ffffff

0.66 66%
2

3
#ffffff

1 100%
8

8
or

3

3
#ffffff

Books about Gann theory usually round up 0.66666 to 0.67, 

but Daniel uses 0.66 anyhow

Gann retracement levels are simply obtained by evaluation the 
value of the eights and thirds fractions

Gann has more levels than Fibonacci, and in a higher time 

frame this could be useful



Gann levels works the same way as the 
Fibonacci Retracement tool (it’s the same tool, 

but with a different set of numbers)

How to use Gann Retracement levels
5.6. GANN RETRACEMENT LEVELS
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0

1

.25

.5

.625

.66

.75

3. Expect 

support on 
these level 
during the 

retracement
.875

. 375

.125

. 33

It’s always useful to pull the Fibonacci 

Retracement tool first and see if Fibonacci levels 

are better respected than Gann levels

Gann levels are usually used with other tools, like 

Gann Square (Daniel uses the Gann Square Fixed)

1. Start pulling 
from here

2. Stop pulling here

pull pivot 1

(1st mouse click)
pull pivot 2

(2nd mouse click)

TV
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Gann Retracement 

Levels – Example

5.6. GANN RETRACEMENT LEVELS

BTCUSD 1h

pull pivot 1

(1st mouse click)
pull pivot 2

(2nd mouse click)

TV
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Gann Retracement 

Levels – Igor Pull 

Example

5.6. GANN RETRACEMENT LEVELS

BTCUSD 4h

pull pivot 1

(1st mouse click)
pull pivot 2

(2nd mouse click)

Igor pulled a Fibonacci retracement from the low of 

last wave of the 2018 cycle, using the expansion levels 

in eights

TV



FIBONACCI TIME

Timing entry correctly

FIBONACCI

5.7



• Time plays a crucial role in determining which waves of a move are linked together

• Fibonacci Time allows to estimate a correction duration given an impulse

• If a correction happens too quick in comparison to the preceding impulse, it’s likely to mean that is only the 
first part of a bigger correction and there is still more to come

• Fibonacci Time is useful with Harmonic patterns and Elliot Waves theory in particular

Fibonacci Time Notes
5.7. FIBONACCI TIME

225

Fibonacci Time in combination with Harmonics and EW theory, with a nice Price analysis, it’s a killer feature!

Corrections usually last 1:1 (or more) with the impulse move up/down (e.g. 10 days up – 10 days down)

You can get the right price direction, but you don’t time correctly your entry, you’ll likely loose money

Fibonacci Time can be used on any time frame, but the higher the better (4h or more)



Fibonacci Time values (Fibonacci Sequence)
5.7. FIBONACCI TIME
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Level Color

0.382 #fff59d

0.618 #ffeb3b

1 #ffffff

1.382 #fff59d

1.618 #ffeb3b

2 #ffffff

2.618 #ffeb3b

3.5 #ffffff

Sometimes other Fibonacci Numbers are useful like 0.382 or 1.382

Fib Sequence is created by adding the last two number to create every next 
number:

1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, 55, 89, 144, 233, 377, 610, 987, …



Fibonacci Time values (.5 values)
5.7. FIBONACCI TIME
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Level Color

0.5 #ffffff

1 #ffffff

1.5 #ffffff

2 #ffffff

2.5 #ffffff

3 #ffffff

3.5 #ffffff

4 #ffffff

Stock market works ‘better’ with Fibonacci Time .5 values

For the Fibonacci Time tool also the .5 values are respected

.5 values can be more useful on longer term



Fibonacci Time tool is useful to determine when a 
correction/impulsive structure may end.

Fibonacci Time requires three pivots, and the usage 
is like Fibonacci Extension

How to use Fibonacci Time tool
5.7. FIBONACCI TIME

228

3. Expect price 
movements starting from 

the Fibonacci Time levels

The price axis (Y) is not important for the Fibonacci Tool 

to work, only time axis matters

Don’t trade off Fibonacci Time alone, but use it as a confluence

1. Start pulling 
from here

2. Stop pulling here

1

2

1 2
pivot low

(1st mouse click)

pivot high

(2nd mouse click)
pivot higher-low

(3rd mouse click)3

3

1.618

In TradingView the tool is called “Trend-Based Fib Time”

There are other “geometry” tools, that helps with Time, such 

as Pitch Fans, Fibonacci Fans, Gann Fans, Gann Squares and 

also Parallel Channels can be considered as a geometry tools

TV



For Harmonics, Elliot Wave theory and other 
patterns where a comparison between duration of 

separate moves is needed, the third pivot of the 
Fibonacci Time tool can be translated in the correct 

position 

Compare separate moves durations
5.7. FIBONACCI TIME

229

3. Duration of the first 
move is transposed on 

the third pivot point

1. Start pulling 
from here

2. Stop pulling here

1

2

1 2
pivot low

(1st mouse click)

pivot high

(2nd mouse click)
pivot higher-low

(3rd mouse click)3

3

.618

For example in harmonics the ratio of duration between AB, 

BC and CD waves is important

0

TV



Fibonacci Time can be used also for corrections, in 
particular when a correction happens too quickly, 
you can expect another leg down, timed correctly 
using Fibonacci Time from the High to the Low of 
the first leg down, transposed with the 3rd pivot 

on the lower high (it’s a harmonic)

Fibonacci Time on corrections
5.7. FIBONACCI TIME
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3. Third pivot on the next high1. Start pulling 
from here

2. Stop pulling here

1

2

1 2
pivot high

(1st mouse click)

pivot low

(2nd mouse click)
pivot lower-high

(3rd mouse click)3

3

.618

You can add the confluence of the Fibonacci Time from 

the initial impulse
0 1

4. Expect the 
probable end 

of the 
correction here

TV
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Fibonacci Time – Example

5.7. FIBONACCI TIME

BTCUSD Daily

1

2

3

On the impulsive move from December 2018 to July 

2019, using Fibonacci Time, it was possible to timing 

two entries for a 40%+ move to the upside

1 2
pivot low

(1st mouse click)

pivot high

(2nd mouse click)
pivot higher-low

(3rd mouse click)3

TV
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Fibonacci Time – A case for 

the future example

5.7. FIBONACCI TIME

BTCUSD Weekly

1

2

3
Fibonacci Time from start of the 2011 bull run to the 

end of the first bull ran in 2013:

• The 0.618 marks the end of the 2014 bear market

• The 1:1 marks the start of the 2016-2017 bull 

market

• The 2:1 marks the end of the bull market and start 

of the 2018 bear market

• The 2.618 start of the 2019 move up

• The 3.618: End of bull market? Beginning of a bigger 

correction move?

1 2
pivot low

(1st mouse click)

pivot high

(2nd mouse click)
pivot higher-low

(3rd mouse click)3

From this analysis it seems that Bitcoin 

corrections are shorter than the stock market

TV
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Fibonacci Time – Correction 

Example

5.7. FIBONACCI TIME

BTCUSD Daily

1

2

3

Fibonacci Time from start of bear market in 2018, first 

low and lower high as 3rd pivot: on the 1:1 Fibonacci 

Time you have the end of the correction and the start 

of the next impulsive move

1 2
pivot high

(1st mouse click)

pivot low

(2nd mouse click)
pivot lower-high

(3rd mouse click)3

Expect corrections to be at least 1:1 the duration 

of the impulse, based on Elliot Wave theory

TV
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Fibonacci Time – Timing a 

Harmonic entry

5.7. FIBONACCI TIME

BTCUSD 1hr

1

2

3

In shark harmonic entry timing can be predicted using 

Fibonacci Time tool

1 2
pivot A

(1st mouse click)

pivot B

(2nd mouse click)
pivot B

(3rd mouse click)3

In a shark harmonic the optimal relationships 

between AB and BC would be 1 and 1.618 for the 

last move up (CD)
right direction, but wrong timing for a 

long entry as you risk being stopped 
out while the price goes down

better timing 

at 1 
extension

TV
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Fibonacci Time – Timing a 

Harmonic exit

5.7. FIBONACCI TIME

BTCUSD 1hr

1

2

3

In shark harmonic exit timing can be predicted using 

Fibonacci Time tool

To transpose the duration of the AB move in 

comparison to the CD move just move the 3rd pivot at C

1 2
pivot A

(1st mouse click)

pivot B

(2nd mouse click)
pivot C

(3rd mouse click)3

In a shark harmonic the optimal relationships 

between AB and CD would be 1.618 
(CD = 1.618 × 𝐴𝐵)

Best exit from the 

CD move at 1.618  

ratio of duration of 
the AB move

TV



FIBONACCI FAN

Fibonacci Fan tool

FIBONACCI

5.8



• Time plays a crucial role in determining which waves of a move are linked together

• Fibonacci Fan are extremely useful for determining when the slope of a move has become overextended

• Fibonacci Fan can be used to determine the time taken and the angle of a retracement

Fibonacci Speed Resistance Fan Notes
5.8. FIBONACCI FAN

237

In Trading View it is called ‘Fib Speed Resistance Fan’

Many traders forget the importance of time and angles, given by geometric tools like Fib Time and Fib Fan

Fibonacci Fan is an under-appreciated tool, while its extremely powerful

Fibonacci Fan in confluence with Fibonacci Time and Fibonacci Retracement is really powerful



Fibonacci Fan values
5.8. FIBONACCI FAN
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Level Color

0.25 #ffa726

0.382 #fff59d

0.5 #4caf50

0.618 #ffeb3b

0.66 #ffeb3b

0.75 #2196f3

Fibonacci Fan values are the main one used in Fibonacci 
Retracements, based on the Fibonacci Sequence, with 

added values for quarters

Fibonacci Fan lines, based on Fibonacci values, are essentially 

the angles of the slope

To keep clean the chart, the time values and the grid can be 

hidden, but they can be restored when needed as they provide 

useful information for better time entries

The most important levels are 0.5 and 0.618



Fibonacci Fan tool requires 2 pivots like Fibonacci 
Retracement tool, on the low of the move and on 
the high of the move (in case of an upward move)

The main use of Fibonacci Fan is to find support and 
resistance levels on the macro time frame (4h+)

How to use Fibonacci Fan tool (upward)
5.8. FIBONACCI FAN
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1. Start pulling 
from here

2. Stop pulling here

.618

Fibonacci Fan can be used also on lower time frames, but 

it is more difficult. Wait until you have mastered it!

3. Expect support when 
crossing the lines on the 

retracement

.5

.382

.25

.75

pull pivot 1

(1st mouse click)
pull pivot 2

(2nd mouse click)

TV



How to use Fibonacci Fan tool (downward)
5.8. FIBONACCI FAN
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1. Start pulling 
from here

2. Stop pulling here

.618

3. Expect resistance 
when crossing the lines

on the retracement

.5

.382

.25

.75

pull pivot 1

(1st mouse click)
pull pivot 2

(2nd mouse click)

Fibonacci Fan tool requires 2 pivots like Fibonacci 
Retracement tool, on the high of the move and on 
the low of the move (in case of a downward move)

The main use of Fibonacci Fan is to find support and 
resistance levels on the macro time frame (4h+)

Fibonacci Fan can be used also on lower time frames, but 

it is more difficult. Wait until you have mastered it!

TV
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Fibonacci Fan – HTF 

correction retrace

5.8. FIBONACCI FAN

BTCUSD daily

Fan lines are resistances in a retracement, during an 

established downtrend, usually they are also back-

tested as support, once broken

Note: the tool in Trading View had inverted levels 

until the bug was fixed after the video

pull from high of 2018

pull to local low of 2019

fan lines act as 
resistances

fan lines became 
also support

pull pivot 1

(1st mouse click)
pull pivot 2

(2nd mouse click)

While Fibonacci Fan is useful for lot of things, 

the simplest and main one is to find support 

and resistances

Like other Fibonacci Tools you can select 

different pivots to see the most respected one

TV
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Fibonacci Fan – HTF 

correction retrace (zoomed)

5.8. FIBONACCI FAN

BTCUSD 1h

Fan lines are resistances in a retracement, during an 

established downtrend, usually they are also back-

tested as support, once broken

0.382 as resistance

0.5 as resistance

0.382 back-tested as 
support

pull pivot 1

(1st mouse click)
pull pivot 2

(2nd mouse click)

Note: the tool in Trading View had inverted levels 

until the bug was fixed after the video

While Fibonacci Fan is useful for lot of things, 

the simplest and main one is to find support 

and resistances

Like other Fibonacci Tools you can select 

different pivots to see the most respected one

TV
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Fibonacci Fan – HTF impulse 

correction

5.8. FIBONACCI FAN

BTCUSD daily

Fan lines are support in a correction of an impulse, 

during an established uptrend

pull from low of 
march 2020

pull to high of 
march 2021

0.25 line acted as 
support

nice respect of fan 

lines during the 
impulse

pull pivot 1

(1st mouse click)
pull pivot 2

(2nd mouse click)

Note: the tool in Trading View had inverted levels 

until the bug was fixed after the video

While Fibonacci Fan is useful for lot of things, 

the simplest and main one is to find support 

and resistances

Like other Fibonacci Tools you can select 

different pivots to see the most respected one

TV
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Fibonacci Fan – Local 

impulse correction

5.8. FIBONACCI FAN

BTCUSD 1h

Fan lines are support in a correction of an impulse, 

during an established uptrend

pull pivot 1

(1st mouse click)
pull pivot 2

(2nd mouse click)

Note: the tool in Trading View had inverted levels 

until the bug was fixed after the video

While Fibonacci Fan is useful for lot of things, 

the simplest and main one is to find support 

and resistances

Like other Fibonacci Tools you can select 

different pivots to see the most respected one

The last level of the 

Fib fan is important 

if broken, it means 
further continuation

The last level (0.75) is important as, if broken, 

means continuation of the up/down trend

TV



6. Channels
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Parallel Channels part 1 (#17)
Parallel and sideways / sloping channels

1

Parallel Channels part 2 (#18)
Partial declines or rises in pattern and channels

2

Parallel Channels part 3 (#19)
Duplicating channels, 0.25 trading range and over and under channel

3

Parallel Channels part 4 (#20)
Fibonacci channels, Fibonacci extension channels and Fibonacci 

long term channels

4

KEY NOTES:

• Channels are neutral patterns, they can remove 
biases

• Never delete an old channel, it might come into 
play again later

• Sideways channels are more respected than 
sloping channels

• Bull and bear flags regularly for channels

• Deviations are normal – know when to adjust 
them and when not

• Duplicating channels gives you potential target 
for the move

• Fibonacci channels are best used on HTF



PARALLEL CHANNELS
PART 1

Parallel and sideways / sloping 
channels

PARALLEL CHANNELS

6.1



A parallel channel (or range) is formed when there are at least 4 
touches (2 at the bottom, and 2 at the top).

You will likely see the price ranging inside the channel (neutral price 
action) until the channel breaks.

Parallel Channels Notes
6.1. PARALLEL CHANNELS - PART 1

247

Do not trade your bias, just trade the chart it’s given to you!

Parallel channels are a good way to remove biases on charts, because you simply 
look for long at the bottom and short at the top of the range

Do not expect the range to be hit at the exact top or bottom, but you will 
likely see deviations from the high or low, and partial rises/declines

deviation

a deviation is when 
price breaks outside 

the channel but fails to 
maintain it and come 

back inside it

partial decline: can 
be interpreted as a 

sign of strength

1st touch

2nd touch

3rd touch

4th touch

breakout

A partial rise or partial decline, is when price gets near the top or bottom of the 
channel without hitting them; therefore, you can think of partial rises as a sign 

of weakness, and partial declines as a sign of strength



Parallel Channels – Volume and Breakouts
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1st touch

2nd touch

3rd touch

4th touch

volume increasing at 
breakout

volume

Usually, while price stays in a parallel channel, you want to see a 
decline in volume, like what happens on a flag.

A parallel channel is technically a neutral pattern, as the price can 
break up or down; but it is more probable that the channel breaks 
on the overall trending direction (forming a structure like a flag).

Usually, when breakout occurs volume noticeably increases (on the 
contrary during deviations the volume stays low)

To distinguish between a deviation and the real breakout you might look 

at the difference in volume (increased volume in channel breakout)

Following a simple rule of continuation, probabilities that channel breaks 

on the overall trend direction versus the opposite are 60% vs 40%

volume decreasing 
while in the channel

coming from an established downtrend, it 
is more probable (60%) that the channel 
will break on the downside

Volume is a key metric that you need to consider while trading channels



Always trade the parallel channel till it breaks

When the breakout of the channel is on low volume, it means it is 
likely to be just a deviation, recognizing deviations can give a 

good opportunity for a trade entry once the price comes back 
inside the channel

Parallel Channels – Trades
6.1. PARALLEL CHANNELS - PART 1
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Trading the break in the overall trend direction yields better results

If you trade all the tops and bottoms of the range, you must be aware 

that you will loose one trade at the breakout! That’s why it is 

preferable to trade in the direction of the probable break
lost trade at 

breakout

coming from an established 
downtrend, it is more 
probable (60%) that the 
channel will break on the 
downside

deviations, if correctly 
detected, can give great 
entry opportunities (in this 
case for a short) once the 
channel is reclaimed



A basic channel target strategy will be:

1. Long the bottom of the range / Short the top of the range

2. Take Profit 1 at the opposite side of the channel

3. Once TP1 is hit move the Stop Loss at the middle line of the 
channel

4. Take Profit 2 can be set taking a measured move of the channel, 
adding this distance to the breakout direction (TP2 at the 1:1 
extension of the range)

Parallel Channels – Basic Targets Strategy
6.1. PARALLEL CHANNELS - PART 1
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Instead of using the measured 1:1 move at breakout, it’s better to use 

horizontals, Fibonacci Extensions or other Tools to get a more 

accurate Price Target for TP2 (be aware of the context)
For moves and breakouts to the 

downside: TP1 at channel 
bottom, TP2 at 1:1 extension of 

the range, after TP1 hits move SL 
to the channel mid-line

For moves and breakouts to the upside:
TP1 at channel top, TP2 at 1:1 extension 
of the range, after TP1 hits move SL to 

the channel mid-line

TP1

TP2

TP1

TP2
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The middle line can be a Take Profit region as well (see next strategy)



A good day trading channel target strategy will be:

1. Long the bottom of the range / Short the top of the range

2. Take Profit 1 (50% of profits) at the middle line of the channel

3. Once TP1 is hit move Stop Loss at breakeven (no losses)

4. Optionally, if the price closes above / below the middle of the channel, 
confirming it, compound the trade with a smaller entry (e.g. 30% of the 
initial trade in order not to risk all profits taken)

Parallel Channels – Day Trading Strategy
6.1. PARALLEL CHANNELS - PART 1
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Strategies for Day Trading Parallel Channels are very different from 
strategies for Swing Trading Parallel Channels (on HTF)

Often the mid point of the channel offers a considerable resistance, that’s why 

Take Profit on the midline is essential

TP1

TP2 TP

If the middle line is taken, move 
Stop Loss at breakeven and 

optionally compound the trade

TP1

TP2 TP

If the middle line is taken, move 
Stop Loss at breakeven and 

optionally compound the trade

After TP1, if price retraces back to the low or top where you placed your initial 
entry, you can optionally compound your trade (but it’s not suggested more 
than 5 to 10% of the profits, as a partial rise/decline is a sign of weakness)

Max 15min – 1h chart



A good swing trading channel target strategy will be:

1. Long the bottom of the range / Short the top of the range

2. Take  Major part of the profits at the middle line of the channel, you 
might consider to completely close the trade or take a high percentage of 
the profits (e.g. 80%)

3. If after midline TP you keep the trade open, is suggested to aggressively 
trailing stop losses (put stop loss not only at breakeven, but even in profit)

Parallel Channels – Swing Trading Strategy
6.1. PARALLEL CHANNELS - PART 1
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In a swing trading channel, you might keep holding positions for days, weeks, 
months or even years, depending on channel

In a swing trading channel, the midline is a Target and an aggressive Take 
Profit region (trade might also be closed) because the midline is a very 

significative resistance

TP

Take profit at the midline of the 
channel, as it is a high resistance

TP

If you didn’t close the trade but only 
took a major part of the profits, you 
can optionally compound the trade 
once the middle point is reclaimed

You might compound or open a new trade if price breaks and reclaim the 
middle point aiming for the top or bottom of the range
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Swing Trading Channel -

Example

6.1. PARALLEL CHANNELS – PART 1

BTCUSD daily

In this example, the top of the channel is taken from 

the candle closes, as they have more touches while the 

bottom is taken from the wicks where there was also a 

sign of resistance before entering the channel.

In particular, this sideway move shows partial rises and 

declines typical of a choppy price action in crypto, 

therefore showing how important in swing trade 

channels to take a high percentage of profits in the 

mid-line.

In this particular example the price, starting from 

a parallel channel is forming more of a 

“contrapting” price action typical of a triangle

partial rise

partial decline

resistance

resistance

support

1. If you longed here aiming for 
the top you will have likely lost 
the trade in a big range like this

2. By taking profit at mid-line, 
without aiming for the top you 

are safe even if the move 
doesn’t reach the top



Channels do not have to be always sideways, but they 
are regularly formed in bear or bull flags where price 

consolidates in upwards or downwards sloping 
parallel channels

Sloping Parallel Channels
6.1. PARALLEL CHANNELS - PART 1
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Entries for a bear / bull flag channels are the .382 
resistance, or a breakdown from the channel support

.236

.5

.382

0

bear flag price consolidation in 
an upward sloping channel

look for the .382 
retracement for an entry

Also in sloping channels, if you enter from the upside in an 
established downtrend you would favorite to break to the 

downside and vice versa



Parallel Channel Tool requires 3 anchor points:

• In upward sloping: a bottom, a high, a higher-low
• In downward sloping: a top, a low, a lower-high

Parallel Channel is considered formed and confirmed after 

the 4th touch

How to use the Parallel Channel Tool
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the third touch must have a 
form of reaction to consider 
a Parallel Channel is forming

As a traders, we might want to enter as early as the 3rd

touch, without waiting for the 4th touch

TV

1 2
1st touch on bottom

(1st mouse click)

2nd touch on bottom

(2nd mouse click)
1st touch on top

(3rd mouse click)3

1

2

3

The 3rd touch must have a form of resistance/support
with price reacting (bouncing) or at least holding nicely

drag the tool here (or simply 
click) to create the channel
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Day Trading Channel -

Example

6.1. PARALLEL CHANNELS – PART 1

BTCUSD 1h

Example of an upward sloping channel, in an 

established uptrend.

Always use the mid-line and top of the channel as 

targets for take profit, if you are in a long

TV

1 2
1st touch on bottom

(1st mouse click)

2nd touch on bottom

(2nd mouse click)
1st touch on top

(3rd mouse click)3

1

2

3

Sometimes top of the channel 

must be adjusted while it is 
forming to get better targets

Looks for reactions at the mid-line 

to properly trace the channel, and 
use them as a Take Profit!

Price retraces after hitting the 

mid-line. Take Profit on the mid-
line is key!
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Day Trading Channel –

Stop Losses Placement 

Sideway Example

6.1. PARALLEL CHANNELS – PART 1

BTCUSD 15min

For Stop Losses placement, while inside a Parallel 

Channel, always look for market structure prior to 

enter the parallel channel or while in the channel (look 

for previous highs and lows and other relevant 

points in the chart)

TV

1 2
1st touch on bottom

(1st mouse click)

2nd touch on bottom

(2nd mouse click)
1st touch on top

(3rd mouse click)3

1 2

3

The previous high before entering 

the channel can be used, in this 
case, as a Stop Loss target

Every Channel is different, and it is impossible to 

use a fixed percentage for Stop Losses

Once price is rangebound, you might take trades 

with less than 2:1 risk/reward ratio (e.g. 1.5:1 or 

1.4:1). Be always cautious and aware of the context 

and current trend!

In Parallel Channels, you might 

consider taking trades with less 
than 2:1 risk/reward ratio

Previous lows/highs while being 

rangebound can be used as well as 
targets for Stop Losses

Don’t use tight Stop Losses, give your setup room 

to breathe
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Day Trading Channel –

Upward Sloping Channel 

Example

6.1. PARALLEL CHANNELS – PART 1

BTCUSD 1h

Use the volume to identify deviations and actual 

breakouts

In this example are shown all the possible successful 

longs and shorts entries

TV

1 2
1st touch on top

(1st mouse click)

2nd touch on top

(2nd mouse click)
1st touch on bottom

(3rd mouse click)3

1

2

3

just a deviation (low volume), if 

prices closes back inside the 

channel you can consider 
entering a short

If a deviation (or a fake-out) of the range happens 

and price closes back inside the channel it is a good 

place to enter a trade

low volume on 
channel break = deviation

actual 

breakout 
(high volume)

long

short

short on retest 
inside the channel

short

long

long the back-test 
of the breakout

If a breakout happens on high volume a nice place 

to enter a trade (on the direction of breakout) is on 

the eventual back-test (it doesn’t always happen)

fake-out (with a back-

test as well), always 
check the volume!



PARALLEL CHANNELS
PART 2

Partial declines or rises in patterns 
and channels

PARALLEL CHANNELS

6.2



As the price ranges inside a sideway channel it is 
expected that the price will form an upward or 

downward sloping channel inside the Higher 

Time Frame channel

Sloping Channels within HTF Sideway Channels
6.2. PARALLEL CHANNELS - PART 2
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You can enter multiple positions at the same time 
(e.g. shorting the HTF channel while longing the 

inner channel) but it is more complex

Price hits the bottom of the HTF sideway 
channel and start moving up forming a 

smaller upward sloping channel

Seeing channels inside other channels is quite 
normal, especially in crypto

#channelception

Always keep in mind that the mid-line of the 
HTF channel is a high resistance



1. After a major resistance flips into support, you have a move 

of the price to next major resistance

2. Price starts to close under the resistance level (the resistance 

is holding)

3. You will likely have a channel forming and enter a position 

aiming for the mid-line or the bottom of the channel

Identify early signs a Parallel Channel is forming
6.2. PARALLEL CHANNELS - PART 2
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Resistances must be major levels (horizontals like monthly, 

daily, weekly, etc.) and not just Fibonacci levels

Remember it is all about probabilities, is not certain that the 

channel will form even given the signs
major resistance/support level

major resistance level

1. Old resistance is 

flipped into support

2. Next major resistance is 

holding the price (a nice sign 

are candle wicks on top 

showing weakness)

3. You can expect the 

price retraces to 

previous support and 

forms a range

What is happening is that there is a clear imbalance between 

demand and supply (low demand on top and high demand on 

bottom), making price moving sideways until supply or 

demand eventually runs out finding a fair value

The same considerations can be applied on reverse: 

major support flips into resistance, price retraces 

back down to another major support, which holds

Sideway channels are more easy to predict than sloping ones, 

due to the fact that horizontals gives major resistances
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Identify early signs of a 

Parallel Channel forming -

Example

6.2. PARALLEL CHANNELS – PART 2

BTCUSD daily

In the example you can see the early signs that a 

sideway range is forming between two major 

resistances (a weekly and a daily level)

weekly clearly 

representing a major 
resistance

price closing back below 

daily level, without 

effectively broke it: early 
sign of a channel forming

weekly level hold, 
creating a channel

nice place to short the 

forming channel, after back-
test of the “fake-out” on daily

Remember it is all about probabilities, is 

not certain that the channel will form 

even given the signs

short

Sideway channels forming are easier to spot 

than sloping ones as horizontals offers more 

resistance than trendlines

Always front run entries by a few $ as 

sometime trendlines are not touched at all



Partial declines/rises happen when price does not reach the 

trend line of one of the moves.

This is a signal of strength if price doesn’t touch the bottom, 

and a signal of weakness if price doesn’t touch the top.

Partial declines/rises
6.2. PARALLEL CHANNELS - PART 2
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Partial declines/rises are not buy/sell signals but gives an 

indication of which way the pattern will break

Partial declines/rises form not only in Parallel Channels, but 

also in many type of patterns such as right-angled formations, 

broadening bottoms, broadening wedges, etc.

Price makes a partial rise, giving a sign of 
weakness and a possible indication that 
the price will break downside (bearish)

A partial decline represent more demand coming from the lows 

and is considered bullish. A partial rise represent more supply 

coming from the highs and is considered bearish.
Even with the sign of weakness given by a 

partial rise, it’s better to wait for a 
confirmation before entering into a position A partial decline/rise is confirmed when price closes back 

above/below the mid-line

partial rise is 
confirmed and can be 
shorted with a Stop 
Loss above mid-line
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How to select pivots -

Example

6.2. PARALLEL CHANNELS – PART 2

BTCUSD daily

In this example the pivots for the top of the channel 

are selected from the candle closes, as they seems 

more respected.

For the bottom instead, a pivot from a candle wick is 

selected, since a clear resistance is present in that level 

(identified also by a resistance bound before entering 

the channel)

TV

1 2
1st touch on top

(1st mouse click)

2nd touch on top

(2nd mouse click)
1st touch on bottom

(3rd mouse click)3

Usually, you select the pivot point which is most 

respected, it can be a candle close or a wick, 

depending on previous market structure as well

1 2

3

this level is clearly an 
important resistance

the body close of the candles is 

more respected as it is touched in 
the following moves

in this case the wick is selected, as there 

was a clear resistance exactly in this level.

In this specific case, without having the 

price history prior entering the channel, 

also body closes would have been very well 
respected for the bottom.

partial rise confirmed 

with back test, it can 
be shorted

When you see a lot of partial rises and partial 

declines it is typical of constricting sideway action, 

most of the time results in a triangle

partial rise

You can try both pivots from candle closes and 

wicks, and see which one “looks better”
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Never delete a Channel -

Example

6.2. PARALLEL CHANNELS – PART 2

BTCUSD 4h

In this example an original upward sloping channel 

came into play several times for more than a month 

after its initial breakout.

That’s why you should never delete a channel from 

you chart (just hide it when it’s not needed), as it might 

come into play later on.

TV

1 2
1st touch on top

(1st mouse click)

2nd touch on top

(2nd mouse click)
1st touch on bottom

(3rd mouse click)3

1

2

3

original 

sloping 
channel

the previous channel 

came into play again a 
month later

breakout from 

the channel 
with back-test

channel acted as 

resistance a couple of 
week later

second breakout, but 

this time on the 

downside, with back-
test to the dollar

Sideway channels, more than sloping 

channels, are subject to being respect after 

their original formation

HTF Sideways channels are more relevant in 

future moves as well, depending on the 

importance of the horizontal level they 

formed on (e.g. weekly, daily, etc)

when price grinds the bottom 

(or a top) of a previous channel 

is not a safe long (or a short) to 
do until the channel is reclaimed
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Choppy price action –

Line chart Example

6.2. PARALLEL CHANNELS – PART 2

BTCUSD 15 min

When you have difficulties in finding a bias for a 

channel, due to choppy price action (a lot of long wings 

and not clear trendlines) you can use line chart type to 

get the confirmation that a certain channel is well 

respected

TV

1 2
1st touch on top

(1st mouse click)

2nd touch on top

(2nd mouse click)
1st touch on bottom

(3rd mouse click)3

1

2

3

the previous channel 

came into play again a 
month later

1

2

3

long line wicks, usually in a 
choppy price action

long line wicks, usually in a 
choppy price action

with the line chart you can 

have a clear vision if the price 
is perfectly channeled

Switching into a line chart can give a clearer 

vision if the price is well channeled

with the line chart you can 

have a clear vision if the price 
is perfectly channeled

Sometimes switching to line chart doesn’t give 

you any extra help, in that case if you have any 

edge, don’t take the trade
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When to or not to adjust 

Channel lines after a 

breakout – Example

6.2. PARALLEL CHANNELS – PART 2

BTCUSD 30 min

Closing outside of the channel might not be considered 

bullish until you take the last high.

If price breaks the channel but did not manage to take 

a pivotal level such as a previous high, before re-

entering the channel, you might adjust the channel 

levels

TV

1 2
1st touch on top

(1st mouse click)

2nd touch on top

(2nd mouse click)
1st touch on bottom

(3rd mouse click)3

1

2

3

price closes outside the original 

channel (red) but did not manage to 

back-test and take previous highs, 

therefore is not bullish and a return 
inside the channel is expected

breakout with back 

test on the new 
channel

3

previous top 

level of the 
channel

old channel

new channel

If the breakout of the channel happens in a 

bullish manner, back-testing and/or taking the 

previous high, you can leave the channel as it is



PARALLEL CHANNELS
PART 3

Duplicating channels, 0.25 trading 
range and over and under channel

PARALLEL CHANNELS

6.3



If price is clearly maintaining a channel, once it is broken, it 
can be duplicated (on the direction of the breakout) to give 

targets on the move out.

After duplicating a channel, you might expect the following 
moves to be contained inside the new duplicated channel.

Duplicating Channels
6.3. PARALLEL CHANNELS - PART 3
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Never trade and look for targets out of a duplicate channel alone, 

always look to be matched with other technical tools (for example 

look for an important resistance level that matches the top of the 

new duplicated channel

It’s a way to look for 1:1 extension without loading up Fibonacci Tool

On Trading View the cloning function can be called by pressing CTRL 

key and dragging the original channel on the top of the other

breakout of the 
original channel 1
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expect moves after the 
breakout to be contained 

in the new channel

original channel

duplicated channel



You can use the Fibonacci Retracement tool with levels at 
0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75,1 to keep track also of the “.25 levels” of a 

channel.

.25 and .75 levels are respected as well, especially in big 
ranges on HTF

.25 Channel trading range
6.3. PARALLEL CHANNELS - PART 3
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Min 4h chart

TV

Level Color

0 #fff

0.25 #fff

0.5 #fff

0.75 #fff

1 #fff
pull pivot 1

(1st mouse click)
pull pivot 2

(2nd mouse click)

.5

.25

.75

1

0
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.25 Channel Range –

Example

6.3. PARALLEL CHANNELS – PART 3

BTCUSD 4h

Pull the range from the bottom candle close and the 

top candle close (wicks above and below the 

top/bottom of the range are normal).

The bigger the range, the more relevant are the 

.25 and .75 levels

Highest level of range

TV

take note of the highest 
level in a range in order to 
put Stop Losses above it

pull pivot 1

(1st mouse click)
pull pivot 2

(2nd mouse click)

.75 level nicely 
respected

.25 level nicely 
respected

.25 levels work on High Time Frames (4h+)



1. In a sideway price action, price takes out previous high

2. A lot of people are probably going to be stopped out and, on the 

eventual back test, lot of people are interesting in buying

3. This generates liquidity required to fill some big short positions

4. The break-out from the channel and the retrace back into it, 

happen on high sell volume

5. Price might take the liquidity from the lows as well, and then 

retrace on the upper part of the channel

6. Starting from the midline you can ladder into a short position, 

setting as Stop Loss the liquidity grab high and as a target the 1:1 

extension of the channel

Over and Under Channel Strategy (Liquidity Grab)
6.3. PARALLEL CHANNELS - PART 3
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The liquidity run break must be less than 5% of the height of the channel

Liquidity grabs happen a lot in crypto space, in comparison to stock market 
(“market likes to screw people over”)

2. Price breaks above the 
resistance and take the 

liquidity pool before quickly 
retrace into the channel
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1a. Channel 
resistance 

(higher high)

1b. Channel 
support 

(lower low)

3. To take the maximum amount of 
liquidity, price can retrace even 

below  the channel support, taking 
lower liquidity pool before again 

going back into the channel

less than 5% of the 
height of the channel

Liquidity grabs can be used as a hint to where the next move is going or break to

4. Once price retrace on the upper half of the 
channel, the best strategy is to open a short 

with the previous liquidity wick as SL and with 
a target the 1:1 extension of the channel

You don’t want to see a break-out on a high sell volume, this is a liquidity run signTP
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Bearish Over and Under –

Example

6.3. PARALLEL CHANNELS – PART 3

ETHBTC 4h

In this example the price, in a consolidated HTF 

sideway range, breaks out of the channel and after 

taking the liquidity above quickly come back inside 

the channel, on higher (selling) volume.

The price also takes the lows, grabbing more 

liquidity, before retrace back to the upper side of the 

channel and at last dropping substantially.

The best strategy in this case, after the liquidity 

grabs, is to ladder entry a short position on the upper 

side of the channel (starting from the midline), with a 

Stop Loss placed above the highest wick of the 

liquidity grab at the top of the channel.

The bullish version is a Under and Over

Liquidity grab high wick

HTF range break out to 
take liquidity, then falls 

back into the range

TV1 2

3

price is coming down at a higher volume 
than the breakout (hint that it’s a fake-out)

Price takes lower liquidity 
as well before coming back 

inside the channel

short 
entry

Stop Loss above

1 2
1st touch on top

(1st mouse click)

2nd touch on top

(2nd mouse click)
1st touch on bottom

(3rd mouse click)3



After a breakout of a Channel, you always don’t have a perfect re-test but instead,

the following more likely scenarios usually happen:

Channel Breakout Strategy
6.3. PARALLEL CHANNELS - PART 3
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1.
The re-test gets front run

2.
The re-test will be deep into the channel

People wanting to buy the perfect retest 

miss out the trade

People who bought the re-test get stopped 

out, before the actual move happens

perfect retest 
entries are 
front run

entries at retest with 
tight stop losses get 

stopped out

You should always use Market Structure for good Stop Loss placement



Use the previous Market Structure to manage 
laddered entries and Stop Loss placements.

Give the setup room to breath and place the Stop 
Loss on a previous higher low inside the channel or, 

better, 2 previous higher lows.

Enter a first position with smaller size and then add 
to it once the price takes the highs.

Channel Breakout Strategy
6.3. PARALLEL CHANNELS - PART 3
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to ladder the entry of the 
re-test of the channel, use a 

previous high wick

for Stop Loss placement 
use previous higher lows in 

this case

optionally, ladder the 
entry also on lows back 

inside the channel

optionally, 
compound the trade 
once the price takes 

the highs

Once price takes the highs move the Stop 
Losses below the new low

Use the new low as 
Stop Loss once price 

takes the highs

In trending market is useful to have Stop 
Losses two lows/highs before

To trail Stop Losses use 1 time frame below the 
current (e.g. 1h : 15 min, 1day : 4 hour)



Often Channels will form between a Fibonacci 
Retracement .618 support level and a 

Fibonacci Retracement .618 resistance level.

This is due to the fact that support .618 brings 
more demand, while resistance .618 brings 

more selling pressure, making the price range 
between them until one of the two is 
exhausted and price breaks through.

.618 to .618 Channels
6.3. PARALLEL CHANNELS - PART 3
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.618 to .618 channels happen very often

TV TV

.618

.66

.66

.618

pull pivot 1

(1st mouse click)
pull pivot 2

(2nd mouse click)

If a move is very strong price will likely 
retrace but will not start ranging
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.618 to .618 Channel -

Example

6.3. PARALLEL CHANNELS – PART 3

BTCUSD 30 min

In this example, after a downward move the price 

retrace and start forming a range between two 

.618 levels.

TVresistance on the .618

support on the .618

pull pivot 1

(1st mouse click)
pull pivot 2

(2nd mouse click)



PARALLEL CHANNELS
PART 4

Fibonacci channels, Fibonacci 
extension channels and Fibonacci 
long term channels

PARALLEL CHANNELS

6.4



Fibonacci Channels are similar to standard parallel channels, 
but exclusively used on Higher Time Frames.

Fibonacci numbers are used as support and resistance lines

Fibonacci Channel Notes
6.4. PARALLEL CHANNELS - PART 4
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Look for confluence with other tools before entering a trade

Level Color

0 #f2f2f2

0.236 #f44336

0.382 #fff59d

0.5 #81c784

0.618 #ffeb3b

0.65 #ffeb3b

0.786 #00bcd4

1 #f2f2f2

The levels used are the same as the standard Fibonacci 
Retracement, except for 0.65 instead of 0.66

If you don’t see the Fibonacci Channel levels well respected, 
then try to use the standard Parallel Channel tool instead



Looking for support on downward sloping channels:
click on the two peaks that form the top of the channel (this gives the baseline 

or trendline zero), then click on the low of the channel between them

How to use Fibonacci Channel Tool
6.4. PARALLEL CHANNELS – PART 4
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1

.786

TV

0

.236

.5
.618

.66

.382

1 2
1st touch on top

(1st mouse click)

2nd touch on top

(2nd mouse click)
1st touch on bottom

(3rd mouse click)3

1

2

3

1

.786

0

.236

.5
.618

.66

.382

1

2

3

Looking for resistance on upward sloping channels:
click on the two valleys that form the low of the channel (this gives the baseline 

or trendline zero), then click on the high of the channel between them

1 2
1st touch on bottom

(1st mouse click)

2nd touch on bottom

(2nd mouse click)
1st touch on top

(3rd mouse click)3

expect support on 
Fibonacci Channel lines

expect resistance on 
Fibonacci Channel lines
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Fibonacci Channel – Upward 

Sloping Channel Example

6.4. PARALLEL CHANNELS – PART 4

BTCUSD 4h

In this example a Fibonacci Channel, applied on an 

upward sloping channel, gives resistances on .618, 

.5, .382 and .236 levels.

TV

1 2
1st touch on bottom

(1st mouse click)

2nd touch on bottom

(2nd mouse click)
1st touch on top

(3rd mouse click)3

1

2

3

In such High Time Frame channels the exact level 
can be front-run or passed by some $
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Fibonacci Channel –

Downward Sloping 

Channel Example

6.4. PARALLEL CHANNELS – PART 4

BTCUSD daily

In this example a Fibonacci Channel, applied on a 

downward sloping channel, gives support on .618, 

.5, .382 and .236 levels.

1

2

3

TV

1 2
1st touch on bottom

(1st mouse click)

2nd touch on bottom

(2nd mouse click)
1st touch on top

(3rd mouse click)3

In such High Time Frame channels the exact level 
can be front-run or passed by some $



Fibonacci Extension Channels use Fibonacci extension levels.

Fibonacci numbers are used as support and resistance lines.

Fibonacci Extension Channel
6.4. PARALLEL CHANNELS - PART 4
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Fibonacci Extension Channel is not very known, but it is a good 
tool nonetheless

Level Color

0 #fff

0.618 #ffeb3b

1 #fff

1.618 #ffeb3b

2 #fff

2.618 #ffeb3b

4.236 #c2185b

Do not use it for lower time frames (not lower than 1h), use it 
preferable in daily chart



Looking for support on downward moves, after a bounce: click on the 
bottom (valley) and on the top (the peak) of the move, this gives the baseline 

(or trendline zero), then click on the most respected low between them

How to use Fibonacci Extension Channel Tool
6.4. PARALLEL CHANNELS – PART 4
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1

TV

0

.618

1 2
Valley

(1st mouse click)

Peak

(2nd mouse click)

Low between valley 

and peak

(3rd mouse click)
3

1

2

3

2

1.618

2.618

expect support on 
Fibonacci Channel lines

Looking for resistance on upward moves after a correction: click on the top 
(peak) and on the bottom of the move (the valley), this gives the baseline (or 

trendline zero), then click on the most respected high between them

1

0

.618

1

2

3

2

1.618

2.618

expect resistances on 
Fibonacci Channel lines

1 2
Peak

(1st mouse click)

Valley

(2nd mouse click)

High between peak 

and valley

(3rd mouse click)
3
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Fibonacci Extension 

Channel – Downward 

Move Example

6.4. PARALLEL CHANNELS – PART 4

BTCUSD 3 day

In this example a Fibonacci Extension Channel, 

applied on an upward move during a consolidate 

downward trend, gives support on 1, 2, 2.618 and 

4.236 levels.

1

2

3

TV

4.236 acted as 
support (on the 

covid dump)

S/R flips on 2 
and 2.618

1 2
Valley

(1st mouse click)

Peak

(2nd mouse click)

Low between valley 

and peak

(3rd mouse click)
3

Once you pulled the channel, look for 1 or .618 

levels to be respected, otherwise the Fibonacci 

Extension Channel must be considered not valid

When looking for the 3rd pivot (level 1 of Fib 

Channel) look for the line that hasn’t been break, 

but only touched
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Fibonacci Extension 

Channel – Upward Move 

Example

6.4. PARALLEL CHANNELS – PART 4

BTCUSD 4h

In this example a Fibonacci Extension Channel, 

applied on a downward move during a 

consolidated downward trend, gives resistances 

on 1, 2.618 and 4.236 levels.

1

2

3

TV

2.618 acted as 
resistance

4.236 acted as 
resistance

look for the most 
respected high and 
adjust it accordingly

1 2
Peak

(1st mouse click)

Valley

(2nd mouse click)

High between peak 

and valley

(3rd mouse click)
3

Once you pulled the channel, look for 1 or .618 

levels to be respected, otherwise the Fibonacci 

Extension Channel must be considered not valid

When looking for the 3rd pivot (level 1 of Fib 

Channel) look for the line that hasn’t been break, 

but only touched



Long Term Channels are simply Parallel Fibonacci Channels used on a 
log scale, with .25 levels (0, .25, .5, .75, 1).

Long Term Channels are extremely useful for determining when a 
long term down/up trend is over, and the asset is ready to reverse.

Long-Term Channels
6.4. PARALLEL CHANNELS - PART 4
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Long Term Channel must be used only on a High Time Frame (1day +)

Level Color

0 #fff

0.25 #ffeb3b

0.5 #f44336

0.75 #ffeb3b

1 #fff

Long Term Channel becomes useful when an asset has years over years 
of data, like in the stock market for example

Log Scale is extremely useful when you are analyzing more than a year of 
data and the price is extremely volatile
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Long Term Channel –

Whole BTC Upward Move 

Example

6.4. PARALLEL CHANNELS – PART 4

BTCUSD 3 day (log)

The whole BTC upward move, starting from 2013 

can be included in an up-trending long-term 

Channel on the log scale.

1

2

3

TV

mid-line of the channel still 
acting as a resistance in 2021

peak of 2017 bull 
market hit the top of 

the channel to the dollar

1 2
1st touch on the low

(1st mouse click)

2nd touch on the low

(2nd mouse click)

High of the channel

(3rd mouse click)3

Bottom of the channel 
respected

Channel can be adjusted if not convincing enough
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Long Term Channel –

End of 2014-2015 BTC 

Bear Market Example

6.4. PARALLEL CHANNELS – PART 4

The 2014-2015 bear market end coincided with 

the break-out from a long-term Channel.

1

2

3

TV

break out and 
re-test of the 

channel

BTCUSD 3 day (log)

1 2
1st touch on the high

(1st mouse click)

2nd touch on the 

high (adjusted)

(2nd mouse click)

Low of the channel

(3rd mouse click)3

Channel can be adjusted if not convincing enough

adjusted top 
of the channel

While in a long-term downtrend Channel, 

breaking out of it on a sideway price action is still 

considered bullish (because all the high selling 

pressure has been lost and dried out)

Another good confirmation of a bullish break-

out from a long-term channel is also if price 

retrace at least to 0.382



7. Patterns
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Flags and .382/.786 importance (#5)
Recognizing bull and bear flags when 
price is trending

1

Wedges (#12)
Recognize a falling or rising wedge

2

Triangle patterns (#7)
How to trade ascending, descending and 
symmetrical triangles

3

Head and Shoulders (#11)
Different types of head and shoulders vs. three 
peaks pattern

4

Bump and Run (#3)
When to trade this very high win-rate pattern5

Harmonic Patterns part 1 (#34)
ABCD, Bat, Gartley, Butterfly and Crab 
harmonic patterns

6

Harmonic Patterns part 2 (#36)
Cypher, Shark and 5-0 harmonic patterns

7

Three Drives (#75)
A pattern that requires three attempts at a 
level before reversal

8

KEY NOTES:

• For a bear/bull flag to be valid, consolidation 
has to be relatively short (approx. 20-30% of 
previous pole move)

• Wedges should have at least 5 touches

• Triangles are mostly a continuation patterns 
(there should be not much white space for a 
triangle to be valid)

• H&S is a top reversal pattern – volume is crucial 
here!

• Bump and run pattern is a very high win-rate 
pattern which signifies a reversal in the trend 
(three phases)

• Time and symmetry are very important in 
Harmonic patterns (Fibonacci!!)

• Three drives pattern requires three attempts at 
a level before reversal (Fibonacci!!)



FLAGS AND .382/.786 
IMPIRTANCE

Recognizing bull and bear flags 
when price is trending

PATTERNS

7.1



A flag is formed when:

1. In a trending price action (upward or downward), price 
reaches a resistance or a support and start to consolidate

2. The flag consolidation phase is characterized by decline in 
volume and, usually, price not retracing more than .382 
Fibonacci level (pulled from start to finish of the flagpole)

3. The flag consolidation period must be relatively short in 
time in comparison to the pole duration (generally 25%, 30%)

Bull / Bear Flags and Poles
7.1. FLAGS AND .382/.786 IMPIRTANCE
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Look for confluence when taking the entry withing the flag

0

1

Pole start

(1st mouse click)
Pole end

(2nd mouse click)

.382

volume

start of the 
flagpole

end of the 
flagpole

once flag is broken 
look for 1:1 target, 

transposed to 
break-out point

1
:1

flag 
consolidation 

phase

TV

The aggressive entry would be to enter a position on the .382 retracement, 
the conservative one would be to wait for break-out and the retest

The target of the trade on a flag breakout is 1:1 extension of the pole
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Bull Flag - Example

7.1. PATTERNS

Large Bull Flag in an up-trending market.

From the start of the impulsive move up, the price 

start its retracement on decreasing volume, 

touching a couple of time the .382 Fibonacci level, 

before breaking out, re-testing the flag and 

continue the upward move till the 1:1 extension

1

2

3

volume decreasing

BTCUSD daily

1 2
Start of the move

(1st mouse click)

Start of 

retracement

(2nd mouse click)

Breakout level

(3rd mouse click)3

retracement 
to .382

start of the 
impulsive 

move

TV TV TV

FIBONACCI EXTENSION TOOL:

measuring the 
1:1 move from 
the break-out 

re-test

1:1 extension 
touched
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Bear Flag - Example

7.1. PATTERNS

Small Bear Flag in a down-trend move.

From the start of the impulsive move down, the 

price start its bounce on decreasing volume, 

touching a couple of time the .382 Fibonacci level, 

before breaking out, re-testing the flag and 

continue the downward move till the 1:1 

extension

1

2

3

volume decreasing

BTCUSD 5 min

1 2
Start of the move

(1st mouse click)

Start of 

retracement

(2nd mouse click)

Breakout level

(3rd mouse click)3

start of the 
impulsive 

move

TV TV TV

FIBONACCI EXTENSION TOOL:

measuring the 
1:1 move from 
the break-out 

re-test

1:1 extension 
touched



The .382 Fibonacci level can help remove any bias one could have in the chart.

In an uptrend the importance of the .382 Fibonacci level is huge.

Even if a move has a heavy retrace, until it holds the .382 level the overall trend must be considered 
bullish, therefore any bearish bias can be set aside, and the dip should be considered as a nice 

opportunity to buy the dip and compound an eventual long trade.

Importance of .382
7.1. FLAGS AND .382/.786 IMPIRTANCE
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Again, do not have a bias in trading or you will likely loose money. Only trade the charts!

Even if a move looks over-extended, just buy the .382 dip until it holds and be aware of a heavy pull-back

The .5 level can still be considered a healthy pullback in an up-trend

For low market cap alt-coins you might enter between .618 and .786 after a major pump



WEDGES

Recognize a falling or rising 
wedge

PATTERNS

7.2



A Rising Wedge is a bearish pattern formed with:

• Two trend lines that slope upwards and eventually intersect

• At least 5 touches, usually 3 on top and 2 on bottom

• Decreasing volume throughout the formation

If the formation is broken to the downside price should retrace to the 

bottom of the formation start (at least).

Rising Wedge Reversal Pattern
7.2. WEDGES
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The raising wedge pattern appears very often

TV

1st touch

2nd touch

3rd touch

4th touch

5th touch

volume

Similar to a symmetrical triangle (which is instead a continuation pattern)

impulses are 
getting smaller 

and smaller

Volume is key, it must be declining for the wedge to be tradable

after a breakout to the downside, 
expect a retrace at least to the 

bottom of the wedge

for a “touch” you must 
see clear separation, you 

might have multiple 
wicks but consider them 

as a unique touch

You want to see bearish divergences while price is raising



Possible trades for Rising Wedges are:

1. The aggressive way is to short the 3rd touch on the top of the wedge (if bearish 
divergences are present, volume profile is correct and/or price is reaching a horizontal 
resistance). The stop loss must be placed above the trendline and moved accordingly.

2. The conservative way is to wait for support trend line to break (price must close 
below) and short the breakout as soon as it breaks with a market short.

3. An even more conservative way is to wait for the re-test after the break of the 
support trend line. Stop Loss can be placed above the support trend line (now become 
resistance). Sometimes re-tests do not happen, keeping you from taking the trade.

Targets for the trades are the .382, .618 and 1 Fibonacci Retracement levels

How to Trade a Rising Wedge
7.2. WEDGES
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Sometimes the wedge can be seen as an ending diagonal structure from Elliot 
Waves theory, usually this appears in the 5th wave of a bigger impulse

TV

for an aggressive strategy short 
the 3rd top of the wedge and set 

the Stop Loss above the trendline 
(use confluence to be sure)

If volume doesn’t look perfect, just look for the specific volume while price is 
touching the top of the wedge (it must be declining)

after a breakout to the downside, 
use .382, .618 a 1 retracement 

levels as Take Profit

.382

.618

0

1

TP1

TP2

TP TP TP

TP2 TP2

TP1 TP1

Use the aggressive strategy only if you have multiple factors coming together

Stop Loss for the aggressive 
strategy can also be the 1:1 

extension of wave 3 (see Elliot 
Wave theory slide)
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Rising Wedge - Example

7.2. WEDGES

In this raising wedge example, the volume is not 

quite perfect. In these situations, one can note 

that the volume on the 4th touch is declining while 

going up, therefore confirming the formation

volume decreasing
while price is raising

BTCUSD 15 min

base of the pattern 
reached

TV

Sometime the volume profile is not perfect (is not 

declining too much), look for the volume specific 

on trendlines touches

1st touch

2nd touch

3rd touch

4th touch

5th touch



The Rising Wedge can be seen as an Elliot Wave ending 
diagonal impulse.

The ending diagonal usually appears in the 5th wave of a 
bigger impulse and it shows an obvious wedge shape with an 
overlapping wave 4 with wave 1 (this is not required).

Ending Diagonals, like regular impulse structures:
• are formed by 5 waves
• the 3rd wave must not be the shortest
• wave 3 is generally smaller than wave 1 and wave 5 is 

generally smaller than wave 3
• the volume is decreasing while price is going up

Rising Wedge with Elliot Waves (Ending Diagonal)
7.2. WEDGES
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You can short the 5th wave putting a Stop Loss at the 1:1 extension 

of the wave 3, as it is an invalidation for the ending diagonal

TV

1

2

3

4

5

wave 4 overlaps 

wave 1 (optional)

1

the 1:1 Fibonacci Extension of 

wave 3 can be used as stop loss 

while shorting the 5th wave

TV

1 2
start of wave 3

(1st mouse click)

end of wave 3

(2nd mouse click)
end of wave 4

(3rd mouse click)3



A Falling Wedge is a bullish pattern formed with:

• Two trend lines that slope downwards and eventually 
intersect

• At least 5 touches, usually 3 on bottom and 2 on top

• Decreasing volume throughout the formation

If the formation is broken to the upside, price should retrace to 
the top of the formation start (at least).

Falling Wedge Reversal Pattern
7.3. WEDGES
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A Falling Wedge is, obviously, the exact opposite of a Rising Wedge

TV

1st touch

2nd touch

3rd touch

4th touch

5th touch

volume

after a breakout to the upside, 
expect a retrace at least to the top 

of the wedge formation

You want to see bullish divergences while price is decreasing



Possible trades for Falling Wedges are:

1. The aggressive way is to long the 3rd touch on the bottom of the wedge (if bullish 
divergences are present, volume profile is correct and/or price is reaching a horizontal 
support). Stop Loss must be placed above the trendline and moved accordingly.

2. The conservative way is to wait for resistance trend line to break (price must close 
above) and long the breakout as soon as it breaks with a market long.

3. An even more conservative way is to wait for the re-test after the break of the 
resistance trend line. Stop Loss can be placed above the resistance trend line (now 
become support). Sometimes re-tests do not happen, keeping you from taking the trade.

Targets for the trades are the .382, .618 and 1 Fibonacci Retracement levels

How to Trade a Falling Wedge
7.2. WEDGES
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Sometimes the wedge can be seen as an ending diagonal structure from Elliot 
Waves theory, usually this appears in the 5th wave of a bigger impulse

TV

for an aggressive strategy short 
the 3rd top of the wedge and set 

the Stop Loss above the trendline 
(use confluence to be sure)

If volume doesn’t look perfect, just look for the specific volume while price is 
touching the bottom of the wedge (it must be declining)

after a breakout to the upside, use 
.382, .618 a 1 retracement levels as 

Take Profit

.382

.618

0

1

TP1

TP2

TP TP TP

TP2 TP2

TP1 TP1

Use the aggressive strategy only if you have multiple factors coming together

Stop Loss for the aggressive 
strategy can also be the 1:1 

extension of wave 3 (see Elliot 
Wave theory slide)
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Falling Wedge - Example

7.2. WEDGES

volume decreasing
while price is falling

BTCUSD 1h

base of the pattern 
reached

TV

Sometime the volume profile is not perfect (is not 

declining too much), look for the volume specific 

on trendlines touches

1st touch

2nd touch

3rd touch

4th touch

5th touch



TRIANGLE PATTERNS

How to trade ascending, 
descending and symmetrical 
triangles

PATTERNS

7.3



An Ascending Triangle Pattern is a continuation pattern formed by:

• A horizontal flat top and an upward sloping trend line at the bottom (higher lows 
with a flat resistance line)

• Several touches on top and bottom, without leaving a lot of white space inside the 
triangle (price needs to distribute very nicely from top to bottom and do not 
concentrate on a particular side creating “white space”)

• When price enters the triangle there could be an uptick in volume, but the rest of the 
formation must have decreasing volume, with high volume on break-out

As a continuation pattern, the breakout will likely happen on the downside if coming 
from a downtrend and on the upside if coming from an uptrend.

Ascending Triangle Pattern
7.3. TRIANGLE PATTERNS
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Whitespace is another key metric, as if a “triangle-shaped” formation has 
too much of it, is not a valid triangle

TV

breakout on high 
volume

after a breakout, expect a 
move to the 1:1 extension of 

the height of the triangle (low 
to high of the triangle)

1
:1

TV

or

coming from an uptrend, 
price is expected to 

continue to the upside

Volume is key, it must be declining for the triangle to be tradable

apex of the 
triangle

volume must be really 
low on the triangle 

apex, before breakout

Knowing how to trade triangles is very important as they happens daily

An ascending triangle shows a form of accumulation, and it is slightly more 
bullish (if you are coming from an uptrend, it will likely continue up)



How to Trade an Ascending Triangle
7.3. TRIANGLE PATTERNS
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TV

1
:1

TV

or

While using the aggressive strategy, if you get stopped out (due to a break 
on the opposite direction) you can switch into a short position on the back-

test and use as a target always the measured move of the triangle

use last higher 
low as Stop Loss

TP TPTP

For an aggressive strategy 
long the bottom of the 
triangle, using the last 

higher low as invalidation 
point (Stop Loss)

Possible trades for Ascending Triangles (coming from an uptrend) are:

1. The aggressive way is to long the triangle bottom. The last Higher Low can 
be used as Stop Loss For the Stop Loss the last higher low can be used.

2. The conservative way is to wait for horizontal resistance break (price must 
close above) and long the breakout as soon as it breaks with a market short.

3. An even more conservative way is to wait for the re-test after the break of 
the horizontal resistance line. Stop Loss can be placed below the horizontal 
resistance (now become support). Sometimes re-tests do not happen, 
keeping you from taking the trade. You can also wait for the high to be taken 
before enter a long.

Target for the trade is the measured move of the triangle (the 1:1 extension of 
the height of the triangle, from low to high)

Triangles are great to trade because they have clear invalidation and target



A Descending Triangle Pattern is a continuation pattern formed by:

• A horizontal flat bottom and a downward sloping trend line at the top (lower highs 
with a flat support line)

• Several touches on top and bottom, without leaving a lot of white space inside the 
triangle (price needs to distribute very nicely from top to bottom and do not 
concentrate on a particular side creating “white space”)

• When price enters the triangle there could be an uptick in volume, but the rest of the 
formation must have decreasing volume, with high volume on break-out

As a continuation pattern, the breakout will likely happen on the downside if coming 
from a downtrend and on the upside if coming from an uptrend.

Descending Triangle Pattern
7.3. TRIANGLE PATTERNS
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Whitespace is another key metric, as if a “triangle-shaped” formation has 
too much of it, is not a valid triangle

TV

volume profile

breakout on high 
volume

after a breakout, expect a 
move to the 1:1 extension of 

the height of the triangle (low 
to high of the triangle)

1
:1

TV

or

coming from a downtren, 
price is expected to 

continue to the upside

Volume is key, it must be declining for the triangle to be tradable

apex of the 
triangle

volume must be really 
low on the triangle 

apex, before breakout

A descending triangle shows a form of distribution, and it is slightly more 
bearish (if you are coming from a downtrend, it will likely continue down)



How to Trade a Descending Triangle
7.3. TRIANGLE PATTERNS
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TV TV

or

While using the aggressive strategy, if you get stopped out (due to a break 
on the opposite direction) you can switch into a long position on the back-

test and use as a target always the measured move of the triangle

use last lower 
high as Stop Loss

TP TPTP

For an aggressive strategy 
short the top of the 

triangle, using the last 
lower high as invalidation 

point (Stop Loss)

Possible trades for Descending Triangles (coming from a downtrend) are:

1. The aggressive way is to long the triangle bottom. The last Higher Low 
can be used as Stop Loss For the Stop Loss the last higher low can be used.

2. The conservative way is to wait for horizontal resistance break (price 
must close above) and long the breakout as soon as it breaks with a 
market short.

3. An even more conservative way is to wait for the re-test after the break 
of the horizontal resistance line. Stop Loss can be placed below the 
horizontal resistance (now become support). Sometimes re-tests do not 
happen, keeping you from taking the trade. You can also wait for the high 
to be taken before enter a long.

Target for the trade is the measured move of the triangle (the 1:1 extension 
of the height of the triangle, from low to high)

1
:1



Trading Triangles with .618
7.3. TRIANGLE PATTERNS

309

TV TV

or

A good way to trade triangles is to use the .618 
Fibonacci Retracement Level as an Entry for 

shorts (in a descending triangle) and longs (in an 
ascending triangle)

.618

.618

.618

0

a

b

c

d

e

TV

pull pivot 1

(1st mouse click)
pull pivot 2

(2nd mouse click)

This strategy is related to Elliot Waves Theory

the .618 can be 
front run sometimes

you can have overthrows and 

underthrows on the triangle

you can use the horizontal support 
to switch into a long as well

An overthrow is when price breaks above a resistance or 

below a support, without closing outside the triangle

An underthrow is when price, inside a triangle, doesn’t 

manage to swing from support to resistance or vice versa
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2018 Bear Market trades 

using Descending 

Triangle and .618 -

Example

7.3. TRIANGLE PATTERNS

In this example the 2018 BTC bear market could 

have been traded simply by shorting the .618 

retracements in confluence with the downward 

trend line of the triangle.

BTCUSD daily

checking also this pivot 
for the Fib pull would 

have given a better entry 
for the .618 value

Sometimes the .618 value gets slightly front run

TV

TV

decrease in volume

breakout 
confirmation



A Symmetrical Triangle Pattern is the purest form of continuation pattern formed by:

• Two converging trend lines (lower highs and higher lows)

• Several touches on top and bottom, without leaving a lot of white space inside the 
triangle (price needs to distribute very nicely from top to bottom and do not 
concentrate on a particular side creating “white space”)

• When price enters the triangle there could be an uptick in volume, but the rest of the 
formation must have decreasing volume, with high volume on break-out

As a continuation pattern, the breakout will likely happen on the downside if coming 
from a downtrend and on the upside if coming from an uptrend.

Symmetrical Triangle Pattern
7.3. TRIANGLE PATTERNS
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Whitespace is another key metric, as if a “triangle-shaped” formation has 
too much of it, is not a valid triangle

TV

breakout on high 
volume

TV

or

Volume is key, it must be declining for the triangle to be tradable

apex of the 
triangle

volume must be really 
low on the triangle 

apex, before breakout

This pattern is neutral, you need to look at the trend before entering the 
triangle to get the direction price will likely break to

If there’s not enough volume on the break-out it can be a fake-out

1
:1

volume profile



How to Trade a Symmetrical Triangle
7.3. TRIANGLE PATTERNS
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TV TV

or

Watch for fake outs, look for an increase in volume for 

a confirmation of a break.

The trade confirmation of a triangle is a break.

A symmetrical triangle can break to the upside or downside so 
waiting to trade the break long (if it breaks to the upside), or 
short (if it breaks to the downside) is the best strategy

An aggressive strategy can be used as well, longing the bottom 
or shorting the top.

Target for the trade is the measured move of the triangle (the 
1:1 extension of the height of the triangle, from low to high)

1
:1

TPTPTP



HEAD AND 
SHOULDERS

Different types of head and 
shoulders vs. three peaks pattern

PATTERNS

7.4



A Head and Shoulders is a top reversal pattern formed by:

• Three peaks, where the middle one (the head) rises above the left and right 
shoulder (normally shoulders should have the same height, but is not 
required)

• Volume should be high on left shoulder rise (the bull volume), with a low 
selling volume on the descent (like a bull flag), on the head the bull volume 
on the rise must be less than the left shoulder, and then the lowest volume 
on the right shoulder rise. Thus, volume declines through out the pattern.

The neckline is the trend-line connecting the two shoulder valleys. Head and 
shoulders is confirmed only when neckline is broken.

Head and Shoulders Pattern
7.4. HEAD AND SHOULDERS
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Volume is highly crucial for head and shoulder, without the right volume 
profile the pattern is invalid

volume profile

Head and shoulder should be seen only on top of a move, not at the bottom

left 

shoulder

head

right 

shoulder

1:1

when broken, expect a  
measured downside move, 

given the height from top of 
the head to the neckline

TV

left shoulder 
with high bull 

volume and low 
bear volume

headleft shoulder right shoulder

head with less bull 
volume than left 

shoulder, while bear 
volume increasing

right 
shoulder 

with low bull 
volume, 

forming a 
bear flag

very high sell 
volume when 

neckline is broken

neckline

You want to see bearish divergences while price makes an higher high 

from left shoulder to the head

H&S, like all other patterns, plays better on a higher time frame (e.g. daily)



• Take a short entry only when neckline is broken
(confirming the pattern).

• As a confirmation of the break, a very high bearish 
volume should be seen.

• Enter a short upon the neckline breaking or wait for a 
possible retest (retest, if any, must have a low volume on 
the rise before an increase in sell volume from the retest 
of the neckline)

Targets are obtained by taking the measured move from 
the top of the head to the neckline.

How to Trade Head and Shoulders Pattern
7.4. HEAD AND SHOULDERS
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volume profile

If the break was on high sell volume a retest is not likely to happen

left 

shoulder

head

right 

shoulder

1:1

when broken, expect a  
measured downside move, 

given the height from top of 
the head to the neckline

TV

headleft shoulder right shoulder

very high sell 
volume when 

neckline is broken

if a retest happens, 
it must have low 

volume on the rise

the right shoulder 
decline is not enough for 

a H&S confirmation

Do not enter a short before neckline is broken, unless you’re 

trading the bear flag



A Head and Shoulders is a bottom reversal pattern formed by:

• Three bottom peaks (valleys), where the middle one (the head) drops 
below the left and right shoulder (normally shoulders should have the 
same height, but is not required)

• Volume should be high on left shoulder decline (the sell volume), with a 
low decreasing buy volume on the rise (like a bear flag), on the head the 
sell volume on the decline must be less than the left shoulder, and then 
the lowest volume on the right shoulder decline. Thus, volume declines 
through out the pattern.

The neckline is the trend-line connecting the two shoulder valleys. Head and 
shoulders is confirmed only when neckline is broken.

Inverse Head and Shoulders
7.4. HEAD AND SHOULDERS
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Volume profile is even more important on inverse head and shoulders

volume profile

Head and shoulder should be seen only on top of a move, not at the bottom

left 

shoulder

head

right 

shoulder

1:1

when broken, expect a  
measured downside move, 

given the height from top of 
the head to the neckline

TV

left shoulder 
with high bear 

volume and low 
bull volume

headleft shoulder right shoulder

head with less bear 
volume than left 

shoulder, while bull 
volume increasing

right 
shoulder 
with low 

bear volume, 
forming a 
bull flag

very high bull 
volume when 

neckline is broken

neckline

You need to see an increase in bull volume upon the neckline break out



• Take a long entry only when neckline is broken and 
volume profile is good (confirming the pattern).

• As a confirmation of the break, a very high buy volume 
should be seen.

• Enter a long upon the neckline breaking or wait for a 
possible retest (retest, if any, must have a low volume on 
the decline before an increase in buy volume from the 
retest of the neckline)

Targets are obtained by taking the measured move from 
the bottom of the head to the neckline.

How to Trade Inverse Head and Shoulders
7.4. HEAD AND SHOULDERS
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volume profile

If the break was on high buy volume a retest is not likely to happen

TV

headleft shoulder right shoulder

very high buy 
volume when 

neckline is broken

if a retest happens, it 
must have low volume 

on the decline

the right shoulder 
rise is not enough for 
a H&S confirmation

left 

shoulder

head

right 

shoulder

1:1

when broken, expect a  
measured upward move, 

given the height from bottom 
of the head to the neckline

neckline
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Inverse Head and 

Shoulders - Example

7.4. HEAD AND SHOULDERS

In this example an inverse Head and Shoulder is 

played out after a long downtrend move, with a 

high buy volume on the neckline break.

BTCUSD daily

buy volume increasing 
on the rise of the head

very high buy 
volume on the 

neckline break

coming from a heavy down 
trend, therefore looking for 

a bottoming pattern

target inverse 
H&S (height 

between head 
and neckline)

TV



Complex Head and Shoulders patterns have the same rules and 

targets for standard head and shoulders.

Volume profile is similar to the standard version

The following variants can appear:

• Two left shoulders and two right shoulders with one head

• One left and right shoulder with two heads

Complex Head and Shoulders Patterns
7.4. HEAD AND SHOULDERS
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volume profile

Complex Head and Shoulders can be either tops (H&S) or bottom 
reversal (inverse H&S)

left 
shoulder 1

head

right 
shoulder 1

1:1

when broken, expect a  
measured downside move, 

given the height from top of 
the head to the neckline

TV

left shoulders 
with high bull 

volume and low 
bear volume

headleft shoulder right shoulder

head with less bull 
volume than left 

shoulder, while bear 
volume increasing

right 
shoulders 

with low bull 
volume, 

forming a 
bear flag

very high sell 
volume when 

neckline is broken

neckline

left 
shoulder 2

right 
shoulder 2

The double head version can be seen as a double top pattern



Elliot Waves can give a Head and Shoulders 
pattern if a 5-wave impulse is followed by an ABC 
correction wave.

Head and Shoulders and Elliot Waves
7.4. HEAD AND SHOULDERS
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For an inverse Head and Shoulders, you are looking for 
ABC correction followed by a 5-wave impulse

TVTV

TV

1

2

3

4

5

A

B

C

All patterns can be considered as a series of common 
patterns and tools, such as bull/bear flags, S/R flips, 

Bearish Divergences coming together
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Three Peaks Pattern –

Elliot Waves Example

7.4. HEAD AND SHOULDERS

Three peaks pattern is different than head and 

shoulders pattern but share some characteristics.

Targets in three peaks patterns are determined 

differently (they are not the height from head or 

central peak to the neckline).

In this example, coming from a big upward move 

we are not expecting a bottoming pattern as we 

are on the top of the move. While pattern is 

forming the volume is still not confirming an 

inverse H&S, so we look for a possible three peak 

pattern.

In this example you could have used Elliot Waves 

theory to get a target for the three peaks pattern.

BTCUSD 2h

TV TV

peak 1

peak 2

peak 3

low buy volume on the 
central peak rise, still not 

perfect for an inverse H&S

low buy volume on the third 
peak (or possible right shoulder) 

and on the neckline breakout, 
definitely not an inverse H&S

coming from a big upward 
move, we are not expecting 

a bottoming pattern such 
as an inverse H&S

expecting a sell off, after 
the impulsive wave

the first peak can be seen 
as an ABC correction from 

Elliot Wave theory



BUMP AND RUN 
BOTTOM

When to trade this very high win-
rate pattern

PATTERNS

7.5



A Bump and Run Bottom is a bottom reversal pattern in 3 phases:

1. The Lead In Phase, which consists of a high being hit and then a downtrend 
in the market which eventually creates a big sell off.

2. The Bump Phase, which forms after price has declined heavily. In this phase 
you may see a bottoming pattern such as Adam and Eve, Cup and Handle or 
Inverse Head and Shoulders. Price will then make its way back up to the 
original downwards trendline.

3. The Uphill Run Phase, which starts when price breaks the trendline 
resistance.

Volume will likely be high at the formation start, bump start and upwards 
breakout of trendline (this is more important) but this is not a prerequisite.

Bump and Run Reversal Bottom Pattern
7.5. BUMP AND RUN BOTTOM
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The Lead In Phase basically consists of at least 3 lower highs forming a resistance (you 
can also have more than 3 touches of the trendline)

volume profile

1. Lead In Phase 2. Bump Phase 3. Uphill Run

when trendline breaks, 
expect a move to the high of 

lead in phase

big selloff 
(optional)

Adam and Eve or 
Cup and Handle 
bottom pattern 

(optional)
making a new 
high is also a 

sign of strength

The Lead In Phase doesn’t need to be a descending triangle, it only needs to 
makes 3 lower highs forming a trendline

Bump and Run pattern is very well known therefore it grants good trades

Bump and Run patterns works best on Higher Time Frames (daily or more)



1. Enter a long at trendline break-out. Look for an uptick in buy volume at 
breakout, as a good confirmation.

2. Target of the Uphill Run will be the high of Lead In Phase.

3. After entering the trade set Stop Loss below the trend line and trail the 
Stop Loss while price moves upward below each higher lower.

For a more conservative trade you can wait for trendline re-test (it may never 
happen) or for a new Higher High to be taken (MS change).

How to Trade Bump and Run Reversal Bottom
7.5. BUMP AND RUN BOTTOM
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For a long trade it’s better to wait for trendline breakout (or even a new 
Higher High to be taken) as you can have a Dual Bump and Run Bottom

volume profile

when trendline breaks, 
expect a move to the high of 

lead in phase

making a new 
high is also a 

sign of strength

volume uptick at  
trendline   
break-out

Common Bottoming Patterns

Adam & Eve Cup & Handle Inverse H&S

adam eve cup

handle left 

shoulder
right 

shoulder

head
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BTC 2018 Bear Market 

Bump and Run Bottom -

Example

7.5. BUMP AND RUN BOTTOM

In this example the Bitcoin 2018 bear market 

ended up with a Bump and Run Bottom pattern.

On the Bump Phase you can see bottoming 

patterns forming, one could define an Adam and 

Eve (even if the “eve” bottom was not as low as the 

“adam” one), or an inverse Head and Shoulders

BTCUSD 3 day

high volume at the beginning 
of bump phase

possible Adam and Eve or 
Inverse Head and Shoulders

adam eve

left 

shoulder

right 

shoulder

head

lower highs forming a 
descending trendline

high volume on 
trendline break



A Dual Bump and Run Reversal Bottom Pattern consists of:

• A Lead In Phase and a first Bump Phase like a standard Bump and 

Run Pattern

• The first Bump Phase fails to break the trendline and gets 

rejected from it

• Price falls lower to form a new Bump Phase (forming eventually 

new bottoming patterns)

• Price re-attempt to break the trend-line again to start the Uphill 

Run phase

Dual Bump and Run Reversal Bottom Pattern
7.5. BUMP AND RUN BOTTOM
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It’s always better to wait for price to break the trend line and close 
above it, until then a dual bump and run may always happen

1. Lead In Phase 2. Bump Phase 4. Uphill Run3. Bump Phase

Price may form multiple Bump Phases as well before breaking the 
trendline and start the Uphill Run phase

price fails to 
break trendline

target of Uphill Run is always 
the high of Lead In Phase



A Bump and Run Top is a top reversal pattern formed with 3 phases:

1. The Lead In Phase, which consists of a low being hit and then an uptrend in 
the market which eventually creates a big buy in.

2. The Bump Phase, which forms after price has declined heavily. In this phase 
you may see a top pattern such as Head and Shoulders. Price will then make 
its way back down to the original downwards trendline.

3. The Uphill Run Phase, which starts when price breaks the trendline 
support.

Volume will likely be high at the formation start, bump start and downwards 

breakout of trendline (this is more important), but is not a prerequisite.

Target of the Uphill Run will be the bottom of Lead In Phase.

Bump and Run Reversal Top Pattern
7.5. BUMP AND RUN BOTTOM
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The Lead In Phase basically consists of at least 3 higher lows forming a 
support (you can also have more than 3 touches of the trendline)

volume profile

1. Lead In Phase 2. Bump Phase 3. Uphill Run



HARMONIC PATTERNS 
PART 1

ABCD, Bat, Gartley, Butterfly and 
Crab harmonic patterns

PATTERNS

7.6



• Harmonic Patterns are formed by a series of 4 waves with different configurations and outputs

• Harmonic Patterns make heavy use of Fibonacci Retracement and Fibonacci Expansion tools (the Cypher pattern will use 

Fibonacci Extension tool as well)

• Besides Fibonacci Levels, Harmonic Patterns have to have the “correct look” (symmetry between waves).

Time and symmetry are very important factors when trading Harmonic Patterns.

• Always look for confluence with other tools while taking an entry on a Harmonic Pattern

Harmonic Patterns Notes
7.6. HARMONIC PATTERNS – PART 1
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Harmonics “should” have symmetry between each of the waves (for example AB should not move 20% in an hour and 

then CD 20% in 40 days)

Time symmetry could be checked using Fibonacci Time tool

The C wave shouldn’t be traded, but you can do it if you are looking for an aggressive and early entry

Harmonic Patterns work better on High Time Frame (at least 1h or more)

Harmonic Pattern can be either internal or external, if they stay inside the highs/lows of the first wave



ABCD Pattern is a very basic (and the simplest) Harmonic Pattern 

where:

1. AB wave can be any impulse size

2. The target C of BC wave must retrace between 0.618 and 0.786 

(Fibonacci Retracement pulled from A to B)

3. The target D of CD wave is the BC wave Fibonacci Expansion 

level between 1.272 and 1.618 (depending how much BC wave 

retraced, if C retraced to 0.618 look for D target to be 1.618, if C 

retraced to 0.786 look for D target to be 1.27)

ABCD Pattern - External
7.6. HARMONIC PATTERNS – PART 1
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A perfect symmetry for the ABDC Harmonic Pattern is when CD 

wave price move equals AB price move (AB = CD), also the 

duration in time of the two waves must be the same (use 

Fibonacci Time pulled from A to B and transpose it to C)

TV

A

B

C

D

0.618 - 0.786

TV

0.618 – 0.786

1.272 - 1.618

1.272 - 1.618

Fibonacci Expansion 
level of BC wave

Fibonacci 
Retracement level of 

AB wave

A
B

 =
 C

D

ABCD Harmonic Pattern has a bearish version as well

Bullish ABCD



Trading strategy for ABCD pattern is:

1. Enter a long (short for the bearish version) at point D, considering the Fibonacci 
Expansion levels 1.272 to 1.618 of wave BC. Wave CD should also be a 1:1 extension of 
the wave AB.

2. Take Profit 1 is the 0.382 level of the wave AD Fibonacci Retracement.

3. Take Profit 2 is the 0.618 level of the wave AD Fibonacci Retracement.

4. For the rest of the trade use a trailing Stop Loss (Daniel does this manually).

For the original Stop Loss target you can use a previous market structure.

How to trade ABCD Pattern
7.6. HARMONIC PATTERNS – PART 1
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Look for confluence at point D, before entering a position

TV

A

B

C

D

0.618 - 0.786

TV

1.272 - 1.618

TV

0.618 - 0.786

1.272 - 1.618

A

B

C

D

B
u

ll
is

h
 A

B
C

D
B

e
a

ri
sh

 A
B

C
D

0.382

0.618

0.382

0.618

pull pivot 1
(1st mouse click)

pull pivot 2
(2nd mouse click)

Use Fibonacci Time from A to B, transposed to C (3rd click) to time the entry as well

Give price targets a little bit of lee-way, as not all points will be hit perfectly

The C leg on ABCD pattern must be traded very carefully (look for a lot of confluence), 
as you will see an ABCD–like move in almost every retracement (is like shorting and 

longing every .618)

retracements 
of AD wave

TP1

TP2

TP2

TP1



Bat Harmonic Pattern is XABCD formation, with the following rules:

1. XA can be any impulse size

2. At point B, price must retrace between 0.382 and 0.5 of XA (preferable the 
0.5 exact)

3. A secondary impulse forms, starting from point B. Price retraces between 
0.382 and 0.886 of AB (preferable between 0.5 and 0.618)

4. The point D reversal is at 0.886 Retracement Level of XA in confluence with 
BC Expansion Level between 1.618 and 2.618

Bat Pattern - Internal
7.6. HARMONIC PATTERNS – PART 1
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Bat Harmonic Pattern works better with High Time Frames (4hr+)

A

B

C

D

TV

a retracement between 0.5 and 
0.618 is preferable (usually in 

crypto 0.618 is more hit)

Bullish Bat Pattern

X

0.382 – 0.5

(0.5)

0.382 – 0.886

(0.5 – 0.618)

1.618 - 2.618

0.886

TV

The BC wave is most likely to hit 0.618 retracement level on the cryptocurrency 
market (while in stock market 0.5 is most likely, probably due to traders using 

widely the Gann and Dow theories)

The Bat harmonic pattern can be seen, using Elliot Waves theory, as a 5-wave 
impulse followed by an ABC correction

Is nice to see 0.5 retracement on both B and C points

A perfect Bat harmonic (bold values) gives better probabilities if tradedvolume profile
ABXA BC

low volume on BC 
wave (consolidation)

CD

volume 
increasing

CD low volume, if bear 
volume increases on 

CD, it will likely form a 
Crab pattern instead



Trading strategy for Bat pattern is:

1. Enter a long (short for the bearish version) at point D, identified as 0.886 
Fibonacci Retracement level of wave XA, in confluence with Fibonacci Expansion 
level 1.618 to 2.618 of wave BC. 

2. Take Profit 1 is the 0.618 Level of the wave CD Fibonacci Retracement.

3. Take Profit 2 is the point A (high of the move), or you can trail the stop loss.

Stop Loss must be set below (or above for the bearish version) starting point X 

of the formation.

How to trade Bat Pattern
7.6. HARMONIC PATTERNS – PART 1
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Look for confluence at point D, before entering a position

D

TV

B
u

ll
is

h
 B

a
t

B
e

a
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sh
 B

a
t

0.618

pull pivot 1
(1st mouse click)

pull pivot 2
(2nd mouse click)

C point is tradeable only if there is other confluence

B

C

A

X

TV

TP1

TP2

D

B

C

A

X

TP1

TP2

0.618

retracements 
of CD wave

Bat and Gartley patterns have a similar start (and are both internal 
consolidation patterns), therefore the B wave must be measured correctly to 

differentiate them.



Gartley Harmonic Pattern is a XABCD formation with the following rules:

1. XA can be any impulse size

2. At point B, price must retrace exactly to 0.618 of XA

3. A secondary impulse forms, starting from point B. Price retraces between 
0.382 and 0.618 of AB (preferable exactly to the 0.618)

4. The point D reversal is at 0.886 Retracement Level of XA in confluence with 
BC Expansion Level between 1.618 and 2.618

Gartley Pattern - Internal
7.6. HARMONIC PATTERNS – PART 1
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Gartley Harmonic Pattern works better with High Time Frames (4hr+)

A

B

C

D

TV

a retracement to 
0.618 is preferable

Bullish Gartley Pattern

X

0.382 – 0.618

(0.618)

1.272 - 1.618

0.786

TV

The Gartley pattern is the same as Bat pattern, but with AB wave retracing 
exactly to 0.618 Fibonacci level (or at least to the 0.66 level)

Gartley pattern is usually identified with a “0.618 to 0.618”, as its main 
characteristic

A perfect Gartley harmonic (bold values) gives better probabilities if traded

0.618 – 0.66

(0.618)

Gartley patterns happen almost every day
volume profile

ABXA BC

low volume on BC 
wave (consolidation)

CD

volume 
increasing

CD low volume, if bear 
volume increases on 

CD, it will likely form a 
Crab pattern instead



Trading strategy for Gartley pattern is:

1. Enter a long (short for the bearish version) at point D, identified as 0.886 
Fibonacci Retracement level of wave XA, in confluence with Fibonacci Expansion 
level 1.618 to 2.618 of wave BC. 

2. Take Profit 1 is the 0.618 Level of the wave CD Fibonacci Retracement.

3. Take Profit 2 is the 1:1 extension of XA from D, or you can trail the stop loss.

Stop Loss must be set below (or above for the bearish version) starting point X 
of the formation.

How to trade Gartley Pattern
7.6. HARMONIC PATTERNS – PART 1
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Look for confluence at point D, before entering a position

D
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0.618

pull pivot 1
(1st mouse click)

pull pivot 2
(2nd mouse click)

C point is tradeable only if there is other confluence

B

C

A

X

TV

TP1

TP

D

B

C

A

X

TP1

TP

0.618

retracements 
of CD wave

Bat and Gartley patterns have a similar start (and are both internal 

consolidation patterns), therefore the B wave must be measured correctly to 
differentiate them.1:1 extension 

of XA from D

1:1 extension 
of XA from D

TV

When looking for the 1:1 extension of XA from D as a target, expect the 1:1 
extension from D to take also the same time as XA wave



Butterly Harmonic Pattern is a XABCD formation with the following rules:

1. XA can be any impulse size

2. At point B, price must retrace exactly to 0.786 of XA

3. A secondary impulse forms, starting from point B. Price retraces between 0.382 
and 0.886 of AB (the most common retrace level will be 0.618)

4. The target D of CD wave is the BC wave Fibonacci Expansion level between 1.618 
and 2.618, in confluence with Expansion level between 1.272 and 1.618 of XA.

Depending on the level of retracement of BC wave, target D can vary from 1.272 to 
1.618 Expansion level of XA wave.

Butterfly Pattern - External
7.6. HARMONIC PATTERNS – PART 1
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A

B

C

D

TV

a retracement to 0.618 
is the most common

Bullish Butterfly Pattern

X

0.382 – 0.886

(0.618)

1.618 - 2.618
1.272 – 1.618

TV

The Butterfly Harmonic Pattern is “external” as it breaks the lows (for the bullish 
version) or the highs (for the bearish version)

0.786

Butterfly Harmonic Pattern works better with High Time Frames (4hr+)

volume must 
going down, while 

price goes up

In a Butterfly pattern, due to a deep retrace for point B (.786), bulls cannot 
recover and break the high, continuing the market structure

volume profile

ABXA BC

low decreasing 
volume on BC wave 

(OI decreasing, short 
positions closing)

decreasing 
bull volume on 

XA wave

CD

to long D, bear 
volume must 

decrease on CD

The low volume on the BC rise is due to smart traders closing their short 
and taking profit (you will likely see Open Interest declining), after a deep 

retrace to 0.786



Trading strategy for Butterfly pattern is:

1. Enter a long (short for the bearish version) at point D, identified as 1.618 - 2.618 
Fibonacci Expansion level of wave BC, in confluence with Fibonacci Expansion level 1.272 
to 1.618 of wave XA.

2. Take Profit 1 is the retracement to B point.

3. Take Profit 2 is the retracement to A point (100% retracement of AD wave). The 0.618 
retracement level of AD can also be used.

Stop Loss must be set below (or above for the bearish version) the 1.618 Expansion Level 
of XA wave (as it is the maximum expansion level that, if taken, invalidates the pattern).

How to trade Butterfly Pattern
7.6. HARMONIC PATTERNS – PART 1
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Look for confluence at point D, before entering a position
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Volume for bullish version: buy volume declining on the XA wave while price goes 
up, sell volume incrementing on the AB wave, low buy volume on the BC wave and 

uptick in sell volume followed by a decline for wave CD (to long D)

Volume for bearish version: sell volume declining on the XA wave while price goes 
down, buy volume incrementing on the AB wave, low sell volume on the BC wave 

and uptick in buy volume followed by a decline for wave CD (to short D)

If sell/buy volume increases in the CD wave, don’t long/short the D



Crab Harmonic Pattern is a XABCD formation with the following rules:

1. XA can be any impulse size

2. At point B, price retraces between 0.382 and 0.618 of XA

3. A secondary impulse forms, starting from point B. Price retraces between 
0.382 and 0.886 of AB (the most common retrace level will be 0.618)

4. The target D of CD wave is the BC wave Fibonacci Expansion level 
between 2.24 and 3.618, in confluence with Expansion level 1.618 of XA.

Crab Pattern - External
7.6. HARMONIC PATTERNS – PART 1
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TV

Bullish Crab Pattern

TV

The Crab Harmonic Pattern is “external” as it breaks the lows (for the bullish 

version) or the highs (for the bearish version)

Crab Harmonic Pattern works better with High Time Frames (4hr+)

A Bat pattern may become a Crab pattern, that’s why you look for confluence 
on point D

A

B

C

D

a retracement between 0.5 and 
0.618 is preferable (usually in 

crypto 0.618 is more hit)

X

0.382 – 0.618

(0.618)

0.382 – 0.886

(0.5 – 0.618)

2.24 - 3.618

1.618

volume profile
ABXA BC

low volume on BC 
wave (consolidation)

CD

volume 
increasing

uptick in sell volume 
drying up on CD wave



Trading strategy for Crab pattern is:

1. Enter a long (short for the bearish version) at point D, identified as 2.24 -
3.618 Fibonacci Expansion level of wave BC, in confluence with Fibonacci 
Expansion level 1.618 of wave XA.

2. Take Profit 1 is the 0.618 Fibonacci Retracement level of CD wave.

3. Take Profit 2 is the retracement to A point (100% retracement of AD wave).

Stop Loss must be set below (or above for the bearish version) the 1.618 
Expansion Level of XA wave (as it is the maximum expansion level that, if taken, 
invalidates the pattern).

How to trade Crab Pattern
7.6. HARMONIC PATTERNS – PART 1
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Look for confluence at point D, before entering a position
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HARMONIC PATTERNS 
PART 2

Cypher, Shark and 5-0 harmonic 
patterns

PATTERNS

7.7



Cypher Harmonic Pattern is an external XABCD formation with the following rules:

1. XA can be any impulse size.

2. At point B, price retraces between 0.382 and 0.618 of XA (at maximum 0.66).

3. A secondary impulse forms, starting from point B. Price extends between 
1.133 and 1.414 of XA wave (Fibonacci Extension tool pulled from X to A, then 
back to X).

4. The target D of CD wave is the XC wave 0.786 Fibonacci Retracement Level.
Another confluence could be the BC wave Expansion Levels between 1.272 
and 2.

Cypher Harmonic Pattern
7.7. HARMONIC PATTERNS – PART 2
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TV

Bullish Cypher Pattern

The Cypher is the only Harmonic using Fibonacci Extension Tool

Cypher Harmonic Pattern works better with High Time Frames (4hr+)
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D

X

1.133 – 1.414

0.786

0.382 – 0.618

(0.618)

1.272 - 2

TV

Cryptocurrencies (due to high leverage and low liquidity) usually make longer 
wicks, then you need to give more space to the targets (e.g. leave space from 

0.362 to 0.66 on point B)

Note: using the Cypher tool, these are extension 
levels of XA wave (not expansion levels of AB 

wave as using the ABCD tool)

1 2
Point X of XA wave

(1st mouse click)

Point A of XA wave

(2nd mouse click)

Back to point X 

of XA wave

(3rd mouse click)
3

1

2

3

TV

Note: using the Cypher tool, this is the
retracement level of XC wave (not the 

retracement XA wave as using the ABCD tool) Volume to reach point C must be lower than volume on XA wave



Trading strategy for Cypher pattern is:

1. Enter a long (short for the bearish version) at point D, identified 

as 0.768 Fibonacci Retracement level of wave XC, in confluence 

with Fibonacci Expansion level from 1.272 to 2 of wave BC.

2. Take Profit is the retracement to point A, or the 0.618 

Fibonacci Retracement Level of CD wave.

Stop Loss must be set below point X (or above the point X for the 

bearish version).

How to trade Cypher Pattern
7.7. HARMONIC PATTERNS – PART 2
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Look for confluence at point D, before entering a position
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The Cypher pattern can be used to 
trade an ABC correction between 
two 12345 impulses, using the Elliot 
Waves theory

Cypher pattern and Elliot Waves
7.7. HARMONIC PATTERNS – PART 2
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You can use a bearish Cypher pattern 
to trade the ABC correction between 

two upward impulses



Shark Harmonic Pattern is an external XABCD formation with the following rules:

1. XA can be any impulse size.

2. At point B, price retraces between 0.382 and 0.886 of XA (preferably to 0.382).

3. A secondary impulse forms, starting from point B. Price expands between 
1.133 and 1.618 Fibonacci Expansion levels of AB wave.

4. The target D of CD wave is the BC wave 1.618 to 2.24 Fibonacci Expansion 
level. Another confluence could be the XA wave Fibonacci Levels between 
0.886 and 1.133.

Shark Harmonic Pattern
7.7. HARMONIC PATTERNS – PART 2
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TV

Bullish Shark Pattern

Shark pattern is very powerful if point C coincides with a Swing 

Failure Pattern

Shark Harmonic Pattern works better with High Time Frames (4hr+)

A

C

D

X

0.382 – 0.886

(0.382)
1.618 – 2.24

B

0.886 – 1.133

TV

In Shark pattern B has not really a defined range, you can also get as 

small as 0.236

1.133 – 1.618

(1.618)

Volume to reach point C must be lower than volume on XA wave



Trading strategy for Shark pattern is:

1. Enter a long (short for the bearish version) at point D, identified 

as 0.886 to 1.133 Fibonacci levels of wave XA, in confluence with 

Fibonacci Expansion levels from 1.618 to 2.24 of wave BC.

2. Take Profit 1 is the 0.5 Fibonacci Retracement level of CD 

Wave.

3. If price retraces more than 0.5 Fibonacci level, use a Trailing Stop 

Loss, while Take Profit 2 is the point C.

Stop Loss must be set below (or above for the bearish version) the 

1.133 Fibonacci Expansion level of wave XA.

How to trade Shark Pattern
7.7. HARMONIC PATTERNS – PART 2
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Look for confluence at point D, before entering a position
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Take Profit 1 is the 0.5 Fibonacci Retracement level of CD, because the 

Shark can become a 5-0 pattern
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5-0 Harmonic Pattern is an external XABCD formation, forming as a follow-up of a 
Shark pattern, with the following rules:

1. XA can be any impulse size.

2. At point B, price retraces between 0.382 and 0.886 of XA (preferably to 0.382).

3. A secondary impulse forms, starting from point B. Price expands between 
1.133 and 1.618 Fibonacci Expansion levels of AB wave.

4. The target D of CD wave is the BC wave 1.618 to 2.24 Fibonacci Expansion 
level. Another confluence could be the XA wave Fibonacci Levels between 
0.886 and 1.133.

5. At point E, price retraces to 0.5 Fibonacci Retracement level of CD wave, while 
forming at the same time a wave DE with length equal to BC. Point E is a 
reversal point if held!

5-0 Harmonic Pattern
7.7. HARMONIC PATTERNS – PART 2
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TV

Bearish 5-0 Pattern

5-0 Harmonic Pattern works better with High Time Frames (4hr+)
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Note: this is a 
bearish formation!



Trading strategy for Shark pattern is:

1. Enter a long (short for the bearish version) at point E, 
identified as 0.5 Fibonacci Retracement level of wave DE, 
look for other confluences.

2. Take Profit is the 1:1 Fibonacci Extension of CD Wave 
transposed to point E.

Stop Loss must be set below (or above for the bearish 
version) the 0.886 Fibonacci Retracement level of wave 
CD.

How to trade 5-0 Pattern
7.7. HARMONIC PATTERNS – PART 2
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BTC Shark with possible 

5-0 pattern

7.7. HARMONIC PATTERNS – PART 2

In this example, after a shark formation, price 

retraces to 0.5 and hold to that for a while, until it 

collapsed below and reached the point C of the 

shark pattern

BTCUSD 6 hour

If 0.5 hold, then it’s a 5-0 
pattern, in this case it fell 

down and reached the point 
C of the shark pattern



THREE DRIVES 
PATTERN

A pattern that requires three 
attempts at a level before reversal

PATTERNS

7.8



• Three Drives it’s a pattern that requires three attempts at a level before a reversal

• Each dip of goes to the CC Fibonacci Retracement levels

• Each attempt goes from 1.272 to 1.618 Fibonacci Extension levels (give these levels some leeway)

• The target of the reversal is the overall CC support of the formation

Three Drives Pattern Notes
7.8. THREE DRIVES PATTERN
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There is a bullish version (Three Drives Up) and a bearish version (Three Drives Down)

Three Drives Pattern works better on High Time Frame (at least 1h or more)

It is similar to ABCD Harmonic pattern, but with an extra wave and with more respect on the 0.618 Fib level

The theory behind Three Drives pattern is that on each push the divergences get bigger and volume decreases, 
letting shorts or longs (depending on which version) taking over on increase in volume



Three Drives Down reversal pattern is a formation with the 

following rules:

1. Drive 1 can be any size

2. Point A goes to 0.618 Fibonacci Retracement level of Drive 1

3. Drive 2 is at the 1.272 to 1.618 Fibonacci Expansion level of 1A

4. Point B is at the 0.618 Fibonacci Retracement level of Drive 2

5. Drive 3 is at the 1.272 to 1.618 Fibonacci Expansion level of 2B

After breaking the trendline price should retrace to the 

Formation’s Global CC

Three Drives Pattern
7.8. THREE DRIVES PATTERN
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Three Drives pattern has a lot of symmetry required: price 

should spend equal time on forming Drive 2 and 3, and equal 

time as well for corrections A and B
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0.618 
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Bearish Three Drives Down Pattern



0.618

1.618

1.272

There are 2 strategies for trading Three Drives pattern:

1. Enter a position at point B (the 0.618 retracement of A2) with 
Take Profit between 1.272 and 1.618 Fibonacci expansion levels 
of wave 2B. Stop Loss above the previous (or two previous) Lower 
High for the bullish version, below the previous (or two previous) 
Higher Low for the bearish.

2. Take a trade on Drive 3 completion with Take Profit at 0.618 
Fibonacci retracement level of the whole formation. Stop Loss 
below (above for the bearish version) 1.618 Fibonacci expansion 
level of wave 2B.

How to trade Three Drives Pattern
7.8. THREE DRIVES PATTERN
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Stop Loss for strategy 1 is dependent on the context, using 
Market Structure it can be below/above the B or A point

Stop Loss for strategy 2 can also be placed depending on a 
previous market structure (if available), a single Fibonacci 

number used for Stop Loss is not enough (it’s better in this case 
to wait for the rejection to happen



• Price attempts to break a high or low for three times

• Each attempt is bought up (or sell up) quickly, or each attempt is on lower volume with divergences

• Expect a quick price reverse after 3rd attempt

Valley/Peaks Pattern
7.8. THREE DRIVES PATTERN
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The Valley/Peaks happens more frequently than Three Drives pattern

The Valley/Peaks pattern presents itself perfectly with three long lower/higher wicks, while reaching a pivotal 
level (it is only similar with Three Drives pattern for the three attempts)

For Valley/Peaks formations Fibonacci levels are not relevant

Look for weakness on each attempt and be aware of the context



8. Volume
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Volume part 1 (#42)
Volume is a great tool to confirm a trend

1

Volume part 2 – OBV (#43)
OBV is cumulative total of volume (positive and negative) – leading indicator

2

Volume part 3 – VPVR (#45)
VPVR calculates volume transacted at each price and total it on the side of the chart

3

Volume part 4 – Fixed Range (#46)
Calculates the volume transacted at each price of a marked range

4

Volume part 5 – Session Volume and Naked POCs (#48)
Very important volume levels that act like support/resistance

5

KEY NOTES:

• OBV can be used for identifying divergences at 
tops/bottoms (it is a leading indicator)

• Be cautious of volume when price is in a 
sideways range

• Visible range calculates volume transacted at 
each price

• Naked POC’s are great S/R level



VOLUME – PART 1

Volume is a great tool to confirm a 
trend

VOLUME

8.1



• Volume is the number of contracts bought and sold added together to give a total on a specific time frame.

• For every buyer there must be a seller, each volume tick shows the combination of both buys and sells

• Liquidity in a market is very important! With no liquidity you will likely lose money!

It is more difficult for your positions to get filled with low liquidity.

Low liquidity markets usually have a higher spread (difference in price between buy to sell given by an exchange)

• Volume is a great way of confirming a trend, a reversal of the trend, and its original breakout (more details later)

Volume Notes
8.1. VOLUME – PART 1
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A nice tip for choosing a good asset to trade is to look for a high volatility in the last 24h in conjunction with a high 

traded volume (in the last 24h). You need to be careful and not choose just a high volatile asset!

If you trade assets with low volume (low liquidity) you will likely loose money!

In crypto currency look for assets with at least 200+ BTC as last 24h traded volume

On low liquidity assets you will experience higher Slippage (difference between expected price and actual executed price)

On low liquidity assets bigger moves usually start from a Swing Failure Pattern, as bigger traders try to grab more liquidity
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Spread - Example

8.1. VOLUME – PART 1

The spread is the difference between buyers and 

sellers.

You can see the spread by looking at the order 

book.

The spread is the 
difference between buying 

price and selling price, in 
this case around 40 cents

Look to trade assets with lowest spread as 

possible, as a high spread is an indication 

of low liquidity

In assets with low spread and high volume is 

easier to get in and out of the positions
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Volume statistics while 

selecting an asset to trade

8.1. VOLUME – PART 1

If you are looking for a volatile asset to trade, 

always consider the Volume statistics as a key 

metric.

Usually, for BTC pair markets, last 24h Volume 

must be at least higher than 200 bitcoins.

In Binance, you can order the markets by 24h 

Change to find the most volatile assets, but you 

need to check the 24h Volume to find what asset is 

better (and safer) to trade.

VIB / BTC seems a very 
volatile assets, but it has a 

very low 24h volume, so it is 
a bad idea to trade it!

If you have 500+ BTC Volume on the last 24h 
and a high volatility it is a great match

An asset with high volatility and low Volume  
can be considered an anomaly. It could be a 

“pump and dump” target, or simply someone 
mistakenly placed a market order



• https://exocharts.com/

• https://tradinglite.com/

• https://tensorcharts.com/

• https://www.coinfarm.online/

• https://aggr.trade/

• https://hyblockcapital.com/

• https://www.sierrachart.com/ (best for stocks)

Best Websites to check for Volume
8.1. VOLUME – PART 1
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Note: most of the websites reported above require a payment subscription, but all have a free version with limitations

Trading View is free, but it doesn’t allow to see “inside” a candle (it offers only a “2D view”, but we want 3D, 4D, any detail!)

https://exocharts.com/
https://tradinglite.com/
https://tensorcharts.com/
https://www.coinfarm.online/
https://aggr.trade/
https://hyblockcapital.com/
https://www.sierrachart.com/
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Volume Trend confirmation

8.1. VOLUME – PART 1

Volume can be used to confirm a trend or a 

pullback:

● If price goes up or down, volume must increase 

to confirm the trend

● The pullback of a move must have a declining 

volume

To have a clear vision of the Volume trend a 

Volume Moving Average can be used.

For the Volume Moving Average Daniel uses 
a custom length of 30 for a range greater 

than one month

If during a move the volume become lesser 
and lesser, it means that supply is becoming 

smaller as well, therefore a move on the 
opposite direction is more likely to find a 

fairer price

PRICE VOLUME
OPEN 

INTEREST
MARKET

Rising Increasing Increasing
Bullish

Strong Uptrend

Rising Decreasing Decreasing
Bearish

Weak Uptrend

Declining Increasing Increasing
Bearish

Strong Downtrend

Declining Increasing Decreasing
Bullish

Weak Downtrend

Trading can be considered like an auction:

● You have the bid, which is the current price of the asset

● If, initially, price goes down fast buyers may question “why the price 
of an item is going down so fast, it will go lower” and become more 
hesitant in buying

● But after an initial drop, while price keeps going down, more buyers 
will see this as a normal price action and an opportunity for a 
“discount”

● On the other hand, if price goes down, people that already own the 
assets don’t want to sell it anymore, as price is too low (and the 
selling volume starts to decrease, as there is less supply)

Example: Auction
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Range breakdown, rounded 

bottom and breakout 

volume profile - Example

8.1. VOLUME – PART 1

In this example the volume profile confirms a range 

breakdown (on high volume), followed by a low 

volume rounded bottom and a high volume 

breakout.

BTCUSD 4 hour

high volume on 
breakdown, 

confirming chart 
is bearish

low volume and choppy 
price action, but forming a 

rounded bottom

Resistance broken on high bull 
volume, for a confirmation of 

the upwards trend
volume is  decreasing, while 

price goes down representing 
less interest in selling (bullish)



VOLUME – PART 2
OBV

OBV is cumulative total of volume 
(positive and negative) – leading 
indicator

VOLUME

8.2



On Balance Volume provides a running total of an asset’s trading volume and indicates whether this volume is flowing in or out

of a given security or currency pair.

The OBV is a cumulative total of volume (positive and negative).

To calculate OBV there are three rules (for a daily interval):

1. If today’s closing price is higher than yesterday’s closing price, then Current OBV = Previous OBV + today’s volume

2. If today’s closing price is lower than yesterday’s closing price, then Current OBV = Previous OBV – today’s volume

3. If today’s closing price equals yesterday’s closing price, then Current OBV = Previous OBV

𝑂𝐵𝑉 = 𝑂𝐵𝑉𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣 + ൞

𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒, 𝑖𝑓 𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 > 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑜𝑢𝑠 𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒
0, 𝑖𝑓 𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 = 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑜𝑢𝑠 𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒

− 𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒, 𝑖𝑓 𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 < 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑜𝑢𝑠 𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒

On Balance Volume Formula
8.1. VOLUME – PART 2: OBV
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OBV is an indicator focused on Volume, therefore it can massively help, as Volume is a key element

Knowing the actual formula to calculate OBV value is not needed, but interesting anyhow

The formula applies to other time frames as well (just consider closing prices and volume for that time interval)



• Patterns on OBV chart can be really useful.

• Volume leads price so many times, before a price move, OBV breaks support lines or a pattern (for 
example, if OBV breaks downward, we can expect price to breakdown soon).

• OBV can be used to identify divergences at tops and bottoms of moves

• OBV can be used as confirmation of a trend, as Volume should follow the trend.

On Balance Volume Notes
8.1. VOLUME – PART 2: OBV
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OBV is a leading indicator (it can give false signals as well)

Never use OBV on its own, but in confluence with other indicators
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On Balance Volume Top 

and Bottoms Divergences -

Example

8.2. VOLUME – PART 2: OBV

In this example the OBV indicator initially confirms 

a healthy uptrend, making new highs together with 

price.

When price starts to make new highs, but OBV 

doesn’t you can start to look for potential trend-

reversal, with a bearish divergence given by OBV.

BTCUSD 4 hour

price and OBV making new 
highs together: healthy uptrend

price makes new highs, but OBV 
did not: bearish divergences

OBV making new highs together with price 
shows that new money are coming into the 
market and it is a form of confirmation that 

the uptrend may continue

OBV is more powerful than RSI for 
divergences



VOLUME – PART 3
VPVR

VPVR calculates volume 
transacted at each price and total 
it on the side of the chart

VOLUME

8.3



…

Visible Range Notes
8.3. VOLUME – PART 3: VPVR
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9. Footprint
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ExoCharts (#49)
A website for advanced charting with footprint information

1

Footprint Charts intro (#50)
Information about the amount of volume transacted at each price in each candle

2

Delta (#51)
Shows the sum of market orders – buying and selling pressure (in each candle)

3

CVD (#52)
A running total of delta – incredibly accurate for divergences

4

Imbalances part 1 (#54)
Price will move in one direction until it is overwhelmed by the other side (buy vs. sell)

5

Imbalances part 2 (#55)
A lot of practical examples of imbalances

6



10. Tools and Charts
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Trendline Trading (#16)
Trendline fan, trendline of 45° and 
internal trendline

1

Pitchforks part 1 (#70)
A very practical tool, especially for HTF

2

Pitchforks part 2 (#71)
Fibonacci pitchfork and Pitchfan

3

Chart types part 1 (#63)
Range, Range Y and Tick chart types explained

4

Chart types part 2 (#64)
Trend reversal chart type explained

5

Chart types part 3 (#65)
Volume and Delta chart types explained

6

Log Scale (#81)
Used for very volatile assets, years old data 
and HTF perspective

7



11. Strategies
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CCW (#40)
Really good system to remove emotions 
and ‘automate’ your trading (beginners)

1

Exponential Moving Average (#4)
How to trade the EMA crosses (HTF)

2

CCSS Scalping Strategy (#15)
How to trade ascending, descending and 
symmetrical triangles

3

Volume specifics (#67)
Volume chart for his unique day trading strategy4

Pivot Points (#86)
A simple yet powerful strategy that gives great 
targets for a move

7

Liquidation trading strategy (#85)
Unique strategy for scalping (extremely high 
win rate)

8

Trading ATH (#79)
Strategy for trading price discovery

9

Daily Opens (#59)
You always need to be prepared for the 
trading day ahead

10

Day Trading Strategy (#68)
A strategy that is primarily based off volume and 
reactions

5
Alt coin trading (#74)
How to trade alt coins11

CCV (#57)
An amazing 80% probability setup6


